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Fishermen Vote To Accept 60-40 Basis
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HABEAS CORPUS PETITIONS

Thomaston Town Meeting Report

ALLEGING CRUELTY DENIED

Fishermen’s Asso-| Fish
processing plant
em- for the trip are paid. The comciation, meeting Monday night at ployees,, also association mem— pany will receive 40 per cent of
the GAR Hall, voted almost unani- bers, agreed to continue under the the profit.
This was the system in effect for
mously to negotiate for a contract same contract as they had with
the fishermen under Birdseye
with the new Forty Fathoms fish- the Birdseye Division of General prior to the company's guaranteed
ing concern, on a 6O-4O profit Foods, former owners of the fish trip wage of $270 minimum. This
share basis. Association President ing plant and shipyard. The con plan would not be satisfactory to
Henry Gallant said, however, that cern was sold late last year.
the new company, according to
the alternate plan offered by the
Gallant met with company offi earlier reports.
company of one cent a pound for cials Tuesday for discussions and
The new Forty Fathoms com
fishermen on the company's trawl to report to them the results of pany is expected to develop the
ers would be "considered” during the Monday night meeting but de plan the year round on a greater
current discussions. •
clined to comment on the talk.
scale than the Eirdseye officials.
Gallant also said that the de
The Association president said This may mean buying of fish
parture of the first fishing trawl he was completely satisfied with from independent fishermen. The
ers from Rockland would not the results of the negotiations thus new company is a subsidiary of
await the signing of a contract. far and looked for a speedy and the National Sea Products Limited
The trawler Squall skippered by fair settlement within "10 days.” of Halifax. N. S. Operation of the
Capt. Ronald Whiffen would leave
The 60-40 per cent profit share Rockland plants is done under the
Friday and the Surf with Captain system calls for fishermen to subsidiaries of Forty Fathoms
Douglas Watts would depart Mon share among their crew 60 per Fisheries. Inc., and Forty Fathday.
cent of the profit after all costs oms Trawlers, Inc.
The Maine

A State Prison inmate at ThomHeald claimed he was forced to
aston, serving sentences on break- undergo excessive punishment. He
ing. entry and larceny, and at- failed to describe in detail the puntempted escape, has termed prison ishment. He said such cruel and
discipline as "brainwashing" and unusual treatment was beginning
equal to the "rack and screw to effect his health.
methods” of centuries ago in a pc- j He described the confinement as
tition for a writ of habeas corpus “equal to the rack and screw
to Superior Court that was dis- method of the 16th century” and
missed last week.
[ accused the present adminlstraAugustus F. Heald, 24, of Hallo- tion of "practicing a new method
well, one of seven inmates sen- of forced dissipation and mental
tenced for an attempted break out breakdowns, without leaving scars
of the prison July 29. 1956 when , or wounds.”
they stormed a wall and hurled
He claimed he was denied the
"fire bombs", was refused the pe right to medical care or to wor
tition by Justice James Archibald ship on Sunday.
of Houlton.
Pratt, in his petition, charged
Also refused was a similar pe cruel and abusive treatment and
tition by Thomas Pratt of Wey said he was denied proper medi
mouth, Mass., who was the only cal treatment and freedom of re
one of those charged with the at ligion. He said he had been
tempted escape found innocent by placed in solitary confinement on
a Knox County jury last Novem- i Feb. 26 with no reason given.
Islesboro Ferry
ROCKLAND FIREMEN HAVE
ber.
Pratt is serving one to two years
Heald, who is presently serving on a conviction of uttering a
To Have Annual
BUSY MORNING HOUR
two five to 10 year sentences run forge instrument and seven and
Rockland firemen had a busy under control they set out for
Maynard Spear, left and Percy Williams, both are sworn into their new offic<-s as Thomaston Select ning concurrently on convictions one-half years to 15 on a robbery
Overhaul
Enroute they men following the annual town meeting Monday night. Edna Keyes, re-elected town clerk by a big major- of breaking, entry and larceny in conviction.
morning Tuesday. Seems that all Franklin street.
Photo by McKeoi, the night time received in Super-!
The Islesboro Ferry, "Governor
spotted the big field fire, off »>• ™nduets the ceremony.
Prison officials declined to com
their troubles came at once, and
Brann,” will be undergoing annual
Pleasant street, which could have | Townspeople of Thomaston have
Much of thus year’s increase ing that liremen had been called ior Court in Cumberland County ment on the accusations in the
not in too small doses.
endangered the city garage, so authorized a committee to under-! was in the total school budget if to the area more often recently May, 1953, wrote that the prison absence of Warden Allan Robbins
drydocking and repair in the very,
At 8.20 a. m. they received a they stopped off and built a back take the study of a possible three $94,355.00 which was readily ap because of flooded cellars.
! administration had no legal, moral who was out of town Wednesday.
near future.
call to fight a grass fire along the fire and kept the city garage and or four year area high school with proved by the voters.
A motion to pass over an $828 or administrative right to conduct |
Records on hand at The CouThis is
Present plans call for the boat
railroad bank near Pleasant Gar- the Farnsworth cemetery free of Rockland and other interested about $9,000 over last year and io expenditure for Knox County Gen- brainwashing methods. He said he rier-Gazette office show that
to go to the Stonington-Dec r Isle
dens. Four minutes later, at 8.24 flames.
! communities by town meeting I attributed to continued enrollment eral Hospital was killed and the had been held in solitary confine- Heald has served sentences on
yacht basin on April 4 and it is
a. m., a general alarm was run;
Wesley Knight. Rockland fire vote Monday night during which ' Increases, two new teachers to be article passed following a talk by mrot for 21 months and was never i ommon theft at Thomaston, auto
hoped to have her back on the run
in for a fire at 2.1 Franklin street, chief, called on Thomaston to help they also agreed Io a whopping added, salary increments, raises Alan Russell of the hospital staff granted a hearing or consideration larceny, breaking, entry and lar
by Easter, according to Town
and at 8.30 their services were re fight the grass fire while he and new budget and voted in two new I and general rise in expenses.
on the purposes ot the hospital, bY the warden or a board ot in- ceny, and terms at the State
Manager Ellis Reeby.
quired to put out a large grass the rest of the department battled selectmen and a member of the
quiry as to the reasons of his con- Scnool for Boys in South Portland
The townspeople agreed in one and use of the funds.
In the meantime Captain Caspar
fire burning out of contiol in the the Franklin street conflagration. school committee.
In other business Byron G. Hahn flnement. He said he is still In as a juvenile where he was dearticle to authorize a standing
Murphy will maintain two daily
fields between Holmes and Pleas There a blaze had started from a
Business at the meeting, which committee of one selectman, on ; was re-named an assessor and I confinement. He did not explain scribed as "incorrigible.”
mail and passenger trips with his
ant streets.
He received a four to eight year
stove pipe in the first floor apart was well attended, with crowds school board member, the town Percy Clark and Ralph Cushing how he was able to be with other |
40-foot motor boat. He will leave
Bert Snow and another fireman ment and had spread to the stair overflowing into the back of the manager and the school superin were re-named to the park com prisoners in the prison courtyard additional sentence last Novemthe island daily at 8 a. m. and
had arrived at Pleasant Gardens way up. The property, a three auditorium at Watts Hall, was tendent to proceed with officials mission and Roland Hahn was at the time of the attempted break ber after pleading guilty to at12.30 p. m., returning from thc
I tempted escape.
when they heard the general apartment house, is owned by heavy and many major items of of Rockland and, or, other com elected to replace Chester eight months ago.
Lincolnville Beach side 30 minutes'
alarm ring in. Calling back for Mrs. Bernice Osier. Because of business were taken up.
Smalley.
munities in conducting a study of
later.
instructions and noting that the the prompt arrival of the fire
The town elected Percy C. Wil an area high school for either a
Among town expenditures ap
Murphy’s boat is now equipped
fire along the railway bank was fighters damage was held to $50. liams with 398 votes and Maynard three year or four year course at proved was $1000 for road im KNOX COUNTY PROBATION
with ship to shore radio.
Spear with 263 votes to the board a cost of not more than $1,222.- provement at the Lura Libby OFFICER TENDERS RESIGNATION
It is proposed to operate the
of selectmen. Dr. Lester Adams 500.00.
School.
A rotary roadway is
Governor Brann on a spring sched VITAL SESSION OF MAINE COASTAL
Earle B. Porter of 30 Granite mer Gov. Frederick Payne in No
was defeated since only two posi
Rockland has asked Thomaston recommended to the park com
ule after her overhaul, making
tions were open. He eolleeted 256 tor some authorization of th"ir mission.
street,
Knox County probation of vember, 1951 was about 20. He
five daily round trips. The boat ROUTE I ASSN. TO BE HELD APRIL 10
votes.
Town officer salaries remained ficer for the past five and one-half was re-appointed in 1958 by Gov.
participation in the study com
will leave Islesboro at 7.30. and 9
Elected to continue on the school mittee, set up by both towns re tbe same and $1500 was raised for
Muskie for another tour year term
Whether Maine's coastal Rt. 1 outstanding accomplishments of
years, submitted his resignation
a. m., 12-30, 2.30 and 5 p. m. Re
and has served one and a half
board was Dr. Eivind R. Moss cently to investigate the details repair of Watts Block and $2{)00
turn trips from the mainland will area, from Portland to Bar Har the Governor’s Highway Safety
The i to Gov. Edmund Muskie this week. years of it.
bor, plays the role that it should Committee, which effort recently with 303 votes who took a strong of such a school. The committee was taken from surplus.
start a half hour later.
win over Richard W. Feyler. Fey is now ready to go ahead with town has had $6000 in reserve for i *f was announced Wednesday,
He asked that his resignation be
in the state’s future recreational received national acclaim. Brian
this fund.
i Porter gave as reasons for his come effective May 1.
ler tallied 205 votes.
the study.
Nowadays a car without a and economic development may M. Jewett, chairman of the Gov
They tabled an article asking having the job the refusal of the
Porter said Wednesday that the
Edna O. Keyes was re-elected
Major disputes at the meeting
mortgage lacks one of our mod well depend upon the response to ernor's committee, will be a fea
town clerk over Forest Stone 398- arose on one article seeking for a date that taxes would be due . Knox County Commissioners to salary of the position was in
ern inconveniences.
the Mid-Coast Rt. 1 Association’s tured speaker and it is hoped that
107.
creased $100 when he first took it.
voters to enter into a professional I and payable and a iixed interest raise his salary.
annual spring dinner-meeting at Governor Edmund S. Muskie will
Porter sought a pay increase for He said he is required to hold a
Elected to the budget and plan revaluation program, which thc rate after such date. They also
Rockland. Wednesday, April 10, be present to share in the tribute.
ning committee was J. Warren town defeated, and other articles ] appropriated $5225 for police pro- the job at a meeting of the com-! session once each month, on the
* MAMMOTH
"It would seem to be about this
association President Frederic H.
Everett, Byron Hahn, Harold on snow removal and swerage. | tection, $1000 over last year’s missioners last week. The office first Saturday at the Court House,
RUMMAGE AND FOOD SALE
time that the various road asso
Bird stated today.
presently pays $300 a year.
and to keep extensive records.
Richardson
and Bernard Robin
Six members of the budget com figure.
.WATTS HALL - THOMASTON
Calling for a 100 per cent turn ciations in Maine, dedicated as
In his letter, the probation offi-t
Chairman of County Commisson. Four other candidates, Free mittee recommended the approval
A 10 year contract with Central
out of the association’s rapidly they are to the overall improve
Saturday, April 6 — 9 a. m.
man Garniss, Robert E. Hall. of the revaluation program, while Maine Power Company and the cer explained that he regretted sioners Roland Gushee ot Appleton
expanding membership—and all ment of highway travel, put ‘first
Benefit Senior Class Trip
James H. Mayo and Harold Quinn a minority of four members dis 1957 payment to that company that he was forced to submit his said Wednesday that he regretted
38-Th-41 others interested—-President Bird things first’ ' and recognize the
were defeated.
| was approved along with hydrant resignation. Porter wrote, "Very Porter's resignation but that the
sented.
said a report on pending legisla tremendous job done, to date, by
The town voted total appropria
The town alloted unfortunately, the county commis commissioners had alloted only
An article following seeking to rental funds.
tion that will effect the coastal U. the Governor’s Highway Safety
tions of $177,897.16 which is an in raise $3000 for a reserve fund for $1900 for maintenance of the fire sioners are empowered to fix the that amount for the job and no
SENIOR CARNIVAL AND DANCE S. Rt. 1 area promises to attract Committee,” said President Bird,
crease of $15,676.66 over last this revaluation was indefinitely department, $1750 for the volun- amount of salary for the proba more. He added that much of the
At Appleton Community Hall representatives from virtually all who added. "Our Mid-Coast group year’s figure of $162,220.50. The postponed by the voters.
| teer fire department, and raised tion officer. As I have about 80 probationary work, that is per
,
pleased to lead the way in this
increase means a jump in the
MARCH 28 - 8 to 12 P. M. of the 40 or more municipalities is
Residents agreed to appropriate $513 for two air packs and two on Prol>ation at the present time, sons reporting periodically, ig
respect.”
along the mid-coast stretch.
VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
the salary of $25 per handled by Knox County court
present tax mill rate of $81 per $1000 for the purchase of equip oxygen cylinders for the depart- ;
Signifying intentions of partici
A feature of the April 10 pro
Price 50c
month is very inadequate, but house workers in Porter’s ab
$1000 property evaluation by $9 ment and removal of snow from ment.
37-38 gram will be recognition of the pating in this April 10 meeting.
An additional street light on they absolutely refuse to pay any sence.
unless offset by new taxes on new sidewalks on more heavily tri
more."
Porter resigned last year as
construction.
veled streets and in the vicinity o( School Street near Main Street
$2700
J
He explained that the number Knox County Turnkey but continschools.
Complaints that school was authorized by voters.
Thcmaston
Pers°ns on probation at the ued to hold the position ot deputy
The Season's Taste Sensation I
thus far. have been delegations vicinity streets were left unplowed expended for the
from Yarmouth, Freeport, Bruns in the winter brought lengthy dis Nursing Association. $1000 for | ^me of ^'s appointment by for- sheriff.
wick, Bath, Woolwich, Wiscasset, cussion on the article.
Several trimming trees, $2388 for state I
Edgecomb,
Boothbay
Harbor. citizens said that children were aid roads construction, $100 for! ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Newcastle, Damariscotta, Waldo forced to walk in the streets and the Maine Publicity Bureau and to
boro Thomaston. Bristol, Rock continued this habit through the pay all bills contracted or
WILL ENCOURAGE TOURIST BUSINESS
proved on account of Civilian De- ,
port. Camden, Belfast, Ellsworth. spring.
The quarterly "Cracker Barrel" j terested in vacation business to
Bucksport and Bar Harbor, ac
An article calling for a sum fo tense.
Moderator was Municipal Court meeting, open to members and attend.
cording to President Bird.
be expended for a new surface
pipe on the land of Victor Kor- Judge Alfred M. Strout.
the public, will be held Monday’ The purpose is to find out If
pinen on Georges Street was al
noon at the Hotel Thorndike.
there can be beneficial co-opera
RUMMAGE SALE
lowed by the town and $1280.98
Since
now
is
the
time
that
atten-1
tive action which has enough ac
THE THOMASTON CAFE
Saturday, March 30 - 9 a. m. was transferred from the Kossuth
tion should be focused on the c; m- tive supporters to warrant the
Street seaver project's unexpended
WILL BE CLOSED
ing tourist business, President use of the Chamber’s staff and
balance for the job. Assistant
G. A. R. HALL
Sunday, March 31 through
Gifford of the Rockland Chamber
Fire
Chief
Wendell
Barlow
spoke
offices.
Spon. by North Srhool PTA
Sunday, April 14, Inclusive
of Commerce has invited all in- ;
on behalf of this article explainWilliam Hatch, the assistant
PINTS and QUARTS to Take Home
38-39
executive manager of the Maine
Publicity Bureau, will attend the
MINSTREL SHOW "Cracker Barrel” lunch.
« ■
PHONE 409 w
.

DAIRY 70?
IN

CONES - MALTS - SUNDAES

OPEN FOR THE SEASON

FINNISH-AMERICAN

FRIDAY-12 NOON

Opening Special!
PINEAPPLE
SUNDAE

1 f <J I J
•

i

With All the Fixin____________ __________________ [

DAWf/W

KNOX

Entertainment and
DANCE

8.15 P. M.

Rockland, Maine

*

Howard Crockett, Director
Adults $1.00 Donation
Children I'nder High School Age
50c Donation
Benefit Senior Class Trip

Saturday, April 6

RUMMAGE SALE
Saturday, March 30 - 9.30 a.

ST. PETER'S UNDERCROFT
Sponsored by Nunes' Guild
38-39

8.00 P. M.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

LET’S DANCE!

ENTIRE PROCEEDS TO RED CROSS
FREE FINNISH COFFEE SERVICE
38*40

0

Saturday Evening, Mar. 30

ft

— NOTICE —
FORMER BIRDS EYE FISHERIES EMPLOYEES
INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR
40 FATHOM FISHERIES, INC.

9 'TIL 12

BIG FUN
CJRMVll

Please Report at
Personnel Dept., 79 Mechanic St.
Monday through Friday, March 25-29,
Between 8 a. m. and 5 p. at.

§
§
36-38

inniiiiiiHiiinimiiimnr".........................

The less some people have to
say. the more difficult it is for
them not to say it.

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Corner Maverick and Camden Street

Friday, March 29

ALL NEW
Each '‘Fun Carnival"
AU Diffaraat

THORNDIKE HOTEL

INFORMAL
Refreshments

Good Music

$1.00
CALL 438
DONATION
FOX RESERVATIONS
Sponsored by Knox Hospital Auxiliary
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Regular Meeting

DR. HOWARD M. FREAS

The Lincoln Association of Bap-1
tist Men will meet at the Littlefield
Memorial Church March 30 with
Dr. Howard M. Freas. a former
missionary in the Belgian Congo,
as guest speaker.
Dr. and Mrs. Freas have both
been honored by the king of Bel
gium for notable medical service
to the people of the Belgian
Congo, Africa. Dr. Freas was
given charge of the hospital and
general mission work in Banza
Manteka. Belgian Congo, in 1924. I

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

Held By Junior

TO BE THE SPEAKER

Dr. Howard Freas

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

He organized the first leper
camp in that mission, in 1933. He
later transferred to the mission
at Sona Bata, Belgian Congo. Here
he annually examined over 8000
persons in 36 villages for sleeping
sickness, leprosy, and other dis
eases.
Dr. Freas health broke in 1943
because of the heavy burden of his
work. He returned to the United
States, but in 1948 returned to the
Congo. He was a victim of poliomielitis in 1951 and again re
turned to the United States to re
gain health. Determined to con
tinue his Missionary service. Dr.
Freas returned to the Congo in
1953. but in 1954 he was compelled,
for reasons of health, to return to
the United States.
Dr. Freas is a graduate of Col
gate University, Hamilton. N. Y..
and medical school of the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania. He studied
at the school of Tropical Medicine
in Brussels. Belgium, on his way
to the Belgian Congo, and in 1941
received the degree of Doctor of
Public Health from Yale Univer
sity. During 1934-36 he studied at
thc Kennedy School of Missions.
Hartford. Conn. In 1941 he was
ordained to the ministry and re
ceived the Doctor of Divinity
from Colgate University in 1952.

Chamber
The regular business meeting of
the Rockland Junior Chamber of
Commerce was held Wednesday
at the Yacht Club Building.
A
film. “Deep Waters” was shown,
a 32 minute presentation of the
fishing industry put out by the
Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries.

EDITORIAL
CAN'T BLAME THE LIMEROCK RAILROAD
This is the annual season that the Rockland Fire De
partment gets plenty of exercise, not entirely during the
daylight hours either. Frequent diaphone calls bellowing
over the city and the almost constant eerie whistle of red
wagon sirens tell the populace that the grass fire season
has arrived.
Years ago when we were younger and active in such
matters sputtering fire fighters always had the same
complaint: "If we could get rid of those so and so steam
locomotives of the Limerock Railroad we would be rid of
the expense of grass fires". With characteristic stubborn
ness we refused to accept the well screened stubby little
steam engines as the cause of the multitudinous fires.
Now the firemen have had their wish. Thc Limerock
Railroad is no more, yet the song of the red wagons still
continues due to careless thrown cigarettes, poorly
handled rubbish fires and a hundred other calls.

The most important item of
business was the results of the
weekend State Directors’ Meeting
and the reception which the pro
posal amendment received by that
board. The 1958 convention com
mittee has made excellent prog
ress on rates, facilities, program,
etc., which it will present at the
state meeting.

Also, prograss of the proposed
ear wash, the Teen-Age Road-E-O,
the 1957 Convention (Presque Isle,
May 17. 18, 19. for which a chair
man will be needed) were dis
cussed.

Coastal Area Signs

"SAVE IN HIS OWN COUNTRY"

Up For Hearing

How often we have outstanding men in certain fields
in our midst yet never appreciate their ability. It took a
survey by a firm from distant climes to bring adequate
recognition to Owen Johnston of Lloyd's Pharmacy, Inc.,
in the form of a citation of merit. Johnston’s outstanding
ability as a pharmacist has been known for many years by
the medical profession and laymen alike, building up a
great confidence in the public mind, yet it took a citation
from a great Los Angeles drug firm to bring proper recogni
tion to this unusual man. Ted Lawrence, manager of the
firm, shared with the presentation of a handsome mortar
and pestle.

Frederic Bird, president of the
Maine Mid-Coast Route One Asso
ciation. will represent the associa
tion at hearings to be held Wed
nesday by a legislative committee
at Augusta on the subject of signs
Camden Lady
for this area on the Maine Turn
pike.
Bowlers
Sponsor
MILLER'S
The association favors the erec- [
tion of signs directing motorists
Polio
Clinic
GARAGE
to the coastal area as they ap
The Lucky Strike League of proach exit nine near the Fal
Tha Bast Place Ta
Lady Bowlers of Camden spon mouth cutoff.
Buy a
sored a Polio clinic Monday at the
It is expected that there will ’
GOOD USED CAR
Camden Legion Hall.
also be representatives from the
88-81 Rankin Street
With Doctors Paul Millington Rockland Chamber of Commerce
34-Th4S-tfi
and Harry Tounge in attendance, and from Camden.

ADEQUATE SIGNS FOR THE TURNPIKE
It cost the coastal region of Maine untold thousands of
dollars last year because the new Maine Turnpike was in
adequately signed. Last season thousands of coast-bound
travelers ended up in Augusta because of the incomplete
signs on the fast highway.
The condition will be remedied this year by legislative
act, not only to give the Mid-Coast area a square deal, but
all other sections as well. Adequate signing of the Turnpike
will keep recreational dollars in Maine instead of syphoning
them off into Canada which is our most formidable adver
sary in this battle for recreational dollars.

Elks Elect New
SHOPPING TODAY?

Slate of Officers

DON'T FORGET TO BUY

At the annual election of officers
of Rockland Lodge of Elks held at
the club hose Tuesday evening
Carl Blaekington. dairyman, of
Rockland, was elected as exalted
ruler of the lodge for the coming
year.
Other officers elected at the
same time included Frank Kale-,
leading knight; Herman Hoffses.
loyal knight; G. Ronald Smith,
lecturing knight; Joshua N. South
ard. secretary; C. Maxwell Ames,
treasurer; Sherman J. Rokes,
tyler; Joseph Soffayer, trustee for
three years; Carl Blaekington.
delegate to the Grand Lodge with
Everett Davis as alternate.
Installation ceremjnies will be
on April 9 and appointive officers
will be announced at a later date.
This makes the 25th consecutive
year during which Southard has
served the lodge as secretary.
Not only does hc have an enviable
record for length of service in
the position but he prides himself
on near perfect attendance. In 25
years he missed just two meetings
and these only because he was.
flat on his back, a patient in Kncx
County General Hospital.

CLIPPER ROOT BEER
Pick the Pack

With the Ship

On the Cap
YOUR

BEST

VALUE

Clark’s Beverages
NEWCASTLE

-

MAINE

Self Service Shoe Store
TEL 1090

397 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

EXTRA SPECIAL >

Thur.y Fri., Sat., Only

Sports
AND SADDLES
FOR WOMEN

s,"‘* 4 9

White Nubuck or Black Suede—Today's Style Leaders.

Also in red, gray, with soft leather uppers.

Black or Brown Trim Saddles

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Rockland Fire
Department
Salary Range $50. to $60. per Week

robes at the Sunday morning serv

Usually there is fire where there
is smoke, but occasionally the ices this week due to the efforts
smoke comes from a pipe dream of the Fidelis Class of the church
and parishioners.

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
ROCKLAND CITY HALL
»aaaa>aaaaaa»a»*4

the robes and with the help of
several members of the church
prepared them for the choir which
consists of youngsters between the
ages of nine and 12.
The robes are maroon, with
white collars.
People who travel the primrose
path very seldom worry about a
return ticket.

Slow Down and Live!

FINNISH-AMERICAN RED

Had Directors'

CROSS DANCE

Meeting

There will be something to sat for WRKD's
Finnish-American
isfy the tastes of all at the Finn program on Sunday. Up another

ish-American entertainment-dance flight ot sta ire above, Ai. Rex Gar
Saturday evening, April 6 at the rett presides for Bald Mountain
Rockland Community Building. midst an array of printing presses.
I Frivolity and fun for the light
The refreshments for the event
hearted. tempered with a touch are under the competent supervi
of seriousness in honor of the sion of Mrs. Irene Farmer. The
great organization which will Finnish ladies themselves are
benefit from the affair, the Ameri- making
their
famous “nisu"
, can Red Cross. The Red Cross (Finnish coffee bread) and there
people are doing such a tremen will also be a plentiful supply of
dous job in this area, as well as assorted cakes to go with the hot
all over the world, that it behooves coffee.
All this will be served
all of us to wriggle into our fin free by Knox County's Gray La
ery and find our way to the Com dies. For those with extra appemunity Building come the night tites there will also be on sale hot
of April 6.
| dogs, chicken roils and soft
Although the Red Cross has re-! drinks—all profits for the Red
ceived a great deal of deserved Cross.
nationwide recognition through
William Thon of Port Clyde,
the endorsement of thc President well known artist, is judging the
plus the press and airwaves a fly posters in the contest now going
on the wall in the office of Knox on in St. George Consolidated
County’s Red Cross "maid of all School to advertise the happening,
all work” Mrs. Reita Holden, George Newbert of Thomaston is
could give forth with some news- coaching the miniature square
worthy information on local good dancers who will make up a porworks. The telephone on Mrs. tion of the entertainment. More
Holden s desk rings constantly, about the entertainment will be
She has the enviable ability to told in a future article. Jitterbug
carry’ on a conversation on the experts are oiling up their rouphone while simultaneously mak- tines for the jitterbug contest for
ing notes on a pad of paper and which first award wil! be two of
giving visitors in the office the the latest record albums. Thomas
happy feeling that their own busi ton prison farm is sending a mys
ness is very special. All this in terious performer who shall re
a calm, unruffled manner.
main anonymous until you see him
Knox County’s businessmen and in person!
private individuals are contribut
ing generously of their time and
Rockland Marine
products to the benefit. Some peo
ple whom you may know: Pete Wins Another
Edwards, the chicken man, Mr.
Libby, who manages Sampson’s Gold Medal
Market.
Buster Woodcock of
A Rockland Marine. Major Rob
Thomaston’s I.G.A., Dick Fowler,
representing A&P.. Sadie Marcus ert E. Barde. son of Major and
of Stonington Furniture Co., Fred Mrs. Elmer Barde of 5 Berkeley
Black of Black and Gay Canners, Street, has been awarded the Gold
Lew Spencer of the Coke plant, Medal for winning the National
Johnny Mazzeo and his market,
Reita Holden’s husband, who owns
a market in Warren. Round Top
Dairy is furnishing a large supply
of milk and cream and Knox
County Fish and Game Association
are loaning a couple of coffee
urns. Mr. Deshon down at the
Community Building we found
very courteous and helpful as was
Ai French who owns the Maine
Music Store. Ai is taking charge
of the acoustics at at the show
and will also furnish a tape to
record some of thc entertainment

At the directoir's

meeting of

Rockland Seafoods Festival com

mittee Monday evening it was de
cided to authorize President Gor

don Aston to have festival book
lets printed containing a tentative
program as well as available room

accommodation*, for mailing to
answer requests for Information
about the festival to be held in
Rockland during the first week in
August.
The director from the Junior
Chamber of Commerce, John Aziz,
was requested to obtain the serv
ices of a parade chairman from
the membership of his club, as
well as assistant vice-president
for the festival grounds.
The resignation of Stuart Bur
gess as chairman of thc reception
committee was accepted.
Discussion was had on the feasi
bility of having boat races, with
local participants, as a part of the
annual program.

Trophy Individual Pistol Match at
the 1956 National Rifle and Pistol
Matches, held at Camp Perry."
Ohio.
Firing the issue .45 caljber
automatic pistol, with issue am
munition. Barde totalled a score
of 282 out of a possible 300. Pres
entation of the medal was made
last week at the Marine Corps
Schools. Quantico, Va.. by the
commandant of the schools. Lieu
tenant General Merrill B. Twin
ing. Marine Corps.
In presenting the medal Gen
eral Twining
extolled
Major
Barde'e record and commended
him for his sustained interest in
the promotion of rifle and pistol
markmanship in
thc Marine
Corps.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

COMPLETE LINE OF

FLOORS and FLOOR COVERING
Rugs - Wall-to-Wall Carpeting
CHURCH WALL TILE
DRAPES - TAPESTRIES - CURTAINS
WINDOW SHADES - VENETIAN BLINDS
Measured — Made — Installed To Fit
SAMPLES SHOWN IX YOUR HOME

EPPS’
(Formerly Wotton's)
130 PARK STREET
TEL. 275
ROCKLAND. MAINE

38-EOth-tf

GOLDEN SMOKED

Shoulders

CRISP TENDER
CELLO
BAG

SPINACH

33c lb.

NEW LOW PRICE
SOLID HEAD

Cabbage 5c lb.
Onions

17c

3 lbs.

HADDOCK - CLAMS - OYSTERS

FINNAN HADDIE

USED CAR
Ford 2 Door Sedan
Chevrolet Stationwagon
Ford 4 Door Sedan
Ford 4 Door Sedan
Ford 2 Door Sedan
Ford Cab and Chassis

'1955
19S4
1954
1953
1952
1952

2 Speed

11953 GMC Cab and Chassis
2 Speed

Waldoboro
Garage Co.
NEW COUNTY ROAD
THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL. ROCKLAND 474

SPEND PENNIES - SAVE DOLLARS
3 Diamond
White Meat

Doeskin Facial

Tissues

Tuna

NEW LOW PRICE
Box of 4410

NO. 14 CAN

2 for 57c

29c

Rosedale Garden

Northern Pride

Peas

Salmon

303 CANS

_________ lb. 59c_________

NEW LOW PRICE

FOR YOUR

IN A

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF—BONELESS

LOBSTERS

MASSACHUSETTS HOT HOUSE

STOP AT THE A-l SIGN

BEST BUY

5 to 7 lb. overage

SIRLOIN ROAST

CUKES

CHUCK ROAST
BLOCK STYLE

Cutting's Beef

39c lb.

Fancy Pink
1 LB. TALI, C AN

5 for 88c
Mm 1 FOR lc
Rosedale Cream

57c
Rosedale

Corn

Green Beans

303 CANS

303 CANS

7 for 98c

5 for 98c

PET

Instant
NONFAT
DRY MILK

Mm 1 FOR lc

Mw 1 FOR lc

MAKIS 4 QTS.

31c

ITALIAN SANDWICHES Made FRESH DAILY

:
One Bank - In FOUR PLACES

TIHliIV

CONVENIENT FOR YOU IN AU AREAS OF

KNOX COUNTY

2-Week Paid Vacation
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT

Festival Committee

The class purchased material for

Retirement Pension

Group Insurance Benefits

ALL DETAILS ARRANGED FOR

TO MAKE ASSURANCE DOUBLY SURE
The Islesboro Port Authority is giving a prime ex
ample of good service to the public these days. Their
regular ferry boat. The Gov. Brann, has gone to the Ston
ington Yacht Basin for her annual overhaul and on the
run during the three weeks’ lay-off of the Brann the man
agement has provided an able, seaworthy forty-footer
owned by Captain Murphy, a mariner of recognized ability.
It is worthy of note that the management has made
assurance doubly sure by installing in Captain Murphy's
boat a ship-to-shore telephone, just in case.
Patrons of the line are in good hands.

the Coast Guard taking over the
watch from midnight to 8 in thc
Recruiting Drive
morning from its Tillson avenue
base.
Under Way For
“Although Rockland is known
Ground Observers as a non-target post, continuous
watch here is desired ln order to
The newly re-organized Rock enable the Air Force to divert pos- J
land Ground Observer Corps has sible hostile aircraft from the'
started a drive to recruit volun
most concentrated industrial area
teers to man the plane spotting in the nation—the triangle which
post here continuously throughout includes Boston, New York City |
the day and evening with watchers and Washington, D. C.” Crozier J
to stand two hour shifts of duty.
said.
I
Chief observer, Elmo Crozier
Certificates will be presented to
said today that it was hoped that
volunteers who complete the
volunteers could be recruited from training course and meritorious
parent-teacher association groups, •service awards will be presented
church groups, civic and service
members for completing at least
organizations in the area.
250 hours of sky-watching, Crozier
The aim of the corps is to man
added.
the past atop the Jordan and
Training classes for the audioGrant market from 8 o’clock In1
amplifier at the observer post are
the morning to 12 midnight with
now being held each Monday aft
ernoon and evening from 4 to 10
and assisted by Mrs. Kathleen o’clock.
Gerrish, R. N and Mrs. Elanore
Johnson. R. N., in attendance a
total of 102 persons received New Choir Robes
Polio vaccine shots.
For Littlefield
This was the first in a series
of clinics sponsored by the ladies. Juniors
Slated to start at 8.30 p. m. it was
The 25 voice junior choir of the
completed in the record time of 30
minutes, A date for the second Littlefield
Memorial
Baptist
shots will be announced.
Church of Rockland will wear new

THE POPULAR CUSHION CREPE SOLED

Our
Regular
$4.99
Shoes

C-D COURSES AT UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
It anything short of a bomb dropped in our midst can
arouse the populace of Maine to the true importance to
them of Civil Defense it is the holding of special courses at
the University of Maine in Civil Defense. Our people as a
whole view Civil Defense with a deplorable lassitude that
somehow must be overcome.
Most instructors in the U. of M. Fifth Civil Defense Staff
College are well experienced in Civil Defense and the im
portance of the session cannot be too strongly impressed.
Its results may well show themselves in a much improved
attitude toward Civil Defense in Maine, operating through
a well trained corps of officials.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

, GUA«*Nnt° '
SAVING*

OIL

KNOX COUNTY

HEAT

TRUST COMPANY

A. C. McLoon Co
ROCKIAND

TEL.

ROCKLAND - CAMDEN - UNION - VINALHAVEN

a
,

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
0-Th«4T

iooo—oooooooooooooooonnnnoonBonnnnnooooooonoaag

JORDAN and GRANT
Big Enough Td SERVE You - Small Enough T« KNOW Yw

"A Satisfied Customer Is Our First Consideration"
745 MAIN STRICT

TIL 17

WE RESERVE THE BIGHT TO LIMIT ALL SALES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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TOWN

Warren

Knights Of Pythias Install

UaI

Robert D. Crie of 6 Beacon
Street. Rockland, is on the honor
[Social and community events roll at Gordon College. Beverly
are solicited for this calendar. All Farms, Mass. He is a junior at

Coming Events

are free and space here cannot be Gordon College.
purchased. Strictly commercial
«
■1
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
The Lime City Flotilla of the
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
Coast Guard Auxiliary will hold

their regular meeting tonight at
the Rockland Coast Guard Base.
Time is 8 p. m. Thc members
will be conducted on a tour of thc
facilities and craft by base com
ADril 1-4—Farm and Home Week mander Herbert Litchfield.
April 1 — Lady Knox Chapter,
DAR, noon luncheon at the Hotel
Thorndike. Mrs. Ezra B. White.
State Regent, guest.
Meeting
at 2.30 with Miss Marion Weid
man of Rockport.
on

the

University

of

Maine

campus.
A representative from the So
April 2 — Knox County General cial Security Administration office
Hospital Auxiliary meets at 21
in Augusta will be at the Rockland
p. m.
April 3—Association of Universa Post Office Building, second floor,
list Women meets at the church on Monday April 1, from 10-12.30
parlor at 2 p. m.
and from 1-3 p. m. Residents of
April 4—Rubenstein Club meets
Rockland and nearby towns who
at the Farnsworth Museum at 8
wish to file claims for federal Oldp. m.
April 5—Methebesec Club meets Age and Survivors* Insurance or
at the Farnsworth Museum at obtain information should call
2.30 p. m.
upon this representative who is in
April 5—Methebesec Club annual
banquet at 6.30 at the Copper the Rockland Post Office Building.
Second Floor, every Monday at
Kettle.
April 6 — Finnish-American Red the same time. Every person who
Cross Dance at the Community has worked in employment cov
Building.
ered by the Social Security Act
April 9—Musical Concert at the
Federated Church in Thomastor should learn about his rights upon
featuring Bess Battey Gowdy reaching age 65. Upon the death
pianist,
and
Carl
Webster of a person who has worked in
cellist.
covered employment, a member
April 19—Good Friday.
of the family should make prompt
April 21—Easter.
May 11—Vinalhaven Fishhawks D inquiry about survivors’ insurance
beneflts.
Reunion, Portland YMCA.
Aug. 2, 3, 4—Rockland Sea Food.
Festival.

District Deputy Grand Chancellor J. Warren Everett passes the ceremonial gavel to the new Chan
cellor Commander, George Soule, Jr., center, while v’ce Chancellor Commander Dyson Jameson awaits at
right. The ceremony took place during Tuesday night’s installation exercises at Georges River Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, in Warren.
Photo by McKeon

George Soule, Jr., of Waldoboro
was installed as new Chancellor
Commander of the Georges River
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of Warren in exercises conducted in that
town Tuesday night.
Installing officer was J. Warren

Everett of Waldoboro, district
deputy grand chancellor.
Installed as vice chancellor
commander was Dyson Jameson
of Thomaston.
Other officers elevated to office
included: Hollis Weaver, prelate;

George Gray,

Pa®* rhree
ram. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Car
ver. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crock
ett, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rich
ards. Mrs. Viola Spear, Miss
Maude Kinney, and a group of
Rockport High School students.
Herbert Carver of Beech Street
was a recent dinner guest of his
brother. Charles Carver.
Recently Marion Upham. Muriel
Welt and Alice Simonton served
as guest officers at Fond-du-Lac
Chapter in Washington. They
were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Merrifield. Mrs. Lil
lian Simonton and Melville Welt.
Mrs. Lina Joyce is a surgical
patient at Thayer Hospital in Wa
terville.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Varney,
the former Marion Lane, are re
ceiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter.
Kathy Thurston, daugnter of
Mrs. Mary Steel. Camden Road,
celebrated her eighth birthday by
entertaining several little friends,
who were: Brenda Hall. Carolyn
May. Erlene Woodward. Lina
Colby, Susan Arthur, Susan Comp
ton. Lois Jean Barrows and
Kathy’s grandmother. Mrs. Maud
Whitney.
Games were played
with Susan Arthur and Brer.da
Hall winning prizes. Each child
received a party favor plus a cap
to wear.
The refreshments in
cluded a birthday cake made by
Kathy’s mother.
The Hook Rug Club met with
Mrs. Carl Small at her home on

out duties as chief warden pilot
since 1948.
Having flo'vn over
nearly every square mile of
Maine's north country, h kn ws
the wilderness better th
most
men know their back y la.
Turgeon joined the De: rtment
in 1939 and soon pointed much
of his enthusiasm toward estab
lishing the flying warden service
now so renowned in Maine. He
helped develop the techniques
which make up the highly-succeasful search and rescue mis
sions accomplished thr ughout the
state by the warden pilots.
Turgeon also has helped bring
new concepts to the therry of law
enforcement from the air.
A native of Auburn, Turgeon at
tended Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the U. S School
of Military Aeronautics.
He got
his flying start during W rid War
I with the 15th Aer,. Squadron of
the U. S. Army.

Maine's Original

Bush Pilot

Will Retire
A pioneer bush pilot is retiring
next month from service with the

Maine Department of Inland Fish

eries and Game. William “Bill’’
Turgeon of Lewiston has carried

Pascal Avenue. Those present
were Mrs. Bessie Haraden. Mrs.
Vivian Lord, and Mrs. Faith
Brown of Rockland and Mis. Alice
Straub of Rockville and the hos
tess.
Louis Bowden.
formally
of
Rockport, is home having been
discharged from the service.
The Rockport Fire Department
was called recently to William
Frye’s in Simonton’s Corner to
put out a grass fire.
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Small and
Mrs. Donna Lermond and son
Richard and Mrs. Julia Holt were
guests in Gardiner Tuesday.
The Rockport Lions entertained
their ladies to a delicious ham
supper at Marion Village recent
ly. There were 26 present. The
speaker for the evening was Rob
ert Farr of Camden.
The next
meeting will be April 4th at the
Lions Club Room.
Mrs. Clarence Carr of Rockland
was guest Sunday of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett.

With retirement from state
service a necessity because of
Civil Service age restric ions for
game wardens Bill is looking for
new horizons.
He hasn't stopped flying since
1918. If he has his way. he never
will. He likes it up there.
Assuming duties as chief war
den pilot will be George Later of
Greenville, who cites Turgeon for
the extensive flight training and
assistance he has received from
the veteran pilot.

master of work;

Roland Starrett. secretary; Herbert L. Kenniston. financial secre
tary; Maurice Davis, treasurer
Kenneth Cousins, master at arms;
Earl R. Robinson, inner guard;
| Richard Sayward. outer guard.

40/ ,
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Robertson—At Knox Hospital.
Thc Catholic Women's Club will March 27. to Mr. and Mrs. Wil
BELFAST ATTORNEY CHARGED
meet Monday, April 1 in St. Ber iam Robertson of Rockport, a
son.
nard’s Parish Hall at 7.30 p. m
WITH EMBEZZLEMENT
Look—At Knox Hospital. March
Mrs. Jeannette Chester, Mrs
The neighboring shire town of in the appeal proceedings of An
Betty Nutt and Mrs. Margaret 26. to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Look,
Jr., a daughter—Deborah Ann.
Margeson will be hostesses.
Belfast was rocked Wednesday thony Cuccinello but had been i
morning when one of its leading discharged from that duty by his
MARRIED
Dr. Blake B. Annis. chiro
citizens
appeared as a defendant client.
Nichols-Waters — At Bainbridge
At the same session of the Bel
practor, has resumed practice at Md., Dec. 15, 1956, S/lc Merle J in Waldo County Municipal Court,
hts office. 79 Park Street, Rock Nichols, Jr., of Norfolk. Virginia charged with embezzlement of fast court John J. Ruebeck plead
ed not guilty to embezzling $1200
land.
37-39 and Cynthia Marie Waters of | about $22,000.
Rockport and Bainbridge, Md., by
Frederick A. Sherwood. 52. from the March of Dimes fund
Captain Hanzel Towers.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
prominent attorney was arraigned and was bound over to the April
Mixed group meets Sunday, 8
! before Judge Richard Glass on term of Superior Court in bond of
DIED
p. m., GAR Hall, Limerock Street
three warrants. One charged that $5000 which he provided. RueRokes—At Rockland. March 26.
P. O. Square. Address P. O. Box Mrs, Bertha O. Rokes. wife o' he embezzled $16,300 from the es- beck was at one time employed in
711, Rockland, Maine.
152-Th-tf Frank B. Rckes, age 76 years j tate of the late George Gardiner Rockland by the Wyllls Sales
vuneral services today at 2 p. m in September. 1956; another that agency on Park street about 10
Telephone 76 for all social items from the Burpee Funeral Homi he kept $3000 tax money paid him years ago, also at Kilroy’s Store
guests, parties, etc., for The with Rev. Edward T. Barram offi
by the estate, and a third alleged and Mayo's Restaurant, where he
dating. Interment in West Rock
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret port Cemetery.
embezzlement of $2.9?5 from the was bookkeeper. At that time
Ruebeck’s parents lived in Rock
Winehenbaugh, 161 Limerock St
Watson—At St. Petersburg. Fla.. ' estate of the late Frank Libbey.
social reporter.
tf March 24, Mrs. Rose Anne Wat ] Held in bail of $25,000 at press port.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my thanks
and gratitude to all of my neigh
bors for the wonderful basket of
fruit, to Superior Gas and Oil
Company for the lovely roses, an
to all my relatives and friends for
the many cards received, also for
the beautiful flowers, plants and
gifts; and special thanks to Dr.
Allen and all the nurses for their
wonderful care while I was a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
38*lt
Mrs. Alice Mason.
CARD OF THANKS

We w.o,, ,o extend our sincere
thanks to Rev. and Mrs. George
Merriam for their kind help in so
many ways for thc past 4 years.
Also to the Baptist Church and
Sunday School, the K of P and
Sisterhood, the American Legion
and Auxiliary for the wonderfu
boxes sent us.
Many thanks to
Dr. Victor Shields and all outfaithful friends and neighbors
who helped in so many ways with
work, gifts, letters, cards and
flowers.
Elda F. Ames, Mr. and Mrs.
Walker B. Ames and Almon H.
Ames of North Haven.
38-lt

THE DENTAL OFFICE
DR. DANA NEWMAN
Will Re-Open
Monday, April 1

son of Appleton, age 70 years. In
terment at Hempstead. N. Y.
Perkins—At Vinalhaven, March
25, Gordon Barr Perkins, age 62
years. Funeral services today at
2 p. m. Headley Funeral Home in
Vinalhaven with Rev. C. S. Mitch
ell officiating. Interment in Cum
mings Cemetery, Vinalhaven.
Miller—At Waldoboro, March 26. ,
Miss Jessie E. Miller, age 61
years.
Funeral services Friday
at 2 p. m. from the Flanders Fun '
eral Home in Waldoh-— wifh
Rev. D. L. Campbell officiating.
Interment in Shuman Cemetery,
Waldoboro.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
APARTMENTS Available — 3
rooms with bath to let; a too. 4
rooms with bath; 5 rooms with
bath; 3 rooms, furn., with bath.
HASKELL and CORTHELL, Cam
den.
3i-40
SAWED Slab Wood for sale,
dry or green. By the cord or foot
delivered. TEL. 391-R.
38*40
15 FT. Lapstreak Dinghy for
sale; also, ’54 5 H. P. ScottAtwater motor.
Tel. TENANTS
HARBOR 29-13.
* 40
1948 BLACK 4 Dr. Chevrolet foi
sale. R&H. Good condition. K. D.
FEYLER, JR.
38*40

time, Sherwood bad been unable
to obtain sureties and was held in New Boy Scout
the Waldo County jail. Attorney
Harry Wilbur of Rockland ap Commissioner
peared for Sherwood in yesterday
Frank Tibbetts of Thomaston
morning's proceedings.
Sherwood had acted as counsel was appointed Boy Scout Neigh
Commissioner for the
- — borhood
towns of Thomaston, Warren and
( ARI) DE THANKS
I wish to thank everyone who St. George, it was announced
sent me cards, flowers and for Tuesday by Dr. E. R. Moss, vice
other acts of kindness while a pa
chairman of the Down East Dis
tient at Knox Hospital.
Special
thanks to all the nurses and staff trict.
Tibbetts will operate in conjunc
for their care and kindness shown
me. also to Dr. Wasgatt and Dr. tion with William Lockwood, of
Allen. It was all so greatly appre Wiscasset, field executive.
He
ciated.
succeeds Albert Harjula who re
Mrs. Katherine Pinkham.
38* lt signed recently because of the
press of his teaching and educa
tional activities.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Hannah L.
Banks who passed away March
Municipal Court
28. 1051
Sweet memories will linger for
Arthur Herrick, 20, Ernest A.
ever.
Time cannot change them, it’s Watt, 20. and Georges Staples. 18,
true.
all of Belfast were found guilty of
Years that may come cannot charges of illegal possession of
sever
Our loving remembrance of liquor in Rockland Municipal Court
Wednesday morning.
you.
Sons. Daughters and Grandchil
They were each fined $M). and
dren.
38*lt $5. costs. Complaint was brought

ROCKPORT
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

IMAGINE!

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Page
have returned to New Jersey.

National Brands-

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash were
recent dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Kelley of Belfast.

Brands That Our Customers
Can Depend On—
TRiED - TESTED AND
PROVEN

by Rockland police who stopped
the three youths in thc city Tues
day night.
...
Harold G. Wall, 33, of Thomas
ton was fined $10. and $6. court
costs after pleading guilty to a
charge of operating an unregistred vehicle. He paid the fine.
Thomaston police were com
plainants after stopping Wall on
Main street in Thomaston Tuesday
night.

Looking For Good

ALL THIS PLUS S. & H. GREEN STAMPS I
YOUR BEST WEEK-END BUY-FRESH DRESSED
FROM NEARBY|
FARMS

PRICES?

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

We've Got 'Em!

CHUCK ROAST lb. 33c

Enjoy Luscious

BACON, Sliced lb.
TRIPE, Honeycomb

Pendleton'
Our Best Selection Ever!!

EGGS dz. 35c

Family Drinks

LARGE UNGRADED
AMERICAN SPREAD

CHEESE

4 for $100

BANQUET PIES ^^^-4 for 89c

4 tins 47c

POCKLAND, ME.

Spaghetti 2 tins 29c

TOMATOES

Marshmallow—For Eaatcr

CARROTS

pkg. 29c
40 OZ. CTN.

39c

Dog Food

tin 11c

Tower Room - Community Bldg.

LADIES' JACKETS

Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-TATh-tf

Exclusive riaids.
10#% Pure Wool.
Sizes 10-20

Peaches

Solid Colors To Go With
Jackets. 100% Pure Wool.

SIRLOIN STEAK
lb. 55c

CORNED BEEF
lb. 45c

Sizes 1O-20

WELL TRIMMED

LEAN BONELESS BRISKET

SKIRTS

AMBULANCE SERVICE

IN

TEL.
IU UMBROCK STREBY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHONE 701

MR

Napkins 2 pkgs. 49c

FRESH NATIVE

EVISCERATED FOWL

Royal

lb.35c

GELATIN
DESSERT
CONTAINS THE

SUp-On — % Sleeve.
100% Pure Wool.
6 Colors. Sizes 34-12.

$9.95

READY TO COOK

MEN'S JACKETS

PORK CHOPS

VEAL CHOPS

lb. 45c

Best
(eater Cate

NEW
CROP

2 for 29c
2 bchs. 19c

MAINE
CREAM STYLE

4 tins 47c

7,"

* MARMALADE

• VANILLA WAFER

29c
1% LB
BAG

39c

* BLACK PEPPER

1 oz. tin 7c

• CHUNK TUNA

2 tins 59c

MEAT

• APPLE SAUCE

29c

tin

,

2 tins 29c

* BLUEBERRIES—one Pie

tin 29c

• CRABMEAT—Salad

tin 39c

5 Gal. 35c -Qt. 19c

* PINEAPPLE PRESERVE
• BAKED BEANS

I "fresh-fruit^
VITAMIN"

lb. 59c

CELLO
PKGS.

ORANGE

‘CLOROX

ONLY

Funeral Home

0 CLAREMONT STREET
BOCKLAND. MAINE

Kleenex

6 lbs. 29c

SKIN

* LUNCHEON
2 jars 49c

LADIES' SWEATERS

517.50

CARL M. BTILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Fluff

$14.95

Exclusive Plaids.
100% Pure Wool.
Sizes 8, M, L, XL.

RUSSELL

39c

Marshmallow

$17.95 and $19.95

ARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop
Established 1830

2*,£ TIN

Glorietta

FRESH PORK LIVER
BOLOGN A-By the Piece lb.

YELLOW

Franco-American

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.

BURPEE
Funeral Home

FRESH
DANDELION GREENS CIEAN pk. 39c

ONIONS

Molasses

lb. 59c

QUICK FROZEN

Campbell’s Tomato

Soup

69c

2 »

SHARP CHEESE - Over a Year Old

BIG 46-OZ. CANS ONLY

Bostonian

UPPER PARK SE

29c

Can Be Served In Many Waysl

Orange • Crape "PartyPvnel

Crosby

SMALL 'S

MINCED HAM
SAUSAGE
lb.

Wonderful, Wonderful

•CORN

NEW

PUBLIC PARTY

PERRY'S
FOWL ”lb. 23c

GROCERY

Chickens
38-39

When You Shop At

We Feature

Mrs.
Carolee
Hyssong
left
Tuesday for Boston where she will
be a patient at the Massachusetts
General
Hospital,
Boston
14.
Mass.
Master Paul Barrows is visiting
with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Orris Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hewes are
visiting in Delaware.
The TV Six met Saturday eve
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Howe of Camden.
Mrs. Robert Young left Sunday
for the Nursing Convention in Bos
ton.
Brenda Spear, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Thurston of
Pascal Avenue, won the best
actress award at the Medomak
Valley League One Act Play Con
test at Union.
She is 16 years
old and is a sophomore. She did
a wonderful job of acting her part
as a mean old lady in a wheel
chair.
Those
attending from
Rodkport were: Mr. and Mrs.
Stuart Farnham. Mrs. Doris Graf-

MORE THAN
3491 ITEMS to choose from

jar 21c
2 for 59e

•GRAHAM CRACKERS,’™',' 2Se

C

This la thr Last Week For Prnoharot Bay Scallops!
GET YOURS WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS—

SCALLOPS —lb. 59c

Boneless Chuck Pot Roast
416

Lean Stewing Beef

MAIN ST.

EXTRA

lb.

jar hot dog

reush free

CHAMIEILMN'S FRAIKFORTS IL 49e

Moinf
OPEN EVEBY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS AFTER 12.30 P. M.

SPECIAL!

38* lt
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WARREN
mss DORIS HYLER
Correspondent

Telephone CReitwood 4-2121 office
Telephone CReetwood 4-2038 home
Mrs. Josephine Mcody. chair
man of the Red Cross Drive, an
nounces a Finnish Coffee Breid
Sale at Holden’s Market for the
benefit of the fund.
The br< -d
will be on sale from Friday noon
at 12 o’clock until Saturday.
March 30, 6 p. m.

Brooke and Mrs. Joseph Mallon
and daughter Lorraine of Taun
ton. Mass.
Elwood
Ede
of Worcester.
Mans., was the weekend guest of
Mi. and Mrs. Richard Ho.vard.
The White Oak 4-H Girls met
Saturday at th< home of Rae In
graham with a ICO per cent at-!
tendance.
After the short busi
ness meeting. June Stimpson ar
ranged a judging contest on '
“Good
Grooming’’.
The next I
meeting will be April G at the
home of Cary Moody.

Thirty-three flirst grade children
received the Tuberculosis Skin
Test this morning, given by Dr.
Alta Ashley, of the Bureau of
Health,
State Department ol
Health and Welfare. Dr. Ashl -v
will return to the school April 4
for a checkup.
Carl Gushee, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Damon Gushee, who will be
coming home from the Maine
Medical Center Thursday is im
proving satisfactory.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Davis en
tertained over the weekend. Mi
and Mrs. W. Alden Smith and son

Mystic

Rebekah

Ix)dge

Monday and was followed by a
social hour.
Mr. and Mrs. George Turner
and family are now occupying
their new hono- on Route 1. which
they recently bought of John Bjigesa.
The committee from Good Will
Grange, White Oak Grange and
Warren Grange, who w< re instru
mental in the erection of the first
World War II Memorial in front
of the present fire station, met re
cently with Mis. Alma .Jameson,
who was the secretary, Willis
met Moody, Sr., was president and the

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

treasurer was Jes^e Mills, with
Charles Stimpson, Jr., represent
ing Warren Grange.
This committee voted to present to the
T.ger Engine Company, the fund
remaining in their care, from the
• rection. Thc gift has been ac
cepted by the Tiger Engine Com
pany.
Miss Olga Lemke of Portland
was the weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Eagar Lemke and son
William.
She helped Bill cele
brate his birthday.
Skipper Reed, son of Mr. and

birthday Saturday by entertaining
at a movie party at the Camden
Theatre. His guests were: Carl
Lehto.
Billie
Lemke.
Daryl
Leavitt, Richard Fales, Dwight
Overlock, Dennis Maxey, Larry. ;
Munroe, Phillip and Vikie Kal
loch from Thomaston and his
grandmother, Mrs. Emma Kalloch
of Thomaston. On their return,
his mother served refreshments j
including a birthday cake.
Mrs. Ernest Starrett, Jr., enter
tained Saturday afternoon, honor
ing her daughter, Rosemary’s
Mrs. Kenneth Reed, observed his eighth birthday. The little guests

were: Marilyn and David Miller,'
Caroline and Carl Perry, Kristen
and Billie Stred. Mary and Bar-1
bara Burgess, Susan Barrett. Mar- i
jorie Smith. Julie Kinney, Judy ‘
f^lshee, and Katherine and Edna I
Starrett. The children enjoyed
games out-of-doors. Mrs. Starrett
served refreshments. The birth
day cake was made and presented by Mrs. Hazel Gammon.
The Button Club will meet at
the Masonic Hall Saturday with
Mrs. Will Kelley, Mrs. Louis Gor
don, Mrs. Ida Mallett aij^l Mrs.
Millard Spear, hostesses. Lunch

eon will be served by tbe Star
Circle. The speaker will be Miss
Marion Quinn ot Bangor, who Will

talk on St. Patrick's Day Buttons.
The members are asked to bring
buttons for display.
New officers elected at the busi
ness meeting ot the Health Coun
cil Tuesday are: President, Mrs.
Beatrice Parent; vice president,
Mrs. Josephine Moody; secretarytreasurer, Mrs. Margaret Gardi
ner. Tentative plans arc in the
making for a blood typing pro
gram. The Council is setting up
a sickroom supply closet and will

these costly days, are much more apt to turn
idget balancing than anything else. That's where
ps in! Because every fine quality First National
store is offered at the lowest possible price,
saving real money, and OP FOR FOOD - THE THING TO SAVE IS CASH !

Florida Marsh Seedless

25c

Grapefruit 3

Japanese
Solid Pack
In Brine

California Iceberg

29c

2

Lettuce

• •.

Apple Sauce

Grapefruit Juice

Orange Juice
Marvo

1 LB

Favorite
Combination

CANS

Sweetened or

IQTUoz

Unsweetened

CANS

Florida

1QT14oz

Sugar Added

CANS

Pure Vegetable

Shortening

Margarine

Cloverdale-Quarters

Solid

2lLBCTNS47e

ROLLS

New Family
Size 18 All
Haddock
Fish Sticks

Fish Sticks

Betty Crocker or

Pillsbury-Choc., Yellow

White, Spice

:::::::::::

Swanee Tissue

Fresh Brookside

Native Grade

A

51c 49c

35

DEVILED HAM AND EGGS
Weekday Lunch, spread Underwood Deviled Ham lavishly or. piping-hot toast. Top with

a poached, fried or scrambled egg

Then - taste that hearty, spicy whole ham flavor!

trm.ri mu

Dinty Moore

Kraft

Miracle Frendl

Drewng

4b..
CANS

Beef

1 LB 8 or

Sle*

CAN

8 oi
BOI

33c

Colored
Bathroom

Same Low Sell Service Prices in All Stores in This Vicinity - We Reserve the Right to limit Quantities

Here's America’s favorite dish - with a delicious difference 1 For Sunday Brunch or

)

Hersbey Cocoa
Borax Powder
Boraxo
Eskimo Pies

*/• IB

CAN

I IB
FUG
8 or
CANS
Chocolate Covered

FKG

k» Cream

ol 6

Baker's Lemon Extract
Educator Cookies
Oreo & Swiss
c,T.bs’«w,c
T,,-,-,

While

I UllCI

39c O-Cel-O
43c Kraft All-Purpose Oil
23c Kitty Snicker ’'Save Sc" 3 CANS 35c Dove
bo:

S»erki»t—Chunk
Stylo—

Sponges

Small Twin-Pack

Toilet Soap
’’Contains Rich
Cleansing Cream"

BOT
1 LB
FKC

I GE
CEllO
6'/» oz
ANS

Fudge Sandwich
Tuna
Efc-J
Tuna
Hershey's

25c 23c Red Heart
Med

2a

BATH
CAKES
r:s cakes j»c

49c Cut-Rite

Sunshine

Pape,

HI
CfUO
7 01
CANS
6'/| •;

CAN

1 LB
CANS

Dog Food
Beet Diet

Waxed

’’I

2

29c
49c

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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be pie<sed to receive donations ol
Item* and articles used ln a aick- Catholic Women
rodm. The pre-school clinic for
Plan Fcr Annual
Polio shots svill be held at the
Auxiliary Room at 10 a. m . Apr’! Convention
15. The second clinic for adult..*
Plans foi
annual convention
will be at the Fire Station April
22. Dr. Campbell will be in at j of the Maine Diocesan Council of
i Catholic Women occupied Council
tendance at both clinics.
I officers at the executive board
Sympathy may help a little, but meeting held Saturday at the high
it will never take the place of . school in Jay.
ready cash.
The meeting opened the busi
Play it safe—(five the other fel ! ness |x»rtion of the quarterly s. slow credit for being just as smart i sion of the state council which
as you are.
| was guest of the Rumford Dis

trict.
M rs. Leo Whittingham of Lewis
ton. president, announced that the
executive officers of the Council
are to meet at Lewiston April 7
for the purpose of further co
ordinating plans for the conven
tion at which the Council’s 25th
anniversary is to be observed.
Already planned are some fea
tures of the Youth Day program
which will include announcements
of the essay contest winner and
the scholarship award and the
continuance of the panel discus
sions, which proved to be an im

portant addition to last year’s
program.
Announcement was made of the
election of Mrs. Edward J. Hol
land of Bangor as vice president
of the Women’s Legislative Court
ed. Mrs. Holland, a past presi
dent of the Bangor District and
former chairman of the Diocesan
Council’s Legislative Committe",
is currently parliamentarian of
the state organization.
Rev. Lee Burns of St. Mary’s
parish of Augusta, addressing thc
morning session, brought a timely
Lenten message on faith, choosing

(hree instances that women gave
examples of the profession and
practice of faith.
Defining faith, he quoted from
Stt. Thomas Aquines, “an act of
(he intellect assenting to God’s
truth under the command of the
will, moved by God's grace.’’
State Representative Lucia M.
Cormier of Rumford, addressing
the luncheon meeting, pointed out
that there is no phase of legis
lation but what touches impor
tantly upon thc life of today’s wo
man. whether she is a housewife
or business woman, and she asked

a heightened interest and special
alertness to all legislation.
Mrs. Whittingham in her com
ments urged the participation of
the Council members in the Holy j
Week ceremonies calling attention
to the church’s wish for increased
participation in the liturgical rc ,
enactment of thc Passion.
Diocesan moderator. Rev. Fr. i
George Goudreau of Rocklend.
anticipating the annual elections
being h< Id in the next two mon*hs
in the* various districts of the Dio
cese asked that nominating com
mittees- consider
qualifications

carefully, looking ahead to their
choices graduating from officers
on the local level to those on the
Diocesan level.
He also urged increased partici-1
pation in the retreat movement. '
encouraging weekend retreats in
addition to the Council’s present
program of Days of Recollection,
Father Goudreau also announced
the apjxjintment of two modera
tors, Rev. John Curran of St. 1
Michael’s parish at South Ber
wick, who is to serve as modera
tor for York District, and R *v.
Andrew Arsenault of Winthrop,

moderator for the Augusta Dis
trict.

WASHINGTON
Frank Poland of Malden, Makfl.,
was in town for the day Saturday
calling on friend*. Mra. Pitt
Calkin, also of Malden, is spend
ing several days at her home
here.
Callers Sunday at L. H. Stevens’
were Mrs. Euetta Weaver and son
Charles of Augusta and Everett
Storer and Mrs. Gladys Cunning
ham of Union.

*

MON., IuES., WlU., Inunx
9 A. M. to 6 P. M.
FRIDAY 8.30 A. M. to 9 P. M.
SATURDAY 8.30 A. M. to 6 P. M,

READY TO COOK
1!4 to 2% LB Average
Try these Plump Meaty Young Tender [.[J
Chickens for a
Delicious Sunday Diitnes*
Fresh —> Lean Meaty — Tender Park Roast

Delicious Smoked Flavor — Boneless# Tender

FIRST OF THE SEASON

.... :•

i

flPPlE PIE

MATUUAt
IO***1

........................................................................................

MELMAC
5 Piece Place Setting
Miracle Mallo-Ware with the look and feel ol (ine china
is here in fashion's latest colors (or you lo choose (rom.

We are sure, your family will

O
O

agree whet) they have Joan

O

CUP

SAUCER

Carol Apple Pie served to them

O

along with Kraft Mellow

6

B’/j

FRUIT-DESSERT BOWL

O

SOUP-CEREAL BOWL

inch DINNER PLATE

High Fashion

Colors to Choose From

CRACKER BARREL CHEESE
to’J 19c
* Small Angel Food
a 29c
* Hearth Rye

* Silver Pound Cake
* SPECIALLY PRICED THIS WEEK

White Bread

ttec Cfefe Pitted

W

Crushed, Chunks, Tidbits
Sliced Pineapple
Chunk Pineapple
Tidbits Pineapple
Pineapple Juice

2
’

13’/, or
CANS
I LB 1 or
CAN
1 LB 14 or
CAN
16 4V, or
CANS
QT I4or
CANS

2
2

"■ ? '

CAKES

* Donuts

Old Fashioned

Hot Cross Buns
1 LB 2 os
LOAF

PKG
of 12

of 6
PKG
of 12

16c

37c
29c

35c

59c
57c

PINEAPPLE JUICE
Frozen
O 6 oz
Concentrated ™ CANS

ai

JC

PINEAPPLE CHUNKS
Frozen

Delight

I3’/j oz
CAN

27c

STORES

r

w. 37c

99c Blue Dot Duz™ 34c

L

x.

Minute Rice «= 14c™ 39c Crisco
4

Plain, Sugar
Cinnamon

Ever tried it Frozen ?

NATIONAL

FIRSTJ

Ivory Soap

«* 3 5c

* Donuts

24c Fluffo

.SSSffr.

a 99c

Spaghetti Sauce

1C?V

Meat or Mushroom

15*A oz
CAN

82c R Cl Til
DjuAIa

jib

%g

B

t

AA

^3 QL Ivl

Frozen Chop-ettes

8 oz

Veal or Pork

PKG

Baked loans — Pm,

13 ox

Rad Kidney Yellow Eye

CANS

A

"V JFV
eP

t

W

Page SK
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Camden First Aid Class Convened

THOMASTON

BETTER HOMES SHOW A HIT
The

News and Social Items, Notice! and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST

F. Arnold Hardy is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Andrea Fernald. daughter of
Mr. and Mre. Philip Fernald. has
returned home after having been
a tonsillectomy patient at Camden
Community Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ristanlo
of Springfield, Mass., la spending
a few days with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Rodney Jordan.
A Sea Scout Patrol has been
formed in Boy Scout Troop 215
with Capt. Charles Spear as Ad
visor. Officers elected were: Boat
swain, Leroy Cook; Eoatswaius
Mate. Michael DeWolfe; Yeoman.
(Secretary - Treasurer), Robert
Williams.
A total of 203 persons took ad
vantage of the Polio vaccinations
for adults given at Watts Hall on
March 19th and March 26th These
were given by Dr. Verla Worth
ing. Dr. Frederick Dennison and
Dr. Hugo Hochschild who was as
sisted by Town Nurse, Mrs. Mary
B. Gay Halliday and Mrs. Clay
ton Howard.
A Polio vaccination clinic for
pre-school children will be held
Tuesday morning from 9 to 10

TEL

186-8

o’clock at Watts Hall with Dr.
Hugo Hochschild attending. The
town nurse will assist.
On Tuesday afternoon from 1.30
to 2.45 a clinic for immunization
against whooping cough, lockjaw
and diphtheria will be held at
Watts Hall with Dr. Lucy Spear
attending assisted by the town
nurse.
A minstrel show will be present
ed Friday night at 8.15 at Watts
Hall to benefit the senior class
trip. Howard Crockett is direct
ing the show and Mrs. Blanche
Lermond is serving as pianist.
Mrs. Toivo Henderickson and
Mrs. Harjula will be charge of
the cooked food sale to be held
at Donaldson’s Paper Store Satur
day afternoon at 2 o'clock to bene
fit the Finnish Congregational
Church.
A second Masonic dance assem
bly will be held tonight at the
Masonic Temple at 8.30. Serving
on the committee will be Mr. and
Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl, Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Konelick and Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Butler.
Those
not solicited please bring sand
wiches.

Rockport Red Cross
CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 8-2197

Drive Chairman

Makes Appeal
Red Cross Fund Drive Chair

Mrs.
Ruth
Trecarten
and
daughter Janie of Bartlett. N. H..
1s visiting her sisters. Mrs. Percy
Hopkins, Mrs. Clarence Bishop
and Mrs. Cloyd Packard of Lin
colnville.

man for Rockport, Mrs.

Thalia

May, would appreciate it if al’

those who have not as yet made

their contributions to this worthy
cause, do

fo

directly to her or

contact one of the house to house
solicitors.
The quota for Rock
port is $652.57. Last year Rock
port exceeded its quota. With the
needs of the Red Cross growing
yearly it is important that we
gain our goal.

Maynard Whitehouse, a student
at Bates College, is spending his
vacation with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Whitehouse. At
the campus election for organiza
tions. Maynard was elected presi
dent for the Lawrence Chemical
Society. He is on the committee
soon.where he is stationed in the
for publicity for the Ivy Dance
Coast Guard, accompanied by
and is a member of the track
their children, Barry and Janet
team.
Rivard. A/2c Leo Rivard will be
Mrs. Nerita Wight and her stationed at Dow Air Force Base.
mother, Mrs. P. G. Willey, are j Com. and Mrs. Alfred Haynes
enjoying a motor trip to Florida. left Tuesday for Plainfield, N. J.,
En/1 and Mrs. Donald Moore of where they will visit their daugh
Eureka, Calif,, and A/2c Leo Ri ter, Mrs. Edward D. Opp. for a
vard, who has been stationed at few days, and will then fly to San
Korea, are at their home on Bel Francisco, Calif., where they will
mont Avenue.
En/1 and -Mrs. visit with Alfred Haynes, II, and
Moore plan to leave for California family.
Mrs. Fred Crockett, chairman
of the Red Cross First Aid Pro
gram. reports that the second
GALA
meeting held in the Opera House
was very successful with 10 new
FLOOR SHOW
members present. There are now
Featuring
24 members receiving first aid in
struction, with Fire Chief Allen
HENRY NADELL
Payson as instructor.
M. C. and Singer
The Junior Red Cross shadow
JUDY ACHESON
boxes, which are now on display
Dancer
in the windows, will be judged
Also Featuring
this week, with Mrs. Alfred Adams
THE CLAUDE NOEL TRIO
and Mrs. Elvin Cox serving as
For Dancing
judges. Other shadaw boxes have
been added to the exhibit since
HOTEL
last week by the third grade as a
group,
Joni
Goodrich.
Ruth
THORNDIKE
Arnold and Linda Redmond of the
2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
fourth grade and Pearl Miller.
NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK
Dale Goodman. Amber Mitchell
37-38<
and Judy Chase of the fifth grade.

When making out yoor will rr
i neinber yoor church and yoo
■ospltal.

JESSE E. FEYLER
Jesse E, Feyler, 69. died Mon
day at Vinalhaven.
Mr. Feyler
was born at Thomaston. Novem
ber 19 1887. the son of Frazier
and Lizzie Maloney Feyler.
Surviving arc: a son. Kenneth
D. Feyler of Rockland; two
grandchildren
and
six
great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Wed
nesday at 2 p. m. from the Davis
Funeral Home in Thomaston with
Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick offi
ciating. Interment was in Village
Cemetery. TTiomaston.
MRS. BERTHA O. ROKES
Mrs. Bertha O. Rokes, 76, wife
of Frank B. Rokes of Rockland,
died Tuesday at her residence, 84
Rankin Street., Mrs. Rokes was
born at West Rockport. May 2,
3880. the daughter of Charles F.
and Alice Weed Andrews.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church of Rockland. Mr.
and Mrs. Rokes had been married
for 59 years.
Besides her husband, she is
survived by two daughters, Mrs.
Doris R. Ames and Mrs. Beulah
R. Ames, both of Roekland; two
sons, Earl F. Rokes of Rockland
and William F. Rokes of Belfast;
one brother, Edgar Andrews of
West Yarmouth, Mass.;
four
grandchildren and three great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be he’d
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Burpee Funeral Home with
Rev. Edward T. Barram officia
ting. Interment will be in West
Rockport Cemetery. Bearers will
be; Maurice Snow, Elmer Ames,
Edmund Wotton and David Sivewright.

ALMON W. AMES
Almon W. Ames died March 7
after a long illness, at the age of
86 at North Haven. The son of
James H. and Edna Ames, he was
born at North Haven, where he
made his home and was a faithful
fisherman.
Funeral services were held from
the Baptist Church, with Rev.
George R. Merriam officiating. In-

OUR SNCIAL SALE
Will continue as long as present
stock on hand lasts. He have
a few Specials left. Don't de
lay, come early.
EAGLO PAINT

Gallons, $4.10 to $5.75
Quarts, $1.15 to $1.55
MAGIC SATIN

Qts., $1.55

Gals., $4.95

Non-yellowing white and trim
colors .slightly higher.
The
dollar or 25c deducted from
above prices. Also on Super
Kem-Tone, same as last week’s
ad, bring ad in our store.
Wallpaper Reduced 10% to
80%
We still have some
bundles left (10 single rolls
S1.90>have full line of
Dutch Itoy Paints. Also full line
ADMIRAL PAINTS

Qts. 75c

Trade In Carr's
Where Yon Save Dollars

TO THE VOTERS OF

THOMASTON
My sincere thanks to you for my re-election to the
School Board.

I shall try very hard to be worthy of

your confidence.

EIVIND R. MOSS, D.O.
38 lt

♦
4

Margaret Elmer, Mrs. Lucille
Cousens. Mrs. John May, Hazel
Carr, Evelyn Brown, Anne Wey
mouth. Elizabeth Sawyer, Miss
Alice Yates, Peter Strang, Bruce
Elmer, Keith May.
The course is sponsored by the
First Aid Committee of the Cam
den Red Cross and it is the first
time in two years such instruction
has been offered in that town.
Mrs. Fred Crockett is committee
chairman.

terment was in the Brown Ceme the island and purchased their
present home on Leo's Lane.
tery, North Haven.
Mr. Perkins was active in the
island’s
civic affair,
was a
MISS JESSIE E. MILLER
Miss Jessie E. Miller, 61, died member of the town budget com
Tuesday at her home in Waldoboro mittee, secretary of the Vinalha
Development
Association,
after a long illness. Miss Miller ven
was born Sept. 15, 1895, the daugh-1 which he helped to organize and
ter of Francis Osgood and Fran to which he devoted a great deal
ces Oliver Miller. She was a mem of his spare time; a senior deacon
ber and treasurer of Meenahga of the Masonic Blue Lodge and a
Grange, also the State and Na member of the Atlantic Chapter of
tional Granges and thc Waldoboro Masons and Marguerite Chap
ter, OES.
Extension Association.
Surviving are two brothers,1
He attended Pratt Institute and
Harris Miller and Austin Miller, the Moses Brown School in Provi
both of Waldoboro; one sister, j
Mrs. Fronia Kuhn of Rockland
and one nephew.
Funeral services will be held!
Friday at 2 p. m. from the Flan
ders Funeral Home, Waldoboro,
with Rev. D. L. Campbell officiat
ing. Interment will be in the Shu
man Cemetery, Waldoboro.

dence, R. I. He will be missed by
his hosts of friends and by those
associates who were inspired by
his never failing cheerfulness and
•ctive interest in everything per
taining to the welfare of the com
munity.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Claire E. Perkins of Vinalhaven;
two nephews, Richardson Perkins
of West Milford. N. J., and Roger
Perkins, stationed with the Armed
Forces in Tennessee.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Headley Funeral Home, Vinal-

NOW SHOWING THRU SAT.
Matinee 2.0(1 — Eve. 6.30-8.30

THOMASTON, MAINE

Jody HoUday - Richard Conte

"FULL OF UFE"

Knox

Ministers*

Fellowship last Monday. His ad
dress was very informative and
helpful. He described various as
pects of prison life, mentioning its
problems and its needs. He
stressed the need for religion’
counseling citing the general du
ties and qualifications for a prison
chaplain. Opportunity was given
for the ministerial group to ask
questions. There was a period of
informal discussion which was
very beneficial and enlightening.
The address was greatly appre
ciated by all who were present.
At the business session a com
mittee was established to servo
for the remainder of the year as
an Examining Board to receive
all Boy Scouts who wish to appear
before the Clerical Committee as
candidates in fulfillment of their
requirements as Boy Scouts. Rev.
Everett Pender, Rev. Melvin H.
Dorr. Jr., and Rev. John B. S.
Fitzpatrick were appointed to
serve on this committee.
Ar
rangements were also made for
the ministers to exchange pulpits
on Sunday morning. April 28. The
next meeting of the Association
will be held in the Warren Baptist
Church on April 29. Rev. Sterling
Helmer will review the book,
“Public Relations Manual For
Churches” by Stanley Stuber.

From 12 to 23 Feat

Prices Start at $200.60
YELLOW JACKET
Moulded Weldwood

TEE NEE TRAILERS

CLICQUOT CLUB

OUTBOARD

Camden Theatre

Rich in flavor yet non-fattening

LEADBETTER’S

FRIDAY: 1 SHOW AT 7.15 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2A9-6.36-8.30
SUNDAY AT 3.00-7.15 PJL

HAVENER BOTTLING WORKS, INC.

'

FITTINGS

BAY VIEW STREET

CAMDEN
38-39

,

MAVERICK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 727

Tab Hunter - Natalie Wood
They Flame With the
Fire of First Love in

"THE BURNING HILLS"
plus "TWEETIE" CARTOON
38-39

m

PHONE

4<F9

*

KNOX

FRI. - SAT. - SUN. - MON.
Evenings, 6.30 - X 30
Sunday, 3.00 to 10.30

PHONE 400

The All-New

Forward Control
J®«1» FC-I5O

K w

Ail the riotous fun
of the stage hit — and more!

•Mew Forward Control design

• Maximum cargo space on minimum wheelbase
• “Oo-anywhere" maneuverability

MARWK BRANDO
GLENN FORD
MACHO© KYO
The Teahouse
August Moon

in Warner
Wan Bros.’
r.hallengir drama of
challenging
violence!
today's juvenile
juve

• Famous 'Jeep'ruggedness and economy
• 4-wheei-drive trection and versatility
Here's the first time a

you record-breaking cargo

4-wheel-drive Truck has so

space per inch of wheel

effectively combined such

base. You get other big

exceptional maneuvera

new

bility with so much cargo

wheeldrive’Jeep’ traction.

capacity! The all-new For-

ward

ACAU!

COMING SUNDAY

the

LONE STAR Aluminum Boats

WITHOUT

STUDLEY HARDWARE GO.

of

MERCURY OUTBOARDS

Lre

•• Sure to Specify Patterson-Sargent Paint*

meeting

Evangelical

and Orange, Cola, Grape and Root Beer

I

Matinee 50r — Evenings 70c
ChUdren 20c AU Shows

monthly
County

DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
38-Th-tf

I

b Ttcwiicaw

the guest speaker at the regular

DIETETIC GINGER ALE

|

_

Warden Robbins of the Maine
State Prison in Thomaston wa„

At South Hope Granqe Hall

r—DE

rerQt.

Prison Life

WE INVITE YOU
to
INSPECT OUR LINE
of

I

THURSDAY - 6.30-8.30
1 Day Only

HOW

Spoke On

- also -

Knox

use room the same day

Warden Robbins

ROSE ANNIE WATSON
Mrs. Rose Annie Watson, a
resident of Appleton, died March
24, in St. Petersburg. Fla. Mrs.
Watson was 70 years old and was
born in Leeds, England. She is 1
survived by one sister, Mrs. Sarah
Taylor of Bronte, Canada; three
children, Mrs. Rose Goldschmidt
of Appleton, Mrs. May Mitchell of
Pittsburgh, Pa., and Rev. Joseph
Watson of Laiitpur, India. Also
eight grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. Burial at Hemp
I Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
stead. N. Y.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

■ W

Fast Drying — Washable

haven with Rev. Charles S. Mitch
ell officiating. Interment will be
in the Cummings Cemetery, Vinal
haven.

While final accounting is still ir
the
offing
President
Georgt
Brackett estimates that the net
gain to the club’s charity fund will
be approximately $1000.
A special thanks was offered to
Rockland radio station WRKD and
to The Courier-Gazette for th
support received from them in
this undertaking.

OUTBOARD BOATS

NOT SHOWN SATURDAY MATINEE

Enamel Durability

Homes

Prices Start at $400.00

FIRST TIME AT

Flat Wall Beauty with

Better

-DANCE-

POPULAR PRICES!

Kefer

I

GORDON B. PERKINS
Gordon Barr Perkins, 62, died at,
his home on Vinalhaven, Monday.
Mr. Perkins was born at Jamaica
Plain, Mass., March 28, 1894, the
son of Walter and Mary Cressey
Perkins. He retired to Vinalhaven
four years ago after a career as
an electrical engineer in the Bos
ton and New York areas, during
which time he contributed much
to the improvement of the electri
cal lighting equipment.
The Perkins’ close Vinalhaven
as their permanent home after
>'eara
summer vacationing on

ROCKLAND

♦

t
t
t
t
I
♦

citizens are invited to attend the
sessions. They will continue tor
six more weeks.
Enrolled thus far are Mrs.
Charlene Strang, Mrs. Esther Mc
Farland, Mrs. Janet Robbins, Mrs.
Dorothy Norton, Mrs. Mabel Wey
mouth. Mrs. Marguerite Drinkwa
ter, Mrs. Katherine Robinson,
Mrs. Joan Smith, Mrs. Helen Mar
riner, Mrs. Joan Tibbetts, li-s.
Patricia Sullivan,
Mrs. Sally
Mann, Mrs. Edith Crockett, Mrs.

Gals. $149

Come early to get the bargains
before it ls gone.

386 MAIN ST.

Photo by McKeon
Camden Fire Chief Allen Payson points out a rule of treatment during the second class of the First
Aid Course to a group of young and adult participants. Youngsters, left to right are Peter Strang. Bruce
Elmer and Keith May. Back row, left Is Mrs. Halter Strang, and right, Mrs. Morgan Elmer.

The second class of the Camden
Red Croes sponsored First Aid
Course presently being conducted
each Monday night at 7.30 p. m.
in the Camden Opera House drew
25 adults and youngsters this
I
week.
Course instructor is Camden
Fire Chief Allen Payson who holds
Red Cross First Aid Certificates.
The course is open to the pub
lic and residents of Camden and
Rockport and any other interested

Kiwanis’

Show held at the Rockland Com
munity Building Monday and
Tuesday of this week was an un
qualified success according to
Charles Foote, Sr., chairman of
the committee in charge.
The interesting exhibits on
Ways and means to improve
house, home and garden, the
good refreshments, and the pro
fessional entertainment all added
up to good fun. well received by
the folks who visited the show.
A Waterville man. Whit Rummel, garnered the first prize a
weekend trip to New’ York for two
persons. Other awards included;
Bird houses went to Doris Whit
tier. David Giles. Ruth Porter.
Alice Kinney, all of Rockland, and
Frank Buzynski of Thomaston.
Miss Marian Ginn will have
room
for
two
bird
fami
lies carrying off a bird house on
each one of the two days. An
other four such aviaries were for
warded to four Waterville Ki
wanis members.
General Chairman Charles Foote
asked The Courier-Gazette to ex
press his thanks, those of the
members of his committee and of
all Rockland Kiwanis to the many I
public spirited citizens of Knox
County who, in visiting the Better
Homes Show, did not only have
much fun but also contributed
generously to the charity and
service program of Kiwanis.

Control

‘Jeep’

FC-150,5,000 lbs. G.V.W.,

puts a 74” pickup box on

features - plus

4-

Jeep/ ForwardControl
""“•/FC-150

an 81" wheelbase to give

Cinemascope

WILLYS .. worta’s largest makers ot 4-Wheel-Ortve vehicles

WarnerColor
PRICES: EVENINGS - SUNDAYS, 70c

STARTS FRIDAY

"Tea House of

SATURDAY MATINEE - 2

August Moon"

P.

M.

Kiddie Show - Big Fun Carnival

4s*

Vwp’ rfMlar tor an on-t*e-/o* eomoostrotlool

PARK STREET MOTORS .Inc.
68 PARK STREET

-___ i-e—

TEL. 700

ROCKLAND. MAINE
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

Miss Isabel Abbott are food com of North Wilmington. Mass., and
mittee.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rowe of Gardi

UNION
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advprtlwmenta in thia column not to exceed three linen Inserted
onee for 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, 1. e„ advertisements
which require tbe answers to be sent to The Courier-Gasette office
for handling, cost 15 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified -ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gasette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

Foge Steel

Mrs. Gertrude Dantorth. town
clerk, calls the attention of dog
owners of th^ tax due April 1,

otherwise a list of delinquent taxes
on dogs will be given to the con
The Vose Library Association stable.
will conduct 5 food sale Friday
The Polio shots for adults al
afternoon at their rooms.
Re a clinic to be held this week was

ceipts are to defray expenses of unavoidedly canceled and
....
. .
printing their rooms. Mrs. Edith given following
a check
Bowes. Mrs. Mildred Burns and number of citixens wishing

BOATS & MOTORS

ner spent the weekend with their

REAL ESTATE-

REAL ESTATE

Cousens' Realty

WE HAVE OVER TWO
HUNDRED IJSTINGS
in Rockland and vicinity.

If you are looking for a camp,
cottage on lake or shore, farm.
will be I O' Celling, we have it for you.
>
we invited you to our office at
of the 63 Park
tQ ,ook ove, lhe£e ,
to have I listings.

iame-

mother. Mrs. Charles Rowe.
| Lake Charles is passing 10 days
Robert Hanrahan of the tanker with his family on Pine Street.

AUSTIN D.

nelson a

co.

Business Opportunities
< ottagea, Lota and Dw elllngt
Il LIMEROCK ST.

TEL 1538
Across from Pout Office
162-tf

er. Mra. Dorothy Miller of Main
Street.

Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller
I and children and Mrs. Ruth
Hinkley were Randolph Wednes-

North Waldoboro

. day visiting Mrs. Myra Benner.

Grange Meets

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Therriault
of Waterville were guests Sunday Tomorrow
of her father, James Waltz.
Maple Grange held their regu
Roderick Miller, who attends the
New England Institute of Anat lar meeting Thursday night. They
omy and Embalming in Boston, worked the first and second de
spent the weekend with his moth grees on one candidate. Frederick
Simmcns.
Bunker Hill Grange have been
MISCELLANEOUS
Invited to work the third and
RELIABLE Mediqm. full read fourth degrees April 4th.
ing. Send birth date. 10 question,
Thursday night. March 28. there
$2 06
MRS E. MERITHEW. 838
Cypress Avenue. Ukiah. Calif'r will be a party after the meeting.
nia.
37'39
A man who is inclined to lead a
I»O YOU NEED HELP?
Write to REV. RUTH MATHIAS fast life should drop his anchor be
Marriage
Personal Counse!o fore it is too late.
Send live questions, stamped en
velope and donation to 827 Broad
way. Everett. Mass.
35-tf Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Camp To Kent?
B'»at To Sell?
— AUCTION —
Don't miss the all-state and
Legion Hall - Union, Maine
out-of-state readership of thi
"Magazine of Maine" Classifier SATURDAY. MARCH 30 — 7 p.m.
Ads! Only 10c a word. $2 mini Week Ior Joe to come down, there
mum. paid in advance. Interest fore likely to have an assortment
Ing to read, too: "Boat Mart” - in the furniture line.
HARVEY GURNEY. Auctioneer
"Flower Mart” — "Antiques" —
Union, Maine
“Trades” — Etc. DOWN EAS'I
38*lt
MAGAZINE, Camden, Maine.
11-tf
LEGAL NOTICE
well: well: weix!
Municipal Board of
If it is water you need, writ,
Zoning Appeals
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill
Notice Is hereby given that John
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135 H. Billington of Rockland. Maine,
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installmen applicant for a permit to build a
plan also available, no down pa> garage located at 50 Lawn Avenue
ment necessary. Member of Ne
has registered an appeal from an
England and National Association adverse decision of the Building
We are able to book more wort Inspector, and that a public hear
now.
l-ti ing will be held upon said appeal
on the fifth day of April. 1157. In
SAW Filing and Tool Grlndii,
thc Rockland City Council Cham
promptly done. All work guarat
bers in the City Building at 1.30
'eed. R. F. and D. R. EATON. T.
361-W. Rockland.
106-t o'clock in the afternoon in order
that all persons interested may
Fly Northeast Airlines, conne,
hen and there appear and be
Uons
made
for
all
lines
heard
for or against said applica
GIFFORDS, Rockland. Me. 89-1
tion.
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Bv order of thc Board:
Cleaned, repaired and installs
BLALNE P MERRILL
Automatic cleaning
equlpmen
FREDERICK NEWCOMB.
Free Inspection and estimate,
CHRISTY C. ADAMS
SANI 8EPTiC SERVICE, locall' Dated at Rockland, this twentyowned and operated Tai Camdet
sixth dav of March. 1957.
nJCdsr S-OSBTPH
38-lt

Telephone 928
Mrs. Alice Danforth suffered an '
Rockland, Maine
FOR SALE
26 FT. Lobster Boat for sale. 4 ill turn and was obliged to return
36-38
Rockland: New 4-room house on '
vrs. old. EDGAR DAVIS. Friend to Thayer Hospital in Waterville. I —
FARMS
HOMES
corner lot. 170x140. 2 bedrooms,
ship.
38 4
!
living room, kitchen, bath ar.d cen
ONE 14 ft. Old Town cedar strip
Betty F. McIntosh tral heat. Present owner has
) copper fastened boat in good corspent only $87 to heat so far this
dition for sale; also one 14 f WALDOBORO
Church SI., Rockport
winter. 5 minutes walk from
j Utility strip runabout in veryTel. CEdar 6-3968
downtown.
Near schools and
MRS RENA CROWELL
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
good condition; . one new 14 f
churches. Fine home for elderly |
Correspondent
If No Answer. 6-3582
cedar strip boat, mahogany tra.
Telephone TEmple 2-9261
G. E. Refrig.. Maple Couch
BABY Carriage for sale: also
38-tf couple or retired persons. $10,500
(needs repair), chairs, baby crib car bed and baby clothes. I i som and finish, 5 ft. beam. d<
Rockland: Exclusive.
7-room
FOR
SALE
.
,,
,
......
i
signed
for
the
family
fishetman
with ehest. desk and other arti ladiea_sult.._staem15_girls clothes. and
ma„ wRh ?pc(,d jn mj;id
70 acre farm with lumber lot house with large new garage
cles for sale, reasonable. MILLS. size 12 and 14, G. E. washer. 144
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe. Jr..
Fine
neighborhood,
near
North
It’s an open boat built to stand
on hard road, 3 bedroom house
69 Main Street, Thomaston. 36*38 CEDAR STREET. Tel. 1014-J.
Living room, sunporch
rough water. HAROLD M. V IL
improvements, large barn and School.
38*40 LIAMS. Union.
room, completely modern
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
38*40
EGGS & CHICKS silo. 2 hen houses, excellent buy dining
kitchen down; 3 bed roc ms, full
WINDOWS 4 DOORS FOR SALE
1 at $8,000.
SIX New Milch Cows and Heif- j 43 FT. Nova Scotia work boat
♦op quality (NEWCO Mark VI ers for sale; also, good baled hay
EGOS wanted, brown or white; , Summer cottage, large lot on bath up. New American Standard
with 115 H. P. Chrysler Marine
hot water heating system, base
tripl® track. The window with a at farm or delivered.
PETER engine for sale, hydraulic steering table eggs, small or surplus; Crawford’s Pond, two bedrooms
board heat. Top condition. Pres
reputation, sold and installed EDWARDS. Limerock Street. Tel. I
running
water,
fireplace,
shower
hatching
eggs.
Call
or
write,
and self bailing.
$3500. Te’l
ent owner has excellent reason for
factory to you by Kenniston Bros 806-J.
38-40 ROCKLAND 420.
38-4< ALBERT QUINN. Egg Service 1 and flush.
Exclusive Knox County Distribu
Summer cottage on Megunti selling. Will GI or FHA. $13,500
Rockland- Tel. 1535-M______ 36*40
1947 DODGE Pickup Truck fcr
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON
Rockland. Old County Road: 7
SEX-LINK Baby Chicks for cook Lake with three bedrooms
29 Gay Street, Rockland Tel sale in excellent condition. Tel. i
WANTED
Rockland: 4 apt. house, income room house with new floor fur
sale, U. S. Approved Pullorum
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686 CEdar 6-3125. F. O. START, Rock ;
nace, deep cellar. This housr
$1600 per year. Price $7900.
38-40 I CARPENTERS for small boa Typhoid Clean. A few open dates
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-ti port.
opportunity
for
young
in April. Fcr high egg production | Many other fine homes from offers
couple to live reasonably and im
TRUMF*ET for sale. Gold lac- [
FISH Weir for salt . good eendi- assemblies wauled. Will tral" and low mortality these birds j ^4500^ ujk
steady
work.
Apply
PENOBSCOT
prove as you go along. Will GI for
IIARTI.EY S. SAVAGE
quer. Conn. $55. TEL. 407-X. | tion. complete with dories, run
can’t be beat.
BYRON MILLS,
$4200.
49!2 Willow Street
_____________________________ 37*39 | ning twine, nylon seine, nylon and BOAT WORKS. INC.. Rockpor’ Waldoboro, Tel. TEmple 2-9334.
Maine
38-40
Tel. 1046
Rockland: 2-tenement house. 4
YOU never saw sueh good lock i cotton pocket, pile driver, etc.
29-tf
38-*f rooms and full bath on each floor.
GUNS wanted.
Will pay cash
ing second hand clothes. To ap- Tel. ROCKLAND 420.
38-43
MAINE U. S. Approved pullo
Nice neighborhood. Near schools
SMITH TEXACO rum-typhiod clean sex-link chicks
pjeciate the bargains, and we
195# landcRTISER House for old guns.
LOTS for sale.
Two 100 x450’
mean bargains, you should coni- Tiailer for 9ale 2 bedroom? 4.1 STATION 700 Main Street. Til. from weekly hatches for the sea Samoset Road. Rockland. CALL and stores. Will GI. $10,000.
Spruce Head: 3-room cottage in
37-tf son for sale. Let the big birds , 1730.
pare wtth regular .price and quail- OkD COVNTY ROAn RocUland 1739.
______________
34-tf top condition with lovely view over
ty. Now ia the time to take ad-;
WOMAN wanted for work at the lay the big eggs. DUTCH NECK I
water. Cottage has 2 bedrooms,
vantage. Easter will be here
Snack Bar. Route 1. Belfast HATCHERY, Melville Davis, Te! I
COTTAGES
kitchen and living room combina
SECOND Hand Easy Spindlier Room and board If necessary. No Waldoboro TEmple 2-9480.
soon.
Anything for the entire
23-tf i
tion. Gas stove with heating unit,
TEL experience needed. Apply In per
family you will find at UPTON'S for sale, excellent cond.
CLEMENTS CHICKS - Rugged.
refrigerator. Thia cottage also
38-4C son.
in Camden. While you are there 1793-W.
S7-?
"Maine-Bred"
to
live
better
pro

has shore privileges.
Will sel'
look at all the other items, baby
10” POT Burner for sale; also,
COUPLE wanted to work on duce better. Red-Rocks (Black
for $3800 furnished. $3200 unfur
carriages, furniture, etc. Note four 50 gal. oil drums and coal poultry farm. rent, lights and wa Pullets). White Leghorns, Reds. 1
nished.
change in opening time.
Mon pot-belly hot water heater. KARL ter furnished.
Apply in person. Golden Crosses for laying flocks.
COVSENS REALTY
days. 6 p. m. to 9 p. m. only: TALL. Green House with white ALBERT
HOFFSES.
Camden White Rocks for broilers and
James 8. Coiiaenw
Tuesday through Saturday
trim, Ingraham Hill. Owls Head Maine._____ _________________ 36*38 hatching
eggs.
Golden Cross ,
Licensed Real Estate Broker
a. m. to 6 p. m.: Sunday after
Roddand Main,
37*38
MAN
WITH
CAR
wanted Cockerels for broilers. Maine- ,
21 limerock Street
noon, 3 to 6. For friendly lnfoim
1647 W
Across from Post Office
THREE Pairs of Rose Draperies Would you like to increase your C. S. Approved Pullorum Clean.
tion call any time CAMDEN
COMMERCIAL
TH. 1538
TEL. weekly income $20 to $25 or more Prices reasonable — write CLE
6-2088.
36-38 for sale, 72 inches long.
38-lt
37*39 during your spare time selling MENT CHICKS. INC., Route 33
ONE Used Hot Air Furnace 1595.
(A)
Rawleigh Products to consumers Winterport, Maine.
NEW and Used Furniture and
complete with pipes, registers and
in th" city of Rockland? Write
for sale. The country
Delco oil burner and controls for Appliances
.
...
.
_
RAWLEIGH'S. Dept. ME-161-247
TO LET
N Y.
3I) & 3,
sale, $175; also. 1 Winkler lc*.\ Store with country prices. Open A,„
pressure oil burner with controls dally until 8 p. m. and Sunday ,-------------------------------------------------FURN. Apt. to let on first floor, t
used four years, only $65; 1 used afternoons. Free gifts to newly- EUJargiajzjzjHizrajzjaraigrajara
Apply to MRS. MILLS. 11 Masonic '
gun type oil burner with controls • weds from Knox and Lincoln
Street.
38-tf i I
$25. CHARLES SHAW, Tel. Rock Counties.
THE YANKEE TRADER
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt with
CROSS
land 1451 or Thomaston 334 . 36 38
Wilmot Dow, Proprietor
shower to let. first floor, has floor .
’48 CHEV. Conv. Cpe., for sale.
furnace. Call at 201 SOUTH MAIN
PHARMACY
$165; also. '48 Willys Sta. Wgn. u. S. Route 1, Waldoboro, Maine
STREET. Tel. 517-W.
38*4* J
37—-4
$165; ’50 Ply. Sta. Wgn., $495; ’50
TWO Rm. Furn. Apt. to let. '
Chev. Belair, $4S5; '50 Olds 2-D,
NEW Electric Remington Razor
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
elee. refrig., comb, gas and oil
$290; ’53 Chev. 2-D. $485; '54 Fort , for sale, used 3 times. $20; also
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
stove, h. w.. semi-priv. bath. $5.50
2-D, $775; '48 4-WD Jeep. $375; Sessions Chime Clock. perfect
per week. MARION ROBINSON.
'47 Cad. Linto.. $275; '49 Cad running condition, chimes half
TEL. 1204
Warren. Tel. CRestwood 3-2552.
4-D. $500; One Wench and Drum and hour, $35; ladies racoon coat,
good condition, size 16. $35; Vic
_____________________________ 37-39
$45. suitable for pulling larg
$73 MAIN STREET
boats or floats out. Water pump
torian platform crib and mattress.
FURN. Apt. to let—special—will
ENJOY SPRING AND THESE LOW, LOW PRICES
ROCKI.AND. MAINE
for sale or to let, pumps 115 grl $10. Tel THOMASTON 201-2.
accommodate one or two adults.
92-Tb-tf
per minute; one float and walk
37-39
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
HEjgjzrararajBjarajajBrarajajfeil Central location. Bedroom, bath,
10x20. $75; % H. P. Elec. Motor.
kitchen bar etc., heated. Refer
SIX Chrome Stools, McCaskcy
$15; 10' Skip Jack Hull. $60; 16 adding machine and cash register
37-39
SECOND
Hand
Typewriter ences. TEL. 1620.
Kennebec boat and trailer, $220 60 cu. ft. refrig., two coke coolers
UPSTAIRS Unfurn. Rent to let.
BEE
LINE SERVICE, INC. and onc Kemp nut machine for Desk in good condition wanted. Five rooms and bath. Newly
9
Rockland. Tel. 455.
35-38 sale. TEL. CEdar 6-9315. 37*39 MRS. JOHNSON TALBOT.
No objection to chil
Spruce
Street.
Camden,
Tel. decorated.
ONE Owner 21" Motorola TV
17 CU. FT. Duo Compartment CEdar 6-3645.
36*38 dren. CHARLES L. CHASE. 172
for sale, console with doors, with Horizontal Deep Freeze for sale.
MASON work wanted, chimneys Camden Street. Tel. 758-J. 36-38
or without antenna. TEL. 713-W Under 3 years old. $300. TEL.
TWO Room Apt. to let. heat,
fireplaces. cellar floors, block
36*38 CEdar 6-2039.
37-39 foundations, also asphalt roofs water and elec., complete kitchen
and general carpentering. AL ette. All new. TEL. 492 or 1755.
36-tf
LOST AND FOUND FRED NICKLES, Mason, Tel.
- LARGEST 969-M, P. O. Box 493.
23-tf
ONE Small Inexpensive Sunny
Linoleum Selection in Town
FOUND: Brown
and
Black
AI-L kinds of old painted com Room to let next to bath (bath
6 Ft. - 9 Ft. - 12 Ft. Widths
Male Adult Shepherd-Setter Dog modes wanted.
I will pay $10 shared with one person); also,
Expert Mechanics For
in South Warren. Under dog law. each for the lift top variety. Will one large pleasant double room
Installation If Desired.
Tel. ROCKLAND 1690.
36-38 also pay top prices for all kinds with private bath, meals If de
Tel. 939 For Free Estimates
DARK and Light Horn Rimmed of old pine and maple furniture sired. At the COPPER KETTLE
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
38-38
Boy’s Glasses in tan colored case in any quantity. Write or phone Mrs. French. Tel. 405-W.
Where Willow and Rankin
lost in vicinity of Gleason Street. W. J. FRENCH, 10 High Street,
IJkRGE
Room to let with
Streets Meet
Thomaston.
between
Catholic Camden, Maine. Tel. CEdar 6- kitchenette at 24 SCHOOL ST
579 MAIN SI.
ROCKLAND
15-tf Tel. 1448-J.
Church and Fish Street. Wednes 3759.
36-38
48-Th-tf
day.
Finder please call MRS.
THREE Rm. Modern Apt. with
GEORGE NEWBERT, Tel. Thom
bath to let. heated, elec, stove
Combination Gas and Oil Range
aston 156-5.
36*38
Picture Framing
and refrig.
ARTHUR JORDAN.
for sale.
Inquire at 30 SOUTH
99 Camden Street, Tel. 1245. 35-tf
STREET.
__________35*37
SERVICES
ONE 2 rm. unheated and un
•••••••••••••••••••••••I
furn. apt. to let, gas range and
FREE — FREE
•
WESTINGHOUSE
H&C water. Call 677 between 8
To any housewife that will take
a. m. to 5.30 p. m. or COUSENS
ELECTRODES
time to answer this ad, a new
REALTY. Tel. 1538.
32-tf
For Arc Welding
1 miracle comb cleaner. Send postUNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with
Type ACP—AWS
I card to DORIS M. HILLS. Route
bath to let. Elec, stove and re
OUR
I 2, Belfast.
37 39
Class E-6011
frig., thermostatic heat and hot
All Position
VALUE
FREE INSPECTION
water. TEL. 1616.
37-39
CROSS
50 Pofind Cartons
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool
2'/i CAN
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. to let
Tel.
Up 1 night Lett
Tel
cleaned
and
repaired,
reasonable.
with bath and large sunporch.
15’/2C per pouhd
1139
406 MAIN ST.
1335
Free estimate. 24 hour service.
31-tf
25-Th-tf/ TEE 798;_
Tel. ROCKLAND 8680.
33-tf
ELECTRIC AND GAS
c. t s.
FOUR Rm. Furn. Apt. to let.
6oz.jar $1.191 MILK—Red and White
6 for 75c
COFFEE
WELDERS
•
CHANEY H. RIPLEY, Rug Up- **DON'T“D,scard~Your~Old “Tr i
INSTANT
ba‘h', rV,'2?wWaSh‘
J
I
holstery
and
Auto
Seat
Cleaning
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN ] er' North End- Tel- 1397-M.
MORRIS GORDON & SON
Service. All work guaranteed.
31-38 5
NEWMAN for restoring and re-_____________________________ 38*40
BAKE-RITE_______________ 3 lb. tin 79c | ASST. CHOCOLATES
2 lb. box 89c
32-tf
*a*DOOOBBBBBOBB Tel. ROCKLAND 940-K.
finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel i TWO 3-rm. Unfurn. Apts, to let.
PAINTING and Paperhanging, 1106-M.
1-tf Oil heat.
Second floor. Adults
GOOD USED CARS
inside and outside work. All work
LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices on’y
Rpf required, 45 TALBOT
LUX LIQUID I
LIFEBUOY
SILVERDUST I RINSO BLUE
We finance our own cars. No guaranteed. Will furnish material.
WISK
29*31-0
paid Ior good stock. REGAL' AVENUE.
finance or interest charge.
MUN Work accepted any place.
AL
FURNISHED Heated and Un
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North BERT BROWN, Tel. 451 R.
LOBSTER CO., Rockland 1705.
39c Large 2 for 19c
Large
39c Large
Large
34c Large
152-0' heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley
Main aireet.__________________ 16-tfi Have your chimneys cleaned.
Economy 79c| Economy
Economy 69c Economy 69c| Econ. 2 for 27c
PIGS and Shoats for sale !
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals, Broadway. Tel. 1234, or 77 Park
17-tf
Stregt, Tel. 8060.
29-tf
GREFNLAW FARMS, Lincoln- j
Rags and Batteries.
IJTTLE A IIOFFSES
ville avenue, Belfast, Maine.
THREE Room Apartment on
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Building Contractors
154-tf
Iwland Street
Rockland Main Street to let, unfurnished,
Tel. 178-11
FANCY
PURE PORK
heated.
TEL. 1870.
11-0 I
1500
—USED Oil Ranges for sale, white 50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up- |
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.,
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-0 |
Foundations - Chimneys
Clayt Bitler
Tel 1510.
143-tf
KIVE-Roum Unfurnished Apart
Remodeling & House-Builders
_9xl2 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
ment to let, hot and cold wate: '
Free Estimates
ular $10.95 for $695 NORTH ____________________________ 119-tf
Wants To See You About
supplied.
Located ln Bicknel
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E
WE repair and service all
Thomaston.
1-tf
Goodyear Tires
BICKNELL, n, Realtor. Phont
makes of sewing machines and
I 1647-W
S2-tl
PIPE FOR SALE
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
135-tf
Black and galvanized. All sizes ING MACHINE CO..
FUkN. and Unfurn Apts to lev
395 Main
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO
•itreet, Rockland. Tel. 1724.
8-tl
PAINTING and Paperhanging, Adults. Inquire ln person at II
Lime Street.
1-H
Twenty-four Hoar Photo Serv inside and out. all work positively JAMES STREET.___________ 108-tf
^BAKY Parakeets for sale, full ice. Ask for It at your local store guaranteed. WlU furnish material.
THREE rma. plus new full batt
line of parakeet foods and mineral or at GIFFORD’S. Rockland. Me. Work accepted Warren to Camden. and new Youngstown sink to let
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS,
VAN E. RUS furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. Ref
Itf Estimates free.
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
Inquire in person at
SELL
Phone 676-M. Post Office required.
Street. Thomaston, Tel. 374
1-tf Advertise in The Courier-G-azette. Rnv 701 Rnckl»n<4
T8-ff 11 JAMES ST
1S8tf

SIMPSONS

PLENTY

OF FREE

PARKING

POTATOES

ORANGES "Z 39c doz.

CELERY’"" 17c bunch

PEAS = 13c can Gr. Beans lOc can

CORN s 10c can | TOMATOES 10c can
foT Soup 10c can | Peaches

LINK
SAUSAGE

49c 1b. SE 25c lb.

FRESH CUT CHICKEN LEGS 39c lb.

AVON CALLING

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Women who need extra income. New Reps, are earning
$50 or more weekly representing Avon Cosmetics,
world's largest Mfr. of Cosmetics.

MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN, Mgr.

Modern 2 Bay Texaco Station

6

er Bangor 325S
37-30

FULL SLICES

CHUCK
ROAST

SLICED
BACON

29c lb

For Lease

Minced Ham

Established Business On Route 1 In Camden

HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS. MAINE

Telephone Hampden 102 Collect after

BLOCK STYLE

CALL ROCKLAND 1699 or CEdar 6-3271
35-tf

WHOLE
OR HALF

25c lb,
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Miss Doris Doughty and friend
Miss Martha Lowe of Vinalhaven
spent three days recently as
guests of her brother and wile.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Doughty
and family, 22 School Street.

1

ship, formsrly of Waldoboro w&a

Christian Science

Valita Thornton Wins Sp tech Contest

honored on Thursday evening at a

Reading Room

social event at the First Baptist

Condon makes her home in the

The former Alfreda
Perry
Store at 7 Limerock Street in

5

The Post Office Auxiliary met
at the home of Mis. Raymond
Ellis Monday night with Mrs.
Margaret Chap’es presiding. The
State convention which will be
held in Portland during the month
of May was discussed, also a vote
to give a donation to the Red
Cross. Refreshments were served
at the close of the business meet
ing by the hostess assisted by
Mrs. Wesley Thurston.

Mr. and Mrs. George Hallowell
Mr. and Mrs. James Aylward
observed their 57th wedding anni and son Edward were weekend
versary quietly at their home on guests of their daughter and fam
13 Clarendon street on Tuesday. ily. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rackliffe
Mr. and Mis. Aylward were of Danvers. Mass.
_____
married in Roekland.
March
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles B. Dough
28. 1900 by Rev. L. L. Hanscom
They have two daughters. Mrs. ty of School Street and Mr. and
Gertrude Harris and Mrs Marga Mrs. Horace Benner and son
ret Sleeper, three grandchild:en Horace motored to Castine Sun-1
and five great-grandchildren. Mr day to see the ship. State of .
David Barram who leaves soon
Aylward is a retired railroad man. Maine, return from its cruise. I
to make his home in Woburn,
retiring from the Maine Central Mr. Doughty was a graduate of
Mass., was the surprised guest of
Railroad in 1945. They were the the Maine Maritime Academy in
honor Monday night when class
recipients of a money tree from 1954. He and Mrs. Doughty re
mates gathered at the Community
their family, and received numer turned to Maine two months ago
Building tower room to give him
from
California,
where
he
had
ous cards and calls of congratu
a farewell party. Patricia Stev
lations. Little Miss Cindy Rich served three years with the U. S.
ens and Patricia Mahoney served
ardson. daughter of Mrs. Cynthia Navy.
as the arrangement committee. As
Richardson and great grand
a farewell gesture he was present
Mrs. Kendrick Dorman, Knox County council president of the WCTC presents Silver Medal Speech
daughter of the Aylwards whose
Interested women with qualified
ed a photograph album paged with Contest winner Valita Thornton with her prize following the contest Wednesday afternoon at Rockland
sixth birthday fell on the same day requirements met recently at the
one dollar bills from the group. A High School. The contest included eighth grade students in Rockland and is conducted annually by the
was presented a beautifully deco home of Mrs. Josephine Sulin. Ce
WCTC. Others in the picture are Sandra Tripp, Alice Cole, Mrs. Clara Emery, Rockland Council presi
scavenger hunt which provided dent. Miss Thornton. Mrs. Dorman, Patricia Thomas and Craig Borgerson. All the youngsters were par
rated cake and gifts from all dar street for an organizational
much merriment, highlighted the ticipants and are eighth graders at Purchase Street School. Miss Thornton, 13 years old, is the grand
those present at an informal meeting of the D.P.D. Club. Mrs.
evening.
Refreshments
were daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ridge of 4 State street.
birthday supper party.
i Florence Stratton was appointed
served by Mrs. Robert Stevens. Jr.
| as worthy advisor to the group
assisted by Mrs. Robert Stevens,
NICHOLS-WATERS MARRIAGE
Poster Contest
The Women's Auxiliary of St. which included, Mrs. Gladys RafSr., Mrs. Walter Gay, Mrs. Man
Peter's Episcopal Church will ford, Mrs. Peggy Kenniston, Mrs.
uel Winchenbaugh and Mrs. John TOOK PLACE IN BALTIMORE
Winners Named At
sponsor a travelogue and tea on Muriel Hussey, Mrs. Vivian Ed
LaCrosse.
Those present were
Sunday in the Undercroft at 3 wards and Mrs. Barbara NysJohn Stratton, Kathy Kunesh, I Miss Cynthia Marie Waters, Her fingertip veil of tulle fell Tenants Harbor
Follow
the
meet
o'clock.
Father E. O. Kenyon trom.
Anna Raye, Charles Wasgatt, S. N., of Rockport and Bainbridge. from a white satin cap trimmed
will give the travelogue and will ing refreshments were served
Winners in the Red Cross
Charles Monteith, John Melquist, Md., became the bride of S/lc with seed pearls and she carried
Illustrate with kodachrome slides by the hostess. The next meeting
Dance
school poster project at the
Merle
J.
Nichols,
Jr.,
of
Norfolk.
a
white
Bible
centered
with
a
Alan Post, Charles Wade, Robert
which he took during his stay on will be at the home of Mrs. Peggy
Bradley, Sandy Delano, Willard Va., at 2 o’clock, December 15, corsage of red roses and step- new
consolidated
elementary
the island of Eleuthera in thc Ba Kenniston.
Carter, John
Dailey,
Martha 1956, in St. Paul’s Chapel, Bain hanotis.
school in Tenants Harbor were
hamas. Mrs. Ralph Cowan will
Miss Lois J. Moritz, S. N., room announced Wednesday.
Grossman, Ann Fowler, Marilyn bridge, Md.
serve ia chairman of the tea.
Donald Worthen of Camden will
Candles and poinsettas banked mate of the bride, was her maid
Wilbur,
Harriet
Richardson
Jean
The contest was held at the
I demonstrate feats of magic at the
i Witham, Deborah Hary, Gloria ! in Christmas green formed the of honor wearing a ballerina school to select posters that will
Janie Philbrook. daughter of High School Recreation Club Fri
Dianne
Phillips, ' background for the double ring length gown of blue lace over pink be displayed all over tlje county
Mr. and Mrs. Rolrert Philbrook. day night at 7.30 in the First Bap Kavanaugh,
j Brenda Hill. Pamela Johnson, Bev- service performed by Captain taffeta with matching mitts and announcing the Finnish-American
celebrated her second birthday by tist Church vestry.
| erly Clough. Sheila Vinai. Pamela Hanzel Towers, base chaplain. pink rosebud band for a head
group-sponsored dance Saturdayentertaining several friends at her
—*
Harrington, Penny Kaler, Lenda- Traditional wedding music was piece. She carried a cascade night. April 6, at the Community
home, 15 Clinton Avenue, Wed
Mrs. Isabelle Ganftge served as
provided by Navy musician, Ken bouquet of pink roses and white
nesday afternoon. Individual fa supper chairman of the American Mae Jackson, Dorothy Newman,
Building.
neth Roberts.
chrysanthemums.
Gloria
Esancy.
Judy
Segal,
Lucille
Free coffee and refreshments
vors, balloons and refreshments Legion Auxiliary Tuesday night.
i The bride was gowned in a
Private Roger O. Nichols, broth will be served at the dance and
were served to the little guests President Mrs. Peggy Kenniston, Allen, Sandy Tripp. Pamela Gay,
. ballerina length gown of white er of the bridegroom, served as
which included: Cheryl Carow. conducted the business meeting Jeanne Hadlock. Margaret Booth
a jitterbug contest will feature
lace over taffeta fashioned with best man. Thc bride is the daugh
Kiana Jones, Stephen and which fo1. owed, at which time ten- by, Keela McLaughlin, Paulette
the evening's program.
long tapered sleeves and hoop ter of Mrs. Chester Matthes of
Barton,
Raeleene
Stockwell,
Al

Stephany Ramsdell, Carol Nash, j tative plans were made for an
Winners were: Susan Cook and
skirt which featured Inserts of Framingham, Mass., and thc late
Debby and Joel Godfrey, Nancy i open meeting to be held sometime bert Gardner, Alive Cole, Joy Maz
Elizabeth Carter, sixth grade;
lace paneling with tulle ruffles. John C. Waters. She graduated
and Anne Mathieson, Ivy Small, during the month of April. It was zeo, Jeanne Call. Ruth Rowling,
Lorna Eaton and Roy Harper,
j Mary Ann Flanagan. Jo Anne
from Rockport High School in 1955 fifth grade. The winners will re
Jimmy and Nancy Barnes. Spe also voted to make a $5.00 conThe Fidelia Class of the Little and at present is stationed in the ceive prizes of school supplies.
cial guests were Lorraine Dowl | tribution to the Easter Seal cam- Mazzeo. Janice Carr. Henry Bird.
ing, Jean Barnes. Billy and Alan I paign. Mrs. Helena Ramsdell was Robert Brewer, Gary Winchen field Memorial Baptist Church will Post Office Department at USNTC
All proceeds from the dance go
baugh, Billy Barbour, Tommy sponsor a polio clinic for all in Bainbridge. Md.
Philbrook and parents of children. awarded the mystery prize. The
to the Knox County Chapter,
Miller, Billy Black. Joe Gallant, church members. Anyone wishing
The bridegroom is the son of American Red Cross in the pres
J next meeting will be April 9.
i Stephen Craig. Robert Murgita, to have their shots should contact Mr. and Mrs. Merle J. Nichols,
Social Items, parties, weddings,
j Patrick Powell. Robert Ripley, Mrs. Marie Thurston as soon as Sr., of Fort Lauderdale. Florida, ent fund drive.
guests, all personal news for the
Zonta Club of the Rockland area
and is stationed with the U. S.
Oourier-Gazette may be tele met Tuesday evening at the Thorn Ronald Vose, Donald Pendleton, pissible.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Navy, it Norfolk. Va.
phoned to Mss. Margaret Winchen dike Hotel for a dinner meeting Charles Little. Bruce Fifield,
A deacon’s bench, a product of
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or with 24 members and two guests Peter Munson. Richard Miller. Pa
left at her home, 161 Limerock in attendance. Mrs. Vivian Whit tricia Stevens and Patricia Ma the Woodcraft Shop, will be on
display in Senter-Crane’s window Engagement
■treet.
tf tier vice president, conducted the honey.
from April 2-16.
All proceeds
business meeting in the absence of
Captain and Mrs. Ronald Whifffrom donations will be for the
the president, Mrs. Leah Brooks.
en.
31 Philbiick Avenue, announce
THE WOMAN'S SHOP
benefit of the Easter Seals Drive.
Mrs. Frances Miller was accept
the engige-ment of their daughter,
ed as a new member. Mrs. Dal
$5.00 — Choice — $5.00
Rockland Assembly No. 12. Or Barbara Ann. to Charles Everet
ton. presdent of the Hyde Home
son of Mrs. Jenifer
der of Rainbow for Girls met Conant.
Balance of
For Crippled Children who gave
Tuesday evening at the Masonic Conant of Searsmont.
an
extremely inteiesting talk
Temple with special initiation
Miss Whiffen graduated from
Winter Dresses
about the home and its progress,
ceremonies held for Miss Sandra the Gloucester High School and
was thoroughly enjoyed by her ap
Tripp of Rockland and Miss Elea the Lynn Burdett Evening School
All Sizes
preciative audience. At a board
nor Welch of Lincolnville. During of Accounting. She is employed
CAMDEN — MAINE
meeting which preceded the din
the business meeting Miss Norma at M&G Sportswear. Mr. Conant
ner, plans were made for a style
Clark of Thomaston and Miss attended schools at Warren and
show and Easter Ball, at the Com
Ellen Maxey of Camden were ap Appleton. Hc is employed at the
munity Building on April 23, spon
pointed to the grand choir for the Robbins Lumber Mill in Sears
moth
sored
by
the
Zonta
Club
together
THE HOUSE
Grand Assembly to be held in mont.
with the Knox-Waldo Hairdressers
r
Lewiston on May 18.
A summer wedding is planned.
Association.
The next regular
OF HONG
meeting will be a luncheon meet
ing at the hotel on April 9.
ROCKPORT

Rockland, has been rented by tha
Christian Scientists of this city
and after considerable redecora
ting has been turned into a read
ing room by them.
Open from 11 to 4 on weekdays
and from 1 to 4 o’clock on Satur
days, those interested may find
there copies of the Christian
Science Monitor and of other
authorized Christian Science lit
erature.
These publications, as well as
the Christian Science Monitor, will
also be on sale at the reading
room.

in Melrose and attend*
that church. As a Mother and
Daughter banquet of some 150
women of the Phllathea Class she
was presented with a corsage by
her friends there for being the
oldest guest present.
winter

THE COFFEE POT
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
THURSDAY

Cheese Souffle, Tender
Green Broccoli Spears,
Rolls, Coffee, Dessert

85c

Fresh Pork Chow Mein,
Crisp Noodles, French
Fried Pot, Rolls, Dessert

Me

Still Serving Our Delicious
BROILED STI FFED
GIANT FRESH SHRIMP

Honor Mrs. Condon
Mrs. Susan G. Condon of Friend-

ATTENTION TEEN-AGERS

FREE
ONE 45 R.P.M. RECORD
Of Your Choice

with Eac*’ DrMS Pechas*
2 days only

FRIDAY, MARCH 29th - SATURDAY, MARCH 30th
(Records from 6. H. Aston A Sons, Inc.)

\ Ffukimt Sleep
483 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GO

GAY!!!

With a New

$

Permanent and
Hair Fashion

Styled For You In a Carefree Way hy
MARIANNE LUFKIN

-

-

CLARA NASON

THE PETER PAN BEAUTY SHOP
431 MAIN ST.
TEL. 996
ROCKLAND, ME.
OVER ECONOMY (LOTHING STORE

37*39

, - ..

y

P

KILL MOTHS

Offers A Daily

"Take Home"

FOOD SALE

WITH REEFER-GALLER'S

Saturday - 9 a. m.

NO-MOTH

Service

BURPEE FURNITURE STORE

On the Following

Auspices RI.DS Guild

COMPLETE

REFILLS

95/ 89/•«*

Chinese Dishes
Egg Rolls
Pork Strips
Fried Rice
Egg Foo Yong
Chicken Chow .Mein
Scallops with Greens
Abalone with Chirken
and Other Specialties
TEL. < AMDEN CEdar 6-2807

ONCE A YEAR

HALF-PRICE SALE
HARRIET HUBBARD AYER

famous

Protects your clothes and other
woolens. Pungent vapor KILLS
all moth and carpet beetle life:
eggs, worms, moths, also pre
vents mildew: follow simple
directions. Leaves no clinging
odor.

"SLAY")

SHORE

CEDARIZED
SPRAT

DEODORANT

ROOM anaL
LOUNGE

VD
IWOW*1'1

for a limited
time only

DINNERS

Reg-100 rad,

NOW

I Ceach

Smart people will buy both.
tion. contains Extrohn, is fra
grant. Ayer Stick has bacteriadestroying hexachlorophene

content, convenient pu«h*up
container. Both are nonirritating to normal skin, noninjurious to fabric.

"His wife caught him wink

of hot lunch.

Evening... Dress ...or Walking Sheers

/

Full-Fashioned

*J88

One of our favorite manufac

turers found himself with an

pensive laces and embroider

Pint Size ...Mg
Quart ....l.M
Half-Gal...3.39
Gallon AM
SLA Continuous Sprayer ,3,

him to put these beautiful

priced styles.

trims on

SENTER-CRANE'S

our

best selling

for the lowest price ever—

$3.98

KILLS all moth life
and carpet beetles
— protects clothes
•nd other woolens
you pack away and
prevents mildew
when simple direc
tions are followed. Also sprin
kle in dresser drawers and use
in vacuum cleaner.

ASSORTED COLORS
AND TRIMS
Values $5.98

Seide’t-C’uute'ft

SENTER-CRANE'S
STORE HOFRS: 9 to 5. FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.
STORE HOURS:

9

■

' 4

NoMend has incorporated some brand new features
in their fine stockings...finer gauge...higher twist

for flattering dullness...as well as every new

element developed in hosiery construction for a
more beautiful, longer wearing stocking.

SEE THEM...in NoMend’s new “Lady of Fashion”
colours for Spring. Then be fitted in the NoMend

“exactly jours.”

3 lbs. ...l.M

5 lbs. ..M

• to 5 — FRIDAYS 'TIL

'-A

“Famous 5” Proportioned Stocking type that is

STORE HOURS:
9 to 5 — FRIDAYS TIL 9

•

■

We persuaded

gown style and let us sell it

NUGCET CRYSTALS

IK lba.....1.1*

■
,

ies left over from his high

MAIL & PHONE ORDERS FROM FT LY FILLED

Join the gay
Who know- the pleasure

GOWNS

Protects your upholstered furni
ture, rugs, carpets, drapes, blan
kets. Stainless, easy-to-use spray
with pleasant cedar aroma.
KILLS m>ahs and carpet beetles
in all stages.

PARA-PURE

Ayer Dry gives all-day protec-

and lively hunch

/
/

assortment of lovely and ex

REEFER-GALLER’S

ing at a waitress."

Faerie Nylon

SLA
(pronounced

AYER STICK

COCKTAIL

new, Improved nylons by

REEFER-GALLER’S

AYER DRY

and new

DINING

JUST HATCHED!

SALE!

3 fur Z.J5

CREAM DEODORANT
AND ANTI PERSPIRANT

mTieiuHote!

ONCE-A-YEAR

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

SeHlet-CweV
I

STORE BOOM: 9 to A FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.

Jl

Mrs.

Church ot Meltose, Mass.

Moved

■■■»■»—■ ,i»a■»:awiaaaaM.r.i.<!»**>*ar«. . . . aa. ...awwawswai

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Rockport High Presents Seaside Wonderland

Waldoboro Prize

Miss Jeanne Cook

Union Junior

Speakers Meet

On Dean's List

High Basketeers

Tonight In Contest

At U. of Maine

Honor Guests

Waldoboro High School students,
teachers and parents will gather

The Union Junior High Baskethall Squad, the Devils, champions

tonight at the school auditorium

of the Knox County

the sixth annual Philbrook
Prize Speaking Contest.
A boy and a girl winner in the
contest of eight participants will
be named to compete in the KnoxLincoln M School League April 4
at the Thomaston High School au
ditorium. This is the first year
the League has conducted such a
contest.
The eight Waldoboro pupils
competing for school honors to
night are Judith Moody, senior;
Patricia Cook. George Crane and
Theodore Wooster, juniors; Judith
Spear, sophomore: and Madelyn
Cunningham. Jeffrey Huntsman
and Susan O’Connor, freshmen.
Chairman of the school contest
is Doris McLain, president of the
student council. Three members
of the Lincoln Academy faculty
will be judges for the affair.
The K-L speaking contest was
arranged by a committee of the
league with details worked out by
speaking coaches from Camden,
Thomaston and Waldoboro High
Schools.

League tournament this year, will

for

Dave Pound, left, business manager of the Rockport High «>unior class sponsored Seaside Wonder
land Carnival scheduled for three days starting this afternoon at the Rockport Elementary School gym,
offers a little advise on some colorful decorations for the freshman class booth. The freshmen girls,
working on the booth, are, left to right, Dot Vlmer, Gerry Pound, Lin Spear, Sue Goodridge and Nancy

Photos by McKeon

Young.
High nual fair, to the elementary school
School, especially the junior class, gym for safety reasons. Parents
and members of the Rockport
are in a frenzy this week to finish
Lions Club volunteered their labor
up preparations for the 28th An
to build a makeshift stage and
nual Seaside Wonderland Carnival curtain setup for thc acts. Stu
Scheduled to get underway this dents from all classes at the high
afternoon and run for three days school have taken to carpentry
and decorating to make the game
to Satui^Jay evening.
booths and staging things of
To complicate matters this year,
beauty.
school authorities have moved the
Handling the general business
carnival from the ancient town
hall, formerly the site of the an chairmanship of the carnival is
Students

at

Rockport

SHOPPING TODAY?

DON'T FORGET TO BUY

CLIPPER ROOT BEER
Pick the Pack

With the Ship
On the Cap
YOUR

BEST

VALUE

Clark’s Beverages
NEWCASTLE

-

MAINE

Senior Dave Pound, assisted by
Maynard Graffam.
The three day festival will be
highlighted about 10.30 tonight
with the crowning of the Seaside
Wonderland Carnival Queen.
Five pretty candidates for the
royal throne have been chosen
from the senior class. They are:
Helen Leland. 17. five-foot, fourinch brunette; Barbara Wood. 18.
five-foot six-inch, blue-eyed, with
brown hair; Shirlene Heath, 18year old b'ue-eyed senior with
brown tresses; Mary Lovejoy, a
17-year-old.
standing about five
feet and five inches tall with light
brown hair and blue eyes; and
Donna Leonard, also 17 with
brown hair and blue eyes and
about five feet and three inches
tall.

| COTTON CHINO

I■

presenting "Spring Time.” and
the third grade in "Spring Jubi
lee.”
On tonight s program are the
seventh and eighth grades in
“Street Fair." A concert by the
Camden High School band and
the Talent Scout Show will pre
cede thc coronation of the queen.
Friday afternoon, grades three
and four will present Dude Ranch;
grade four. Cotton Pickers; grade
five. Gold Rush Days; and grade
six. Hill Billies.
Friday evening a concert by the
Rockport High School band will
start the program, followed by
a performance by the Madelyn
Drinkwater’s School of Dancing

All proceeds from the three day
carnival will go toward thc 1958
senior class trip to Washington. Bates College
D. C.
The program includes acts, skits President Speaks
and music with Rockport school
children of all grades taking part. On Financing
This afternoon four small grades
Thc need for additional public
will present programs that include
the
sub-primary
class
doing schools can be met by local and
“Dancing Party.” the first grade state governments without resort
performing “The Shoemaker and ing to federal aid. said Dr.
the Elves.” the second grade Charles F. Phillips, President of i

Owned and Operated by THE RINES CO., Bangor

Special

Sophomores apply their energy to the preparation of the class
booth daring the Monday night work session. Standing in front are
Charles t roekett and Joanne Morton. Working atop booth counter are
Rowena Twitchell, left, and Barbara Rhodes. Standing on the stool is
Walter Pendleton, a member ol' the junior class lending a hand.

tapered

PANTS

McLain PTA
Raises $200 Fund

group, specialty acts by the Wood
Butchers, and Lloyd Linscott and
the Double-R-Bar Gang.
The Saturday afternoon program
will commence with a Rockport
High band concert, and will in
clude a specialty act by Joyce
Farmer. Short skits will follow.
During the evening. Saturday,
the Thomaston High band will be
gin the entertainment with a con
cert. Greta Notbeck’s School of
Dancing will give a program.

McLain School PTA met on
Monday. March 18. ’ Navy Ro.
cruiter Eon Hammond showed
two very interesting Navy films.
Prizes were awarded as follows:
Sun Beam Fryer to Bernice Hatch
of Warren. TV Tray Set to Mrs.
Neil Douglas. $12 Food Certificate
to Clayton Bitler. $10 Food Certi
ficate to Doris Havener. $10 Food
Certificate to Carl Nelson, and $5
Food Certificate to Dorothy Green.
A subscription to Coronet Maga
The IRockport High School show- zine was donated to Mrs. Char
lotte Lunden.
will center the evening's enter
The attendance was very good.
tainment with specialty acts by
President Walter Gay announced
Linda Ladd and Yorkie thc Clown that the PTA had obtained about
ending the carnival.
$200 from its fund-raising pro
gram.
Mis. Louise Carroll and Mrs.
needs of education.
This is a
Selma Douglas will have charge
delusion.
“With limited exceptions, the of the U. 8. Savings Stamp pro
federal government has no money gram during April.
Sub-primary mothers and those
other than that which it collects
from thc people in the 48 states. j having children in the third grade
In the long run,” he concluded, served refreshments under the
“it will prove cheaper both to col 1 leadership of Mrs. Eleanor Was
lect and to spend the necessary gatt.
Mrs. Nelson’s third grade won
money within the boundaries of
the attendance banner.
each individual state.”

Bus Line

be feted at a baked ham supper
Friday night at the Odd Fellows
Hall in Union.
The supper, sponsored by the
Odd Fellows, will begin at 7.30
p. m. with a movie to follow.
Everett Blethen of Owls Head will
conduct a sketch lecture.
Members of the team are coeaptains Dave
Simmons
and
Stephen Knight.
John Gould,
Stephen
Jacobs.
Teddy Goff,
Bruce Webb.
Philip Doughty,
Gary Leach. Dexter Leach. Barry
Bennett. Phillip King. James How
ard and Manager Roy Gould.
Coach is Ken Calderwood. Union
High senior, and advisor is Edwin
Black high school instructor.*

Mis* Jeanne t ook

A cheek made by this newspaper
■with the Dean of the University
of Maine, verified the fact that
the name of Miss Jeanne Cook
of Tenants Harbor had been in
advertantly left ofT the Dean’s
List when transmitted by the
Registrar to the Publicity Depart
ment of the university.
Miss Cook, who is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hartford
Cook, did maintain a scholastic
standing sufficiently high to war
rant a place on the Bean’s List, j
The Courier-Gazette has iieen re
quested by Howard A. Keyo, Di
rector of Publicity, University of
Maine, to offer her an apology
for failure to furnish this news
paper with her name.
Belated congratulations are add
ed herewith.

Rockland High
PTA Extends

General Invitation

Rockland High School PTA will
meet at the high school audi
torium at 7.30 o'clock, Monday
evening.
Max T. Good, state director of
thc division of Alcoholic Rehabili
tation will be the guest speaker,
selecting as his subject: “The
problem of alcoholism and can we
solve it?” He will also present a
film, entitled "To Your Health”.
President Sebastian Groder will
conduct the business meeting and
refreshments will be served by
the hospitality committee.
A special invitation to attend the
meeting is extended to the gen
When a man faces misfortune eral public. The speaker has a
it’s time for him to travel in the tine reputation and is well versed
in his subject, according to the
other direction.
publicity chairman of the High
The neighbors are sure to mark School PTA.
a man down the minute he slips
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
and cheapens himself.

DON PAYSON SAYS:
I Am Now Operating the

NEW CALSO STATION
CORNER PARK ANU HIGHLAND STREETS

Drive In For Our 13 Point
"Check-and-Change" Special
CALSO SUPREME

10/30 SPEOAL MOTOR OIL

MECHANIC ON DUTY

Any man who talks and fails to
Religion that fails to improve
Bates College, today when spe.ik
ing before the noon luncheon of act it trying to build up a reputa the behavior of people is either
tion under false pretenses.
weak, or those who profess it are.
the Philadelphia Rotary Club.
Some three hundred high school
students were guests at the lunch
eon.
“Those who support the case ;
for federal funds for public school
construction.” said Dr. Phillips, i
“tend to minimize the progress
already being made by local and
state governments in solving this
problem.
“A visit to nearly any city or
town in the United States '.nil dis- (
close that great progress is being !
made. Nearly everywhere you go
you will lind new school buildings
going up. old buildings being ex
panded, and plans being developed
for still additional construction. In
the last five years state and local
expenditures for elementary and
secondary schools increased 73
per cent.
Even larger expendi
tures may be expected in the
years ahead.’’
“To some people.” Dr. Phillips
Drive the car that proved its superior steering,
continued, “federal aid looks like
a painless way of meeting the
braking, cornering, road-holding and passing

EARLE CHANDLER
33-40

AUTO DECATHLON PROVES-

CHEVY'S THE

Pwctowe!

CHAMPION
OF THE ROAD!

BETTER QUALITY

SUEDE and

CAPESKIN

LEATHER
JACKETS

ability

in

the

world's

first Auto

Decathlon, a

ten-way test of the driving qualities you want.

I ALWAYS HAVE MY
CHILOREN'S PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED »Y TRAINED
PHARMACISTS AT

LLOYD'S

Decathlon, certified by the NATA.* It showed how

beautifully it handles, how quickly it recovers from

■

emergency situations—like quick turns and stops—

PHARMACISTS

from a top maker!

Chevy proved it's the champ in the world’s first Auto

which can cause a car to lose its even-keel stance on
the road.

Chevy

waltzed

challenges ever

through

laid

down

some

of

the

roughest

to measure how

a

car

behaves when the going is tough.
And it beat all other cars in its

field and all the higher priced

cars tested, too!

That’s Chevrolet's sure and

Usually $29.95 to $35.00

solid going for you. Come in and

1USA

i Fashion Scoop you can't afford to miss!

5*7

► Top quality couturier suedes and capeskin leathers that are buttery-soft,
perfectly matched, pure luxury!
» Tailored on classic lines with pointed
collar . . . long sleeves . . . front
pockets... tie belt... stitched detail.
Fully lined!
I Pastels and neutral colors!

MISSES' SIZES!

CHEVROLET

ENTER CHEVROLET’S
$275,000 "LUCKY
TRAVELER” CONTESTI

drive thc winner!

• National Automotive Testing Association

Conic in Now—Get a Winning
Deal on the Champion!

•
. • 's

’

isil
•

<'''

" -

J

"•'I

New Ckerrolel takes tiikl. s'vilck-back turn easy as can hl
Very trim and tailored "Skinny"
Pants of satin-finish cotton chino
that wash easily . . . drip-dry . . .
need little or no ironing. New
ranch style pockets . . . wide
waistband . . . side zip.
MISSES' SIZES - BEIGE

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

CHEVROLET

display this famous trademark

>- Xphapmacists
'bocklamoc vetnrr
rtootjrM

dux/g STT>ei£
• 428 Main st. Rockland

• r7ctl+>U~-e POCKLAND &4b

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Minstrel Show Friday At Thomaston

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Thomaston High

Central Region Science Fair Was Success

Legal Rights of
School Committees

Track Schedule

Announced

To Be Discussed

Thomaston High School’s track
squad will get underway this year
on April 30 in a three cornered
meet with Camden and Lincoln
Academy at Thomaston. Coach
ing the squad is Frank Vaitones.
The schedule includes five mee's
and will be concluded the first of
June.
Schedule:

Joseph Leonard. Old Town, a

member of the State Board

of

Education, will be the first speak
er of the school board program for
tbe 50th Anniversary Farm and
Home Week at the University of
Maine. Leonard will speak at 1.31.

April 4. in South Stevens Hall. His
topic will be “The Legal Rights
of a School Committee and of the
Individual Member.”
A panel discussion of the school
committee’s responsibilities under
moderator Joseph Aliberti. of
Rumford, chairman of the organi
zational committee for the Maine
School Boards Association. is
scheduled for 2.30 p. m.
John Whitehead. New Bedford.
Mass., executive secretary of the
Massachusetts School Board Asso
ciation. will speak at 3.30 on
school board activity around the
nation.
Dean Mark R. Shibles. of the
Schcol of Education. University of
Maine, will preside.

April

30 Camden and Lincoln Acad
emy at Thomaston
May

Camden and Thomaston at
Waldoboro
15 Wiscasset. Camden. Waldo
boro and Thomaston (site to
be announced)
24 Knox-Lincoln M School Meet
at Colby College
June

1

State Meet at Colhv College

nod from the judges, was present
ed by Linda Sylvester, a Waldo
boro senior, who showed by
means of samples and illuminated
Edward L. Moffitt, a junior of Rockland High School, exhibited a relief map showing conditions
charts the progression of sea life,
believed to be necessary for life on the moon; it was one of the entries in the area science fair held at
Photo by Barde from the lower to the higher.
Rockland High on Saturday.
Linda has been interested in
Change in School
The Central Region Science ard Boyd. Waldoboro; Stanley ful study and about six weeks biology ever since entering high
Fair and Congress held at Rock Tupper ar.d James Schmidt tied physical work on the large map.
End men for the Thomaston High minstrel show Friday night, sponsored by the Senior Parents Club, Hours Fcr Some
school. On graduation she plans
are photographed above in a rehearsal shot accompanied by Allen Aines on the drums. End men are
land High School Saturday after with Millicent Chapman for sec
One of the most interesting ex to enter nurses training at New
Robert Burton, Charles Bourne, Jack Bell and Dick Feyler. In back are Paul Barnes and Pete Melgard. Camden Students
noon w’as practically for the ond place in the group, all are hibits. but one that did not get the England Baptist Hospital. Boston.
Photo by McKeon
Proceeds will go toward the senior class trip to Washington, I). C.
benefit of students from Cony from Cony High. In the juniorO. J. Guptill. Jr.. Superintendent High of Augusta.
Thomaston High senior pupils musical way by putting on a giant ing into the trip fund.
senior division John Brower of
The show is scheduled to get of School Union 69. Camden, an
will help finance their class trip minstrel show Friday night, at
Cony won all divisions of the Augusta came in first w’hile Da
to Washington, this spring thc Watts Hall, with all proceeds go- underway at about 8.15 p. m. with nounced the following sub-primary speech and demonstration part of vid Taylor placed second.
classes change:
the public invited.
the fair and also one of the tw’o
Demonstration winners were in
Beginning April 1st the sub
Directing the minstrel, which is
divisions in the exhibits. More chemistry:
Charles Chapman,
sponsored by the Senior Parents primary pupils at th«* Mary E. than 63 students from Augusta. first; Donald Robbins, second;
Club, ie Howard Crockett. Inter Taylor School, who have been Boothbay, Rockland, Union and Ewith Cheitman, alternate. All
going in the morning, will go in
locutor is Robert Stackpole.
Waldoboro competed and the win are from Cony High in Augusta.
The class has gone into rehear thc afternoon from 1 to 3. and ners are eligible for entrance to
In physics Richard Hilton of
those
who
have
been
going
in
the
sal for the show and a galaxy of
the statewide competition to be Augusta placed first; Karlo Leach
musical numbers, skits and com afternoon will go from 8.30 to 10.30 held April 6 at Bates College.
of Union, second, and Ray Drinkedy routines are planned for the j a. m.
water of Camden as alternate.
Richaid
Boyd
of
Waldoboro
took
The sub-primary pupils in the
audience’s entertainment.
first prize in the exhibits for freshIn biology Kathleen Lander
End men for the production are Elm Street School who have been
men-sophomores with his work placed first; Robert White, second,
attending
school
in
the
morning
Dick Feyler, Robert Burton. Jack
on the genetics of mice.
and
Lila
Stevens.
alternate.
Bell, Charles Bourne, Paul Barnes will go in the afternoon from 12.3C
Rockland High School’s princi Again all three are Cony High
to
2.30
and
those
who
have
beer
and Pete Melgard. Mrs. Blanche
pal. A. Hamilton Boothby. was in students.
Lermond will preside at the piano. going in the afternoon will go
charge of
all
arrangements.
Among the Rockland exhibits
A quartet of girls singing “Mu from 8.30 to 10.30 a. m.
Judges were Professor Vincent was one prepared by Edward L.
tual Admiration Society.” includes .
H.
Coffin.
Professor
Martin Moffitt, a junior, who showed a
Betty Rhoda. Judy Connon. Connie ST. GEORGE
Rosinski and Mrs. Carol J. Hess, relief map demonstrating condi
Keyes and Mildred Young.
The St. Georges Elementary all of the University of Maine for
tions believed to be necessary for
A duo. Roxie Tabbutt and Jean pupils have been having a contest
the talks and Nelson Bailey, Aaron life on the moon. Ed based his
Anderson, will sing “Ma, He's to see who can make the best
Yeaton, both of Lincoln Academy work on a study of “The Explora
Making Eyes at Me.”
Sheila poster telling about the Finnishand John Boynton of Rockland, for tion Of Space.” by Arthur C.
Woodward will present a saxo American entertainment - dance
the exhibits.
Clark, chaiiman. British Inter
phone solo.
coming up April 6th at the Rock
Winners
were:
In
exhibits. planetary Society and his entry
land Community Building to bene
Fieshmen-Sophomore class. Rich- represented several years of carefit the American Rod Cross. The
Rockland High
Red Cross is furnishing the art
Building Traders
supplies while the pupils supply
the talent. The .posters will be
Oonate Services
judged by William Thon, nation
ally known artist, who lives In Port
Members of the Rockland High
Clyde. Special points to be con
School
building
trades
class
sidered are originality and neat
chipped in this past week with ness. The winner of first prize
J their labor in renovations at the will receive a supply of colored
Community Building.
pencils for his schoolroom. Th*The five, Jesse Sleeper. Donald posters will be displayed through
•w
Robishaw. Charles Huntley, Rich out Knox County within the next
I
ard Espannette and Frank Bud- few days.
anza, all vocational trade students
working in the building trades took out smashed wall panels and
class, offered their services to replaced them, painted the panels
Recreation Director Deane Deshon and woodwork and re-surfaced thc
and w’ere accepted.
floor in the recreation room
Working under the direction of
instructor Charles Grant, the boys
Slow Down and Live!

♦♦
♦
New
'57
Motorola
T.V.
♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦

9

I

Fully Lined, Impeccably Tailored Suit.
Fabric is acetate rayon; navy, pink, copen blue,

W V

Contolette, on trim, solid brass
legs. An outstanding buy in
sight, sound and convenience.
Right-Up-Front tuning.big
screen, aluminized 90° picture
tube. Here is console quality
at table model prices. Ask tosee
Model 21T33CH, Charcoal
(21T33B, Blond, slightly
higher'.

Sizes 10 to 18, 9 to 15.

Grey, perriwinkle.

TO PROVE TO YOU WHAT THE
EXPERTS ALREADY KNOW ABOUT
AMERICA’S NUMBER ® ROAD CAR!
&
tb tfc

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

A real buy at $19.98

AT

(Charcoal)

I

$229-95

Scnte’i-C'UMte'8

Less YOUR TRADE

STORE HOURS: 9 to 5. FRIDAYS TIE 9.

21T33CHL

NEED MONEY?
get $25 te $1500 in 1 DAY
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
DENTAL EXPENSES for

MEDICAL AND

the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular

medical and dental care

all can be financed.

FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there

is a sensible plan.
lire

INSURANCE

HANCOCK

JOHN

AT

ADDITIONAL COST

NO

MUTUAL

LIFE

INSURANCE

THROUGH

COMPANY

Save time — phone before coming in.
In KOCKLAND:

359 Main
Second Floor

4

Above Lergbton’i

—

Street
Jewelry Store

Phone: 1720

PUBLIC FINANCE
CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

EOtMOlY

PUBLIC

LOAN

COtPOIATION

OE

BOCKIANO

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦

HERE’S ALL YOU DO!
First the automotive writers said, "Keep your eye on Pontiac . . .

this one’s a sleeper"!

Then the California Highway Patrol

chose Pontiac after three days of grueling competitive tests of
six of America's top performers.

Next, in the top stock car event of

1

the year, NASCAR's 160-mile Daytona Grand National*.

during April and tost drive

the

Pontiac outperformed everything on the beach including

super-charged and fuel injection cars!

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN—Slip into that roomy driver's seat. Gently
nudge the accelerator and feel Pontiac's barrel-chested 347 cu. in.

Strato-Streak V-8 go into action. Put its instant response

and Precision Touch Control to a traffic test. Choose your own

We Will

Go to your nearest

authorized Pontiac dealer

rough stretch and feel it disappear under Pontiac's Level-Line

2

1957

Pontiac.

Fill out the official entry

blank and deposit it with

your dealer.
That’s all there is to Hi

UECT TO LOCAL. STATE AND FEDERAL REQULATIONSs

Ride. Then head for the open road and give that deep-breathing

Sell, Service, Finance and Install

power plant a chance to show its mettle in the fresh open air.

Man—you've got a champ on your hands for sure! And to make it
even more fun—there's a chance to win a free Pontiac! lust follow

W.
248 MAIN

the instructions at the right—you may be a winning driver!

H. EMERY.
ST.

TEL 590-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

2

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦-♦♦♦♦♦♦J
330380

I

SEE VOUR AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER

’DAYTONA GRAND NATIONAL CMAMR I

A stock 317-h.p. Pontiac with Tri-Power Carburetionextra-cost option on any model-beot all competing car»
regardless of size, power or price in the biggest stock cor
competition of the year!

DRIVE THE SURPRISE CAR OP THE YEAR
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»«j a newspaper published at of, is hereby set off from the town
Rockport Village, it as called the of Camden and annexed to the
town of Rockport: beginning at a
To Have Rummage ROCKPORT AS COMPILED BY TOWN “Village Echo.”
The Iron Bridge over Goose stake and stones at head of Lily
Sale Saturday
MANAGER ARCHIE STEVENS
River was built in 1884. after a Pond, so-called, in the southerly
series of special town meetings, at line of the Jacobs farm, so-called
The following paragraphs con- piece of unmasticated meat and which various votes w’ere taken thence running south 85 degrees
The three programs carried out
by the Pine Tree Society for cerning interesting details in Rock- choked to death,
and later rescinded. The amount east on the westerly line of the
One office, which was held by raised for the bridge was $12 000, Ogier farm, about 40 rods to land
Crippled Children and Adults, port’s town history were compiled from Robinson’s History of the most eminent and respectable $5000 by assessment and $7000 by of Gershom F. Burgess; thence
Inc., were described by Mrs.
Camden and from Rockport town citizens of the town in the early loan.
north 20 degrees w’est by land of
John Parker. Field Representative
records by that community’s pres l&CO’S was that of “Hogreeves.”
In 1887 the Mirror Lake water of said Burgess and land of Carleton,
of the Society, to members of the ent town manager, Archie Stevens.
The duties of a Hogreeve required
he Camden & Rockland Water Norwood and Comany, about 70
North School PTA Monday eve
Manager Stevens had used the him to take possession of all Co. reached Rockport Village on rods to the westerly side of Union
ning. Mrs. Parker explained that
material in several interesting swine which had escaped from the evening of June 16. It reached street. 14 rods northerly of the
TR,
the Pine Tree Camp in R me.
talks given to the Camden. Rock their enclosure, or were suffered Camden Village on June 17. Mirror northerly side of the quarry of
Maine, was the first unit started
s
port and Warren Lions Clubs and to go at large by their owners Lake is 367 feet above sea level Carleton, Norwood and Company;
by the society, and that the
to the St.
Thomas Episcopal without permission from the town, and is fed by springs.
thence southerly by the westerly
money from Easter Seal Sales
Church Men’s Club of Camden re and to impound and hold them un
side of Union street, to the southcarries almost the entire program
In 1888 history mentions that the
til the owner should pay all costs
cently.
er’y line of said Jacobs’ farm;
of $30,000 annually.
At present
Custom House was removed from
iu;They begin with a short list of and charges of keeping. It was Camden to Rockport Village, ow thence on said southerly line to the
the camp is equipped to take car
4!
pertinent
facts in the town’s early doubtless considered a good joke ing to the fact that a large amount point of beginning.”
of from 85 to 100 crippled chi’
by our forefathers to elect to that
By the following act approved
dren for a period of eight weeks history and evolve into a colorful
of shippng came into Rockport
office men of dignity and high so
' ’larch 28. 1893. the Chestnut street
narration
that
should
make
inter

each summer.
harbor at this time.
I cemetery was set off to Rockport,
esting reading for residents of the cial standing, and especially “new
The second unit formed was th
The first electric lights came to
ly
married
men.
”
v'z: “The following tract of land
Hyde Rehabilitation Hospital in entire county.
Rockport in 1889 or 1890. with the
s hereby set off from the town of
Apparently
in
1813.
everything
The date of first white visitors
formation of the Camden and
Bath given to the society in 1946
Camden and annexed to the town
was taxed including clocks in the
This, she explained, is the hospi to Rockport is not definite, first
Rockport Electric Light Company,
1 of Rockport: a certain cemetery
houses as history tells of one Mr.
tal end of the program where the recorded visit is May 18. 1605 (new
to light the buildings and streets
known as Bay Cemetery situated
Chase
upon
visiting
a
house
in
Ap

of Camden and Rockport Villages.
more severly crippled children go style calendar 11 days later).
i ■■ \
! on the past side of the road leading
pleton while the woman’s husband
for treatment.
She pointed out
In
1891
the
Town
of
Camden
Various expe&tions are men
from Rockport to Camden village
was absent inquired as to any
that although before the use of tioned in early 17th century in this
was divided into the present
past the residence of Amos Bar
clocks in other parts of the house,
B
Towns of Camden and Rockport.
Salk vaccine, children crippled by area.
rett. and bounded northerly and
and was informed there were none.
After
the
original
division,
there
Polio outnumbered all other cases,
March 13. 1629. the Muscongus It being high noon, Mr. Chase sug
easterly by land of A. M. Judson,
were two changes. The original
today children victims of cerebral or Lincolnshire Grant embracing
southerly by land of estate of H.
gested ‘that he would tarry and
line ran as follows: All that part1
palsy head the list. This year’s the entire area of the present Knox
B. Eaton and westerly by road
dine with the family as it was
of the town of Camden lying north-'
Easter Seal boy was crippled as and Waldo Counties, and part of
above mentioned.”
some distance to an Inn. The sug
erly of the following described j
the result of a sliding accident. Lincoln County was made to John
In 1892 a weekly local newspaper
gestion
was
accepted
and
he
was
Robert Sayward, left, holds his vocational arts project, mocker carburetor, while Ronald Belyea
line,
namely:
beginning
on
the
i
The third and newest unit of the Beauchamp
of
London
and tendered a seat at the table. Soon
w’as begun at Rockport Village.
points out his exhibition on ignition system. Both boys exhibited their work at the Augusta Armory Wed I Pine Tree Society is the adult
Thomas Leverett of Boston (Eng a clock began to toll the hour of shore of Penobscot Bay, on the) This was discontinued after about
nesday during the vocational arts fair sponsored by the Maine Apprenticeship ( ouncil with thc Depart
original north line of the Daniel!
ment of F^ducaticn. The Department is also sponsoring an Industrial Arts Fair at the same time. Rock program started in October. 1956 land).
two years when the editor, a Mr.
12 from an adjoining room. History
Barrett farm; thence north 45 de
land High industrial arts students David Morey, freshman, exhibited an induction coil electrical project ; at the Hyde Rehabilitation Hospi
Beauchamp never came to has it that Mr. Chase left without
Thomas, joined the staff of The
Photo by McKeon tal.
in this program. Both Sayward and Belyea are seniors.
grees west, by said line. 3500 feet
Although there is hospital
Courier-Gazette.
The Rockport
America but a section of the collection oa the dock.
to
stake
and
stones
at
the
head
of
|
space
for
only
10
adults
at
a
time
Fifty seniors from 15 Maine
Sponsored by the Maine Appren various trades and crafts.
present Town of Rockport bears
Opera House was built in 1892 by
In
1819
the
Town
of
Camden,
vot

Lily Pond, so called, in southerly
Judges representing Maine trade I the program has been very sue his name, Beauchamp Point. LevHigh Schools will seek champion ticeship Council, a group com
ing on the question of separation line of Jacobs’ farm so called; a private corporation and did not
ship honors in eight trade cate posed of representatives of man groups will award championships j cessful, and the society is search- erett’s name w’as used for a short
from the Commonwealth of Mas- thence north 29 degrees and 40 become property of the town until
gories at the eighth annual Maine agement, labor, state and federal in printing, machine-work, car , ing for a location in which to ex- time on Jameson’s Point in Rock
Oct. 31. 1924.
sachusetts
and forming a new’ and minutes west, nearly, by said
Future Apprentice Competition to government ,the competition’s ob- pentry, cabinet making, automo j pand its facilities. The aim here land. later lost in obscurity.
separate State, cast 143 votes, 97 Jacobs’ line and over Union
be held in Augusta at the State jective is to provide opportunities bile mechanics, electrical work, is to rehabilitate crippled men
First settler of this area was for the new state and 46 against.
street. 1397 feet, to the Carleton
Armory Wednesday.
for boys seeking careers in the draftsmanship, and sheet metal and women so that they may re James Richards who came here
A
delegate
was
sent
to
a
convenburying ground; thence northeastturn
to
their
communities
as
useworking.
The seniors will be
from Bristol. Maine, arriving in
judged on the excellence of ex [ ful members of society—some to Camden Harbor May 8. 1769. In tion in Portland to form a consti- erly on line of burying ground. 32
hibits and will also be given an j return to old jobs, and others to July, the same year 1769, Robert tution for the proposed new State feet to the easterly corner thereof;
and the Town later voted 59 to 4 thence north 20 degrees and 40
enter new fields.
oral examination.
Thorndike settled in Goose River, in favor of accepting the Constitu minutes west by line of said bury
.... Plwue
Mrs. Parker also pointed out
An innovation this year will be
now Rockport, with his family of tion as adopted at this Convention. ing ground. 142 feet to the north
that
the
society
is
made
up
of
the presence at the affair of
seven children.
At this point, 1820. the record erly corner thereof; thence South
members of the personnel direc volunteers who give services in
The town was incorporated Feb. change from Commonwealth of westerly on line of said burying
tors’ association of the Associated he form of an executive board
Check local
17. 1791 as the Town of Camden Massachusetts to State of Maine. ground. 32 feet to'the Jacobs’ line
Industries of Maine who will offer which makes decisions for an or
X,
in the County of Hancock, Com Appropriations in 1820 were: aforesaid; thence north 29 degrees
employment interview’s to the con ganization that in a few years has
monwealth
of
Massachusetts. Schools $800. Poor $1200. Highway’s and 40 minutes west on said line,
regulations
increased its annual budget from
testants.
Since settlement, Camden and $3000, Repair of Gaulbush Road 1240 fcet to the southeasterly side
Doctors and
WE’VE THE
Principal speaker at the trophy $6,000 to $240 CCO.
Rockport have been in four differ $150.
of the back road to Rockport;
presentation ceremonies that will clergy at both the Hyde Rehabili
before burning
ent counties. Hancock, L ncoln,
PRETTIEST
thence north 61 degrees west to
The
old
method
of
supporting
tation
Hospital
and
at
the
Pine
conclude the event will be Lee
Waldo and Knox. The first war the poor was to dispose of all ages summit of Ragged mountain at a
Ketchum, of Bath, 1952 winner of Tree Camp are alf ^volunteers
OF THE CROP
rant was to W’illiam McGlathry, and sexes indiscriminately to the copper bolt set in the ledge by
brush or trash.
the draftsmanship trophy. Ketch from the Bath and Waterville
j one of the principal inhabitants of lowest bidder. This was discontin- I
United
States
coast
survey;
Parents of children pay
Come see our beautiful cottons
um is now’ a draftsman employed areas.
the town, and is in very good con ued in 1887 and a Town Farm was thence to Hope line by a line
| by
uy c<n.u-uuvvcn
Saco-Lowell Shops in Saco. ome part of expenses if it is at
l
that bloom in the sun, blossom
dition in the vault at the Rock purchased. This farm is in Rock parallel to the north line of Rock
ill
possible,
but
in
many
cases
thc
S
Chairman
will
b<
be William J. Salat night, keep you flower fresh
port Town Office. The No. 1 Rec port. southwest of Beech Hill, we land; together with the inhabitants
l| ter of Augusta
usta.
Mayor Lloyd Pine Tree Society carries the flord Book is in very good state of are not sure of the exact location. thereof, is incorporated into a
with minimum care! There’s
Carey will extend the city’s greet
preservation, and the penmanship In 1837 there were about M persons separate town by the name of
plenty to pick from in oor
ings.
ing programs in Maine schools
is very plain. The first meeting receivin& help from the town, ! Camden, and the said town of
sparkling collection, and you’ll
and to uncover more young men
was atPeter Otts
Tavern
on about half of which were under 10 Camden is hereby invested with
and
women
within
the
state
with
he glad you piyked cotton!
;j Interschclastic
Richard'sHill inRockport, then
3r 12 years of age. In this year. I a!1 the powers and privileges and
superior speaking ability.” Each
called Goose River. Population of 1837 the first mention o{ a bijdge j subject to all the duties and obligaMaine
high
school
and
prepara

Speakers Will
DRESSES
entire town was 331.
FURS across GooseRiver at “Goose 1
tions incident to other |owns of the
tory school is invited to send a
Early warrants were worded to River” comes up and the town I state, and the name of the residue
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
Compete At Colby contestant.
“chuse” various Town Officers, raised $30J to build a bridge. At a I of th^ town of Camden, southerly
The contest will be divided, for
SINCE 1957
The 48th annual Montgomery the first time, into two sections; "fail nott" and make return in the subsequent meeting June 19. 1837. J of the line aforesaid, is hereby
return.
COATS REMODELED INTO CAPES
they voted to supplement this $300 changed to Rockport..
Intei-scholastic Speaking Contest for schools under 300 enrollment;
First bridge across Goose River with $625 more, provided the
“The following tract of land, to
TELEPHONE 541
ROCKLAND, MAINE
at Co'by College May 11 will be and for those over 300.
was built in 1803 about where New
gether with the inhabitants therePrizes of $100, $50, and $25 will Highway No. 1 now crosses it. bridge is completed before Sept. .
limited this year to entries from
30. 1841. This was the first of .
the State of Maine, contest di be awarded to three winners in First settled minister in town was
many years when the Goose River !
rector F. Celand Witham an each division.
Thomas Cochran who settled here Bridge was a prominent item of
Students give a six to eight in 1805.
nounced today.
Previously the
discussion.
event has been open to students minute address on a subject of
In 1832 the Town voted to built a
In 1847 the Town line between
their own choice. A requirement
from throughout the east.
"own House 40x32 ft., one story Thcmaston and Camden w as per
is
that
the
speeches
he
“
primarily
Witham stated the change was
high. It was built at Simonton's ambulated. This is now the Rock
being made "to encourage speak- the work of students themselves ” Corner on the property now owned
land, Rockport line.
by Chesley Cripps, if I am cor
In 1849 the sum of $3500 was ap
rectly advised.
propriated to build a lighthouse on
.1
i
The sum of $600 was appropri Beauchamp Point. The lighthouse
ated, and it cost $584.35.
on Indian Island was built the next
It/
/
A great celebration upon occa year.
sion of the ordination of Mr.
The total appropriation in 1850
ROCKLAND
Cochran, Sept. 11. 1805, and in ad- was $4230 as follows: Incidental
$
d'tlon to being a “h'gh day” in expense $500. Schools $1530. Poor
'Vl
moral and religious circles it is $goo. Roads and Bridges $4C0, to
said to be a great day for “the pay Town Debt $1000 At a later
i, I
baser sort, with horse racing, meeting April 22, 1850, it was vot7”
drinking and carousing.”
One ed to raise $5000 to repair highman from Lincolnvlle is said to way. same to be expended in laWi
V/
i‘ i
have made an unnatural fool of bor.
v
himself by imbibing to excess and
it was customary for taxpayers
rf *
while trying to accomplish the to work out their taxes in those
Brown, Red, Black,
feat
of
a
glutton,
he
swallowed
a
days
and
apparently
the
town
did
Tan and Patent
---- ------ not favor “worked out taxes.” as
Leather Shoes
nancial burden. Miss Lucille Con- in one year it recommended $4000
For All the Kids
non, Easter Seal Chairman for to be expended in labor on Roads
Rockland, was a special guest.
and Bridges or $1500 in cash In
Following her talk Mrs. Parker stead of the $4000.
showed two films showing the ac
In 1852 the name of the post
tivities at the Hyde Rehabilitation office which was established at
*1
Hospital and at the Pine Tree Goose River was changed to Rock
Camp in Rome.
port At this time there were only
During the business session it the Rockport and West Camden
was announced that due to school (now West Rockport) post offices
vacation the April meeting would in what is now Rockport. The
be held on April 15 instead of West Camden postoffice was es
BRAND
April 22. Mrs. James Pease was tablished in 1834.
Other post
ALL SIZES
appointed
chairman
of
the
nomi

offices
later
established
were
Here Is the accepted shoe for little feel es nimble es (hose of
8’/2 TO 3
nating committee.
Serving with Rockville in 1853. Glen Cove in
Peter Rabbit himself . . . busy. busy, ell day thru, with never a
her will be Mrs. Fred Madore ( 1892 and Simonton in 1894. The
thought of foot or shoe. But the makers of Peter Rabbit SAoes
S.
&
H.
GREEN STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE
have thought plenty . . . and have been making shoes for years
and Mrs. Albert Levensaler. Mrs. Simonton post office was disconevery ‘‘8.V.D.’’ garment
that are giving little tots everywhere the utmost in comfort,
Fred Madore and Mrs. Roscoe tinued in 1901 and Rockville at a
’ B Y D.” ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Gross
are
carrying
out
the
U.
8.
much
more
recent
date.
protection and long wear.
must satisfy completely™
Six** Mio U
Ravings Stamp Program during
In 1868 the Camden Herald was
or you may return it
3 for $2.05
March, and Mrs. Clayton Bitler. first published and has been confor an immediate re
Mrs. Stanley Taylor, and Mrs. tinuously since that date. About
B V D.” SANFORIZED SHORTS
fund. You can be confi
Six** ?• h> 44
George Bisbee will serve during the same year. 1868. the first fire
dent
of perfect fit, per
April.
Mrs.
Arthur
Schofield
and
company.
"The
Pacific
Engine
"B V 0." TEE SHIRTS
COME IN AND REGISTER FOR THE
$>*•• S. M I. XL
Donald Teel will be co-chairmen Co” was organized in Rockport,
fect
comfort
and
per

FREE PETER RABBIT BUNNY.
"B.V.D." KNIT BREVS
of the rummage sale to he held at Capt. Thomas Amsbury was the
fect wear every time.
Sox** 2> »• 44
3 for $2.65
the GAR Hall on March 30.
first chief. TTiis company later
NOTHING TO BUY.
The attendance banner was won was transferred to West Camden,
A NEW SHIPMENT
ALL CHILDREN!
by Mrs. Joseph Brook's first now West Rockport and a new engrade,
and refreshments were gine company was organized. This
Get Your Cards At Our Store For the
SIZES 2’/j TO 6 IN MANY DIFFERENT NEW STYLES,
served by second grade mothers company at Rockport took the
Charnel 8 Commodore Bob Show.
with Mrs. Robert Teel and Mrs. name of G. F. Burgess Engine
CREPE SOLES INCLUDED
Guy Penny as chairmen of the Company in honor of Hon. GerPeter Pan and Peter Rabbit Shoes plus the Rabbit Dolls.
committee.
: shorn F. Burgess. This name reMENS AND
BOYS CLOTHING
The next meeting of the execu- mained in the fire station until the
/>
FURNISHINGS SHOTS. AND UNIFORMS
I
HASKELL & CORTHELL
tive board will be held April 1 at summer of 1955. when the s'gn was
y
3B9 MAIN ST
ROCKIAND ME____ f
the home ot the president, Mrs. I changed to Rockport Fire Station.
CAMDEN, MAINE
CEdar 6-3284
376 Main Street
Arthur Schofield.
In 1875 for a short time there

North School PTA

Rocklanders In Vocational Fair

RECORDS OF THE EARLY DAYS OF

Ccta

CLOTH

COATS -

HdpRwoent

FOREST FIR’S!

TORE
GREEN’S SHOE

Spring Specials
Children's Shoes

di

L is right

in your SPRING wardrobe

Boys’ Shoes

$3.95 and $4.25

3.”

OFFINS

GREEN’S SHOE STORE

EZZzzasrazzzniEtzzzzaaizzzsBEizza
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! our recent arithmetic contest.
Ahvyn Davis had a birthday
March 17.
Gloria Myers, Lawrence Wilson,
The ea/icl pictures this month
Jillaine Nickerson. Patricia Rams were drawn by Alan Philbrook.
dell, Clifford Curtis, and Mary John Willey. Donna Libbey. Nancy
Powell have had birthdays this Doak, Clifton Yattaw*, and Bruce
month.
Gilbert.
Joseph Soffayer brought
a
Grade Two—Miss Russell
shamrock to school for St. Pat
Gail Winslow and Mary Bran
rick’s Bay.
nan have celebrated birthdays this
On March 19 Joseph Belisle and month.
Richard Goss had their sixth
We were verj* pleased to get the
birthdays. Mrs. Goss brought cup P.T.A. attendance banner this
cakes. Each one was decorated mouth. We are enjoying the artiwith a candle.
| e'er which are bought from time

SOUTH SCHOOl NOTES
Sab-Primary—Mrs. Eugb*y
On Valentine's Cay we enjoyed
having a party for both morning
and afternoon groups. Many deli
cacies were brought us by Mrs.
Oox. Mrs. Dame. Mrs. Hillgrove.
and Mrs. Soffayer.
Birthdays were observed in Feb
ruary by Patricia Orne. Steven
Oook, Gerald Willey. Ramona
Small, and Judith LeGage. Stev
en's birthday was a special occa
sion for us all because he brought
cup cakes for everyone.

Grade One—Mrs. Mazzeo

Walter Barstow. Linda Gardner.
We have recently had the privi
lege of reading books loaned us Iris Pease, and Deborah Rafford
by Earl Drown, Joy Merriam. are celebrating March birthdays. I
Cynthia Demetri. Gloria Watson, Ruth Holsipple is no longer in our
David Dame. Gerald Willey. Emily room as she has moved to Ingra
Pease. Gloria Myers, and Robert ham's Hill.
Doran.
Kahie Di Long. Michael Doran,
We opened school on March 4 and Beverly Yattaw have brought J
with a birthday party. It was in nteresting books to be read dur
honor of Nicolette Brown. Mrs. ing story hour.
Brown sent prettily decorated
Glenda Mason. Beverly Yattaw,
cakes for all.
and Shirley Lorenzo made very
Mrs. Robert Laaka and Mrs. fine pictures of the Easter bunny,
Georgia Emery have given us sev and these three were chosen to be
eral books to add to our small hung on the wall during March.
library. Mrs. Harvey Kelley of
Herbert Conway brought us a
Camden presented us with several nice spring bouquet of pussy
willows.
records.
We were happy to welcome Pa
Grade One—Mrs. Parsons
tricia Ramsdell to our class on
William Cloutier joined our
March 4. It has been fun hearing
group but recently moved to Con
about her airplane trip from the
necticut.
state of Washington to Rockland.
We had lots of fun painting kites
Brenda Cox has loaned us many
on our windows. The “paint” con
of her very fine records.
sisted of powdered Bon Ami tinted
In February the morning sub-i’h food coloring.
primary class received thc second
Malcolm Libbey has moved and
attendance award given by the
will be attending North School.
P.T.A.
Accompanied by Mrs.
Kim Borgerson brought his
Eugley , Joy Mi rriam. Colette
View-Master to school to share
Kavanaugh,
Nelson
Crockett.
with his classmates.
Joseph Belisle and Hiram Brown
Grade Two—Mrs. McLellan
J
went shopping. We were able to
purchase three records and sev
Patricia Ramsdell from Mrs
eral books to add to our collection. Eugley's sub-primary room gave
We regret that David Dame has an interesting talk about her air
moved to Pittsfield. N. H. David plane trip from Washington to
has always been so kind in shar Rockland.
ing his books, recoids, and other
Karen Brann is now attending
possessions. Yes, we will miss school in Tenants Harbor.
him very much.
Nancy Doak was the winner in

DON'T JUST FILL ’EM UP...

Filbert, brazil nuts, almonds, pe
cans, and walnuts were sampled
by the class and some placed on
the display table. Those contribu
ting to the exhibit on chocolate,
[ sugar and other sweetenings
were: Linda Dame, Linda Deme
tri, Bettina Treneer, Maurice Ben
ner, Thomas Cowland, Bernard
j Vose. and Billy Lufkin.

GROWTH

:
j
j
|
!
,
,

Grade Five—Miss Luce
Deanna Hall, Barbara Ames,
Rebecca Kenniston. Alecia Zafiriou. Floyd Oliver. Geraldine
Thompson, and Linda Richards
have March birthdays.

to time with the money which
went with it.
Donna Curtis and Robert John
son were not absent during the
past winter term.
Daniel Sprague, Donna Curtis,
and Thomas Ames have brought
pussywillows to remind us spring
has come.
Cheryl Dugan has "broght her
record player and several inter
esting records for entertainment
last Friday.
Anthony Smith has moved and is
attending school in Owls Head.
Wes.ey Philbrook has joined our
class coming from North School.

Grade Three—Miss Kimball
Bouquets of pussywillows have
been .brought by Bernard Vose.
Ernest Griffin, and Billy Phil
brook.
Linda Dame is now attending
school in New Hampshire.
Deborah Harvey who has been
attending school in New Jersey is
now a member of our class.
Jean Barnes’ mother and new
baby sister were recent visitors
at school.
Interesting stories have been
read from books brought by Pa
tricia Kearly, Linda Demetri, and
Thomas Cowland.
Jean Barnes and Stephen Wil
lett brought many excellent maga
zine pictures for a bulletin board
display.
The class was interested in see’ng two cloth flags made by David
Emery.
The
following
committee,
chosen by written vote of the
class, bought things with our re
cently won P.T.A. prize money:
f B lly Philbrook, Francis Mazzeo.
Linda Dame, and Sharon Young,
i
The class has completed a study
| of various foods, nuts, and fruits.

'

on My Clarinet.” We found it was I
fun to sing it in French as w’ell as 1
in English.
In our language study on differ
ent kinds of houses, we have
learned from reading, reports, and
pictures that many vary not only
in size and shape but in the ma
terials used.
We all can see spring is here by
the many girls skipping rope and
the boys throwing for marbles or
playing baseball.

Batting Cage Added To South Field

Barbara Ames and Bruce Con
nors were co-chairmen of the
Scout program. Randall Billings
was chairman of a program made
up of American music. Both pro
grams were enjoyed by the class.
Linda Richards brought some
beads from the Fiji Islands. Linda
also brought some pussywillows.
Hazel Cushman brought some
China dolls that belonged to her
grandmother.

The new hatting cage, purchased with funds donated by the Koekland Teen Council and the Rock
land High Student athletic treasury, was installed at the South Field this week in time for the first work
outs of the school diamond squad. Above, Rockland High Principal E. Hamilton Boothby and City Re
creation Director Deane Deshon inspect the cage as two high school hasehallers try a few swings. Thc
player at the left is Sam Glover who is also president of the Teen Council. At the right is Vince Carr,
•am captain and a member of the council board of directors. The council earns its funds through
Photo by McKeon
record hops and special projects.

son. and “Mickey Never Fails,”
Claire Dean.
George Knigb* and Henry Nare
have led opening exercises while
Donald Andrus and Arthur Stan
ley have had charge of lunch
tickets.
We are anxiously watching for
he first shoots on our marigolds
which we planted during science
class. Brenda Knight and Cathy
Maloney have carefully watered
hem each day.
We experimented in art class
wth cloth pictures, using as our
theme. “Easter Parade.”
The
results were very interesting and
many original ideas were devel
oped.
Grade Four—Miss Stetpet
Wayne Joyce brought to school
our first bouquet of pussywillows.
Joseph Cloutier of Winterport
and Jack Benner from Michigan
have recently joined our. class.
Following our discvfi&bn of
foreign countries an Albanian
newspaper was brought to the
class by John Economy, a Chinese
paper by Robert Kenney and
foreign money by Arthur Rack
liffe.
Pupils having birthdays dfring
the month of March were Sandra
Butler. Jack Benner, and John
Economy.
Room decorations for this month
are in keeping with St. Patrick’s
Day.

up.” We enjoyed the filmstrip of
“Jiminy Cricket” and also the
June Fire Marshal magazine. We
put on the play. “The Baseball
Team Cleans Up” which was in
his magazine.
The leading characters in the
play were Allen Fogarty, Kermit
Allen. Richard Hannon. Paula
Conway. Sharon Miller, and Karen
Mazzeo. Others in the cast were
Clinton Young, Robert Achorn.
Elmer Pei kins. John Young. Rich
ard Robinson. Gerald Ober. James
Richardson. Marilyn Miller, and
Fred Merriam.
The class said “goodbye” this
month to Jeanie Watts, who left

We are eorry that Judy Nlcklea
is in the hospital.
Jane Ames and James Ames
brought in some Children's Di
gests for our reading table.
Kenneth Willey has gone back
to Bristol.
Frederick Benner
from Michigan has joined our
class.
James Ames brought in our first
pussywillows.
Patricia Onley and John Inger
son were not absent this past
term.
Those celebrating birthdays thia
month are Shirley Mank. Patricia
Onley, Barbara Bellmore, William
Ames, and David Allen.
During club meeting our presi
dent, Lee-Ann Cardilli, appointed
the following committees for this
week. Dusting and lunch money,
William Ames; program, Earle
McAuliffe and Frederick Benner;
passing books and papers. Charles
Dorgan and Slugenc Staples; room
helpers. David Welch and Law
rence Halt;., morning exercises,
Jane Ames; bulletin board. James
Ames and Patricia Olney.
Grade Six—Mrs. Stubbs

The Girl Scout Week was ob
served in the room. The members
are: Karen Seavey, Shirley Carl
son. Evelyn Rackliff. and Patricia
Watson. A history of the organi
zation was given by the girls.
Temperance Day w*as observed
on Friday, March 8.
The class looks forward to their
music with Mrs. Cooper. Records
have been brought by Mary Welch
and Patricia Watson for their club
meeting. The Nutcracker Suite is
being studied in music apprecia
tion.
All the pupils have library books
from the South School library to
be used for free reading on Friday
afternoons.
Pupils who are arranging the
bulletin boards for Easter are:
Bradford Knight, David Bird, Ann
Barter, and Judy Tolman.

An attractive table covering was
brought by Roger Moon. It has
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
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Grade Three—Mrs. DowDavid Holsi.pple has left our
class to attend school at Owls
Head. Suzanne Benner has returned from Michigan.
Bruce Gamage brought several
records to share with the class,
We have also enjoyed hearing several stories read during opening
Grade Four—Mrs. Frye
exercises. These include “Little
This past month we have been
Black Sambo.” read by Brenda reminded by our fire department
Hill, “Cinderella” by Gail Nicker- that it is time for “spring clean-

S®.
■vts

X;?.

-•} "i

for South Portland, and Lyndon
Smith, who moved to Owls Head.
*We said “hello” to Jacqueline
Benner from Michigan.
Our science class has enjoyed
the astronomy bocks brought into
discuss. We have drawn for our
notebooks the following constella
tions: the Big and Little Dipper.
Cassaopeia, and Orion. Pictures
have also been brought in for our
bulletin board about the moon and
the planets.
Robert Achorn showed us his
play telegraph set and Clinton
Young brought in a cocoon.
One new song we learned this
month is “I Have Lost the Do

Grade Five—Mrs. Laaka
Elaine Curtis brought a white
mouse to visit school one day.
We welcome Carolyn Allen back
to school after having her appen
dix removed. The children en
joyed preparing the sunshine bas
ket for her. It was decorated by
Leslie Raye and Vance Johnson.
Those celebrating birthdays re
cently have been: Donna Hooper,
Sharon Benner, and Sally Sylves
ter. Sharon has recently returned
from Michigan. Sally baked us a
birthday cake on her birthday.
A club has been organized and
officers elected. They are Presi
dent, Frederick Dudley; secre
tary. Sally Sylvester; treasurer,
Leslie Raye.
We are proud to have two mem
bers of the winning Braves. They
are Leslie Raye and John Delano.
We recently enjoyed seeing the
movie. “Achievement in Steel.”
Thomas Kent has on display
some very attractive colored pic
tures of modern trains which he
obtained from the Union Pacific
Railroad.

Grade Six—Mias Arrington
This month we ha<J appropriate
programs observing Temperance
Day and Saint Patrick’, Day.
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OLD HOME

NISSEN’S

|:OLDJ@1E

" •
if Rre Stakes
Your Home...
GET OUT of the house the minute you discover it or smell
smoke!
ALWAYS be ready to use different escape routes from any
room in your house!
TEST doors before opening. If doors are hot, block them
with furniture or wet mattresses to keep out smoke and
gases. Get out another way!
NEVER jump from upper-story windows except as a last
resort! Wait for firemen.
HCID your breath if you have to make a dash through
smoke and flame!
REMEMBER, the air is usually better near the floor in a
smoke-filled room!
CAll the fire department at once! They know how to fight
fire. Don't waste your time or your life trying to fight
a fire, unless it’s so snail you’re sure you can control it
with the right extinguisher.
DON'T ever go back to a burning building for any reason!
Smoke and fire gases from even the smallest fire can be
deadly
GET medical treatment at once, if you’re burned
or exposed to fire and smoke! Seemingly minor
burns or smoke inhalation can have fatal results, -jt Z* '

iiJI,
More addcJ Vitamins and Linerals than
anyother kinu oijwt.., it no. extra, cost/

when better automobiles
ARE BUILT
BUICK WlU BUILD

ANT to feel the full glory of the bright
new season? Step right into your Buick
dealer’s showroom!
The moment you enter, it feels like Spring. Bright new
Buicks in gay new colors just beg you to be off and away
behind the wheel—feeling free and fresh and right in step
with the season.
\bu’ll have newness all around you—newness in stylingnewness in power and performance that makes these the
dream cars to drive.
Go ahead—try Springtime in a Buick. Feel your spirits
soar—and make a buy in thc bargain!

W

I

I
I

1

eovr %e°'yo”*
eW09
coo

*New Adcnnced Variable Pitch Dynaflow mi the only Dynaflow Buick builds today. It it
standard on ItoadnMster, Super and Century — optional at modest extra cost on
the Special,

SPARKY SAYS:

CON T GIVE FIRE

K PLACE TO START!

THEM

SPECIAL

•

CENTURY

•

StWSR

SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED BUICK DEALER
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EAST WALDOBORO

Buiek Introduces New Luxury Model

THE WOMANS’ SHOP

,n

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

WIL

:ut RATe cosmeTics
REG. $1.25

$2 00

REG. $1.00

HELENA
RUBINSTEIN'S

DUBARRY

H. H. AYER

FACE POWDER

LIPSTICKS

LIPSTICKS
2 for $1.25

$1.00

2 for $1.00

$1.50

Vi Price Sale

Once A Year

H. H. AYER

DESERT FLOWER

DESERT FLOWER
Poise. Taste. Quality. All these are the subtle things that mark
the Well-Dressed Wdhian. All are summed up by Sacony in this
suit of quiet elegance. The fabric is faille — unevenly ribbed, and
as silky as silk itself! The silhouette: slender and ever-so-soft.
(Fashion bonus — a swag of checked taffeta to tie or tuck-in).
The price? Just look! $2$
Choose now. from proportioned sires and all the fashion colors.

CEdar 6-3284

CAMDEN, MAINE

TOILET WATER
DEODORANT
and BODY LOTION Stick nr Cream
both for $1.00
Reg. $1.00 50c

49c ICDENT PASTE

2/69c 57c PREll

49c KOLYNOS
TOOTH PASTE

2/69c

with Fluoride

Ammoniated

THE C0URWR-^47rrr,r ’OB DEPT.
RICHARD

r.

LUFKIN, Supt.

TELEPHONE 770
22-aw-tf
W!

2/89c

$1.75 DUBARRY

HAND LOTION $1.10
$1.25 BLUE CARNATION

2/73c

69c

TALC
$1.50 BL UE CARNATION

CCILOGNE

2/S9c

REG. $2.00
- NOXZEMA DOROTHY
GRAY
67c Skin Cream
39c Brushless
DRY SKIN
Shave Cream
CREAM
both for 57c
$1.00

Why don’t you have some brand new Letterheads
printed, to dress up your business or your per
sonal individuality?
We can do it—
On our Mew Automatic Press

2/79c

SHAMPOO

2/69c

49c LISTERINE

TOOTH PASTE

$1.00

REG. $1.75

TUSSY
SKIN

FRESHENER
$1.00

$2.00 VALUE

NEW!

MAX FACTOR
$1.25 Cake Powder
.75 Hi-Fi Lipstick
both for $1.25

"PONDOSAN"
Reducing Aid

$3.50

$1.10

60c PAMPER

53c AMMiDENT

/r

SHAMPOO

2/73c

53c AMMiDENT

AS ONE MAN TO ANOTHER

DEODORANT
50c

Reg. $1.00

$1.75 DUBARRY

49c PEPSODENT

TOOTH PASTE

Searsmont

Mrs. Joseph Glaude and Mrs
Russell McLeod were in Camden
and Cushing Saturday.

Mrs. Atwood Moore, son Garry
of North Waldoboro road and Mrs.
Arnold Achorn were Thursday
guests of Mrs. J. Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Tolman
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Megquier Thursday in
Camden.
Mrs. Ethel Hanna, Mrs. Eva
Masters. Misses Ethel and Doro
thy Masters of Round Pond and
Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren and
Austin Miller, Sr., were at Fred
Munroe's recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kennedy and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Pendexter in Gardiner last
Sunday.
Mrs. Sulo Pietila and daughter
Mary Ellen spent last week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
ard Helems in Hadley, Mass., and
other relatives nearby.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Orff and
children of Orff's Corner were
Sunday callers at Edwin Mank's.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Groth called
Tuesday.
Glenwood Brown anl father of
Woolwich,
Floyd and Gordon
Mank of Warren were Sunday call
ers at Earle Miller's.
Sgt. Raymond Trank and Mrs.
Trank of Fitchburg, Mass., Mrs.
New elegance in interior design is featured in the Roadmaster 75, a new luxury series introduced
by Buiek. Seats and seatbacks are in glove-finish nylon or broadcloth, blocked and fitted over sculp
Keith Fuller and children of Ap
tured foam rubber. The bolster roll over the top of the seatback is in handbulTed leather. Thc door
pleton were Monday guests at
panels on the “75” are upholstered right up to the top and each rear door is fitted with a cigarette
Lloyd Bean’s.
lighter and ashtray. Insert shows the external markings which will identify the new model.
Clifton Miller and family spent
Saturday evening at Otto Bow
den's. Mrs. O. H. Bowden of Hal
Pleasant Point
lowell and Mrs. Thurlow Heyer of
MRS FANNIE DAVIS
Feyler's
Corner were
recent
Correspondent
callers.
Norman Miller, Josiah Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. David Faulking Dyson
The things
Jameson
and
Arnold
ham visited with Mr. and Mrs Achorn were guests of Kelsey Har
Willard Simmons in Damariscotta kins one evening recently while
money can’t buy...
Sunday.
Mrs. Harkins was entertaining at
Verleigh Miller is driving a new a stork shower.
you’ll find in
DeSoto.
Mr. and Mrs. Dyson Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kenniston and son Gordon of Warren were
children of Warren, called on Mr Sunday guests of his parents. Mr.
by Sacony
and Mrs. Philip Davis and chil and Mrs. J. O. Jameson. Dyson
was thc guest of honor at the
dren Monday.
Miss Beverly Vose was a Satur birthday dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Widdecomb
day night guest of Mrs. Katherine
and children of Rockland were at
Maloney.
Clifton Miller's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Faulking
Mrs. Russell McLeod, Jr., has
ham have returned home after
spending the winter with his par
Thornton Edwards of Warren
ents in Lawry.
Miss Gloria Kenniston of Warren
Neta Dyke visited with Mr. and
and Calvin Coburn of Massachu
Mrs. Homer Marshall Monday.
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hall are
Conley Simmons of Friendship
spending the week in New York.
is doing carpenter work for Lana
Richard Glaude has a new posi
Killeran.
tion as salesman for Watkins
Products.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tinker of
Rockland,
Riley
Davis
and
Mrs. Susie Davis visited with Mr.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
and Mrs. Carl Davis in Port Clyde
Sunday.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Achorn of
First Choice Used Cars
Hallowell called on Mrs. Susie
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
Davis Monday.
RT. 1. NEW COUNTY RD.
Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
104-tf
Philip Davis were Mr. and Mrs.

THE PRICELESS,
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Over a Month's Supply
$2.90

$5.95 to $7.95

$6.95

WESTCLOX

INGRAHAM

POCKET WATCH
$2.98

WRIST WATCHES

BABY BEN
ALARM CLOCK
$5.69

' ceo

MRS. ELINOR MacKENZIE
Corresponded*
Tel. Liberty 6-3132

Rosewood

Chapter,

OES

will

have their installation on April 2
at 8 p. m. Members please note
that the date has been changed
from April I. This is to be semi
public installation and a special
invitation is cordially extended to
all members ot Quantabacook
Lodge. A.F.AA.M. of Searsmont
and their families.

NCI NEW!

evggJ^SBail

etWTS OP v>S»T£*26
P8ONA OUTER

i R.VING SAUCERS

n»»v s’4**4*

ARE NOT NEW AS

Victor Grange held a Neighbor
hood Night meeting on Thursday
evening. March 21. with about 50
present, the following Granges be
ing represented. Mystic, Equity,
Honesty, Georges River, Skowhe-

BAKU** AS 1022.TwC
BOVAl OOSCRvATOev AT
GREENWICH. ENS-LAND
RERORTgr a ’ST^ASfiO

C£-^STAt

W IT AAS

SUPPOSED TO BE O'fiAR
shaped, and bamt a "most
MwnceNT tUMf.vajs
MASS/

_

^INCE Tu£

AIR!
whale is not

A CiSW,

MUST BREATHE THIS
mammal CAN STAN UNDER
iT

t __ WATER AS LONG AS TWENTY
' -7.
AN NOTES AT A TIME/

...GUARANTEED'
4Z • SAVIN6S BONOS AS£ ONE OF T-E F[SES’ SAFEST INVESTMENTS
CAN WAKE NOUC PRINCIPAL IS GUARANTEE? SAFE. N = /5R\ POucAR .

ANO NOUR RATE OF INTEREST IS GUARANTEED BN THE

US GOVERNMENT'

returned home from Knox Hospi
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berry of
tal.
Her mother, Mrs. Merton Warren were Sunday callers at J.
Sawyer of Rockland is with her.
Jameson’s.
Edwin Mank and Mrs. Margaret
Miss Glenys Miller was at home
Matson called on Mrs. Annie from Gorham for the weekend.
Mank Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Simmons

and daughter of Friendship were
Sunday
callers
at
Arnold
Achorn's.
Mrs. Henry Wilson of Washing
ton was a recent guest of her sis
ter, Mrs. Joseph Glaudp.
Mrs. D. T. Jameson and son
Gordon of Warren called on Mrs.
R. F. Simmons Sunday.
Mrs. Hazel Shuman and Mrs.
Bertha Hayes of Portland called
on Mrs. C. Bowers recently.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
Bernys Jameson Wednesday after
noon. Mrs. Hazel Bowers, guest
of honor was presented a corsage.
Following the business meeting.
Mrs. Bowers, who has served
nearly 17 years as secretary was
showered with birthday cards and
gifts. Luncheon was served at a
decorated table, centered with a
birthday cake.

gan, Union Harvest, Tranquillity,
Grand View and Sunlight. After
a supper in charge of the lady
officers the meeting opened with
Worthy Master Clarence Gelo In
the chair: the program consisted
of the following. "A Thought for
the Day” by the worthy chaplain,
a reading "The Fairy and the
Robin” by Sister Evelyn Lucas,
singing by the Grange of "When
You and I Were Young Maggie,'*
reading “Out-of-Doors,” by Sister
Leola Colby, solo "Give Us This
Day” by Sister Mildred Howard,
a quiz, by the worthy lecturer,
reading “Daffodils” by Sister
Flora West and a solo “He” by
Sister Tillie Edwards. The pillow
cases were won by Sister Lenora
Wellman of Mystic Grange and
the nickle march prize by Sister
Elaine Gelo of Victor. Plans were
discussed for the Guest Officers*
night to be held on April 4.
The Gerrish Family reunion was
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Gerrish on March 10. with
21 attending, including Matthew
and Elizabeth Bauer from Niles
Ill.. Horace Gerrish and wife from
Monson. Mass., Helen Conley and
family from Belfast. Harriet Ful
ler and family of Searsmont, Nor
man Gerrish and family from
North Searsmont. also Ruth, Doro
thy, Donald and Matthew Gerrish
of Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs.
Bauer remained with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Gerrish for
a vacation of two weeks. On
March 18 Mrs. Frances Gerrish,
Matthew Gerrish and Mr. and
Mrs. Bauer accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Gerrish back to their
home in Monson. Mass., returning
| to Maine the following Wednesday.
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For Handicapped

And Pirates Running | former for the evening, his 109
“How can we best meet the
Neck And Neck
being best single and his total of needs of the handicapped children

In
the Vinalhaven
Bowling
League things are just as tight as
ever with the Ganders and the
Pirates still in a tie. for first place
due to the Ganders taking five
points from the Ducks and the
Pilates swamping the Worms.
The Ganders on Monday night
rolled their best total for the sea
son, a smart 1380 which was 81
pins better than the Ducks could
produce. Big gun for the Ganders
was Peacock svho rebounded from
a low of 222 last week to a high
of 302 for best total, but high
single was captured by Old Timer

1
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41
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54

THE UNDERDOGS
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Reports On Work
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KEGLERS GETTING UPSET BY
Gawters
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Pine Tree Society
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

55
59

308 best three string total.
Thc Blackfaces now feel they
can clinch second place in their
league but they want to beware
that the same trick of fate that
enabled them to beat the Pale
faces does not do the same to
them with some other weaker
team.
Score Palefaces vs. Blackfaces:

and adults in Maine?” is the ques
tion constantly in the mind9 of

the Executive Board of the Pir.e

Tree Society for Crippled Children
and Adults, Inc.
Twenty-two years have shown
rapid progress and expansion
since the society was first organ
ized in 1936 when the entire pro I
gram consisted of the mailing of
some few hundred Easter Seals
and the transportation of a dozen :
children to schools or clinics. ;
Pine Tree Camp was the first
major project and the summer of
1945 gave eight weeks of summer
camping to 50 crippled children
who have never before known the
pleasures and comradeship of a
camp life. 1945 took the society
into the field of education as Mrs.
Marie Preston, Executive Director
of the society until her death in
1956. lobbied the bill through
Legislature which resulted in the

Paleface*

83
84
84
97
77

Davis
Littlefield
H. Conway
Mills
Oakes

281
263
253
268
276

86
97
81
85
91

92
82
88
86
108

1

1

bi

■’ ea
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
14- Ecarcer
44-Magistrate of
1-Stop
ancient Rome
15- Edges
S-Pack
17-Greek god of war
46-Covers
8-Stumpy knot
49- Wreng doing
19-To have on
10-rndigent
21-Quote
50- A beverage
12- Taut
23- Races
51- Toiled
13- Rougher
5R_ir.rm an;mal
24- Act as head or ruler
1 (-Etruscan god
25- Native of Rome
56-Vexed (Colloq.)
14- Pina for fastening
27-Dress with the beak
9- Perf-et
30- Very small
meat
60- Fxplo't
20-High card
31- Japanese coin
61- Restrains
22-Persia
35-Labor
S’-Conduct
24- Extremely neat
63-Enjoy
35 Command
25- Foot lever
3®-Narrated
26- Knock
VERTICAL
40-To strive to excel
28- Worries
41- Nome of Greece
42- Nall
2- Employ
29- Appolnt
SO-Ar>xl»ty
3-Taverns
45-Otherwise
32- B-fore
4- Assgnments
47- L"se blood
33- Entry in an account 5- An enclosed area
48- O’sk of honor
34- A fish <pi.)
6- Lennth measurelp!.' 51-Fntreaty
35- ln a greater degree
7- Metric land measure K'!-Un--ven
9-?ai-t to a horse
Bt-Perf-rr-ed
37-Confmed
39-Wrrth,
10- r,r»fix. Before
54-Pr-fix. K-’f57 rh-n cal suffix
11- fvlets
42-Curea with salt
59 Solicit
12 Exchange
42-Profix. Not

Want Something? Check the Classifieds

I

JACKET JACKPOT—These fine patterned jackets in partnership
with dark slacks will be favored by many men this Spring. At the
left is a fine striped broken red-and-gray lightweight wool sports coat
in a three button model; at the right is a small brown and white check.

weekend and Rev. Verne Smith
held services Sunday evening,
after which they went to Rock
land.

MATINICUS
Crosby Ames went to Rockland
Friday on business.
The supper held Saturday night
in the church vestry brought out a
good crowd and with plenty of
food and ideal weather was a suc
cess.
The Nursing Association
held their meeting at the close of
the supper.

Vernon Philbrook went to Rock
land Sunday night on the Sunbeam
on business.

Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Young re
turned home Sunday after being
on the mainland for several
months.
Charles Pratt has been a recent
We saw the first robin March 27.
caller in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Young are
The Sunbeam was here over the on the mainland for a few days.

haul

to 33% more!

from heaven
The old Goose did
a lot better too and all in all he
was the most happy fella to leave
the alley when the show was over.
Score Ducks vs. Ganders:

425 456 440 1321
Blackfaces
H. Chilles
100 81
85 266
Rosen
86 81
83
250
E. Conway
90 93 103
286
Ducks
Winslow
74
95 83
252
MacDonald
86 84 251 J. Chilles
81
100 109
99 308
Oakes
98
97 84 279
Nelson
98 93 76 267
Total
450 459 453 1362
Smith
81 81 78 240
The jinx that has been on the
Shields for Poole
trail of the Dogtowners was still
85 90 97 272 working Thursday night as they
battled the Fis'hhaw’ks with the
Total
443 447 419 1309' result that the Dogtowners again
took it on the chin for the down
Ganders
Peterson
84 89
92 265 and out count.
Drew
109 78
88 ( 275 j The highest string they could
Sutliffe
88 93
83 264 find in the entire score sheet for
Peacock
107 106
89 392 the Dcgtowners was an 86. and
Goose
100 £6
98 284 the usually reliable Harold Mac
Donald bowed the entire match
Total
488 452 459 1390 without a single spare, with the
On Wednesday night the Pirates result that the Dogtcwners ended
took five points fro n the lowly up 104 pins in arrears, even
Worms by a bigger margin then though the score of the Fishhawks
the Ganders beat the Ducks, but was nothing to write home about.
on a lower score.
The Worms The Dogtowners feel that if that
seemed to have all the hard luck jinx would only get off their back
and did not even put up a g od they mights some night, duplicate
battle. Ernie Conway, star bowl the trick the Blackfaces pulled
er of the Blackfaces, was sent in and trim the hated Palefaces.
Score Fishhawks vs. Dogtown
by Ivan Olson as a substitute,
something a bit out of the ordi ers:

nary, and immediately cries of
“Ringer” arose from the anguished Worms, and while Ernie did
turn in a nice 280 for the Pirates,
he earned it by taking the verbal
barrage of kidding that the opporit ion hit him with. Shields was
high man with 295 while Capt.
Grim?s who has been in a terrific
slump since he hit thc clouds with
his 100 string on his 8Cth birthday,
took his accustomed place at the
foot with a 209.
With only a
couple of weeks to go, the race
for the last half championship b#»tween the Ganders and the Pirates
looks like a dillv.
Score Worms vs. Pirates:
Grimes
Bickford
F. Chilles
Smith for Rae
Guilford

80
83

78
97

82
96

240
276

393 419 411 1223

Total

Pirates
Mitchell
68 74
E. Conway for O'son
92 92
Johnson
84 106
Sanborn
80
88
Shields
95
98

78

Crest
cf Good I—ivir-hg;
comes -to

IXIesA/ York

When in New York
Stop at the Finest
largest and most conveniently located hotel.
2500 outside rocrr.s, ell with bath and free radio - television
in many. Direct tunnel connection to Pennsylvania Station.
AI, transportation facilities at door. Three air-conditioned
restaurants including the famous Lamp Post Corner, Golden
Thread Cafe, and the popular Coffee House.
Singles
Doubles
from $7 * from $10

Fishhawks

Norton
Warren
S. Smith
White
V. Guilford

Total

86
93
94
82
81

82
90
90
93
82

433

437

87
94
92
90
71

255
277
276
265
234
—
434 1307

Dogtowners
H. MacDonald
85 78
J. Bickford
80 81
Thompson
82 86
Ames
81 70
Walker
71
79

86
85
86
72
81

219
246
254
223
231

410

1203

Suites
from $23

Sample and Meeting Rooms for every purpose.

JOSEPH MASSAGLIA, JR., President
CHARLES W. COLE. Gen. Mgr... JACK WILDER, Res. Msr.

Santa Monica, Calif. Hofei MIRAMAR •
San Jose. Calif. Hofei SAINTE CLAIRE •
long Beach. Calif. Hotel WILTON
•
Gallup, N.M. Hotel EL RANCHO
Albuquerque, Hotel FRANCISCAN
•

Washington, D.C. Hotel RALEIGH
Hartford. Conn. Hotel BOND
Cincinnati, O. Hotel SINTON
Pittsburgh, Pa. Hotel SHERWYN
Denver, Colo. Hotel PARK LANE

and in Hawaii Hotel Waikiki Biltmore HONOLULU

Total

399 394

ruiCArn
CHICAt^U

midwest headquarters

BOOKING OFFICE

•

200 E. Welton

nR 7^44

World famed hotel*—Teletype service—Television

Read The Ceurier-u azette

What every Young Bride

220

93 280
91 f81
85 253
102 295

should

419 458 452 1322

Total

Miracle In The Salt Water League
Tuesday night saw a near
miracle come to pass as the
Blackfaces, the downtrodden team
of last year, took five points
from the league leading Pale
faces, and made them ante up at
the cash register for the ev ning’s
entertainment.
This is only the
fourth time the Palefaces have
been defeated in the entire season
and nobody begrudged the B’.ackmen their victory in the least.
John Chilles was the star per-

DODGE

Total

establishment of the Division of
Special Education for Physically
Handicapped Children under the
Department of Education.
Then
came the most tremendous under
taking to date — the opening of
Hyde
Memorial
Rehabilitation
Hospital in Bath, a convalescent
home for crippled children, in
September 1947.
During the past year approxi
mately 200 children and adults re
ceived care and therapy there;
85 children enjoyed a summer
camp program in addition to
eight weeks of intensive therapy;
a new adult rehabilitation workshop has been established tem
porarily at Hyde Home; Pine Tree
Camp now has a beautiful new
dining-hall and recreation building; Hyde Home is scon to have
a new $12,000 classroom so that
educational facilities may be ex
panded.
Always looking to the future,
the Pine Tree Society is now seek
ing a suitable place for an Adult
Rehabilitation Program, a unit
complete with therapeutic serv
ices,
pre-vocational evaluation,
testing and workshop facilities.
The need for adult rehabilitation
in Maine has proved a necessity.

know...
(grooms, too)
. . . with a pertinent
"aside" to the merchant

who would like to
sell in volume to

the "young marrieds."

Most Power of the Low-Priced 3!

Getting maximum mileage out of

Everybody agrees . . . the main reason for

buying a truck is to haul a payload. That
being the case, doesn’t it make sense to get
the truck that’s powered and built to carry
the most in its weight class? Of course it
does! That’s why so many truck owners
are switching to Dodge.
Dodge gives you the most powerful V-8’s
of the low-priced three, ranging from 204hp. pick-ups to 232-hp. tandems. And Dodge
trucks are built especially tough to handle
bigger loads. For instance, Dodge pick-ups
can haul up to one-third more than other
competitive makes.
Dodge makes hauling these bigger loads
easier, too. Shorter turning radius lets you
needle in and out of tough traffic spots in a
jiffy. Power steering is available on most
models, and the extra convenience of a
push-button transmission* can be yours
only with Dodge.
Think it over. After all, it’s just plain
good business to get the most for your
money . . . and your dealer can prove the
most truck for your money is Dodge.

the

helps

make

it’s a matter of knowing what,
to get posted is in the advertising
columns of this paper . . . friend,

Actual Payload Capacity
1825 lbs.

Actual Payload (opacity

Actual Payload Capacity

1400 lbs.

1500 lbs.

1000 SPACIOUS

MODERN ROOMS
•

Facts prove the Dodge DI00 pick-up beats both
competitive low-priced models in payload. Model
compared is a Dodge 6, 100 pick-up, 7%-foot body.
In larger pick-ups the Dodge lead is even greater.

NEWLY FURNISHED

• MANY WITH 21" TV

Quiet
..
CourfortaW*

Convenient

DODGE TRUCKS

this

and

buying

town’s smartest

guide

to

housewives

. . . and (aside to merchants) star

salesman

for

its

smartest

busi

MORE ADVERTISING FOR
YOUR MONEY is what you get
here.

Illustrations and dramatic

• MINUTIS TO SHOPPING —

headings cost you nothing because

THEATRES — ALL TERMINALS —
EVENING AND WEEK-END
PARKING ADVANTAGES

we have METRO Newspaper
Service to help sparkle your ads.

Recommended by

WITH THE FORWARD LOOK

WEEK-END

Xaa

Special

(V(IY WEE* • THUt&DAT THMU6H SUM0AT

PER PERSON J

yj

<

^/Ij'J
F

ELLERY T. NELSON, Inc.
Rockland - Thomaston Town Line

counselor

ness men!

per day in

— DOUBLE ROOMS

-

budget

where and how to buy. Best place

*Available in all law-tan nuge and Forward-Control models.

Tel. 720

family

matrimony smooth sailing. Mostly,

-

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

$6 SINGLE OCCUPANCY
INCLUDING

COMPLETE BREAKFAST

Route 1

APRIL IS EXTRA-DIVIDEND MONTH... BIG SAVINGS!

14 t 2l«i SK New York U. N. Y.
-NY I HI Tel. - lEemq'oo 1 TWO

SHOPPING starts in the pages of this NEWSPAPER

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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COMMANDER REED TELLS STRANGE

SARDINERS OFFER NEW DISH

STORY—VOUCHES ITS TRUTH
I have tried to write thia story ties designed to obtain information
several times but it has always which could be returned to me in
been unsatisfactory. It still is un the guise of extra sensory percep
tions. and I was first surprised
satisfactory, but I would like to in
that this approach was not at
clude it in the record of happen tempted. Instead thc lady appar
ings in which I have been con ently went to sleep, and when she
cerned and then, if possoble. for opened her eyes and looked
get it.
off
into
space
somewhere
Forty-three years ago, during a over my head, she embarked
time of indecision concerning a on a
travelogue which
en
projected change I thought I compassed half the world. With
should make, and acting on the evident enjoyment she described
advice of a valued friend,, I visit places I had never seen and insist
ed a clairvoyant. It was the first ed my presence took her to those
time I had made such a visit and, places. All I did was to listen
with one exception, the last time while she apparently went on an
also. What I expected from my extended vacation. It was all very
call I don’t know, but what I got interesting but it meant nothing
from my little expedition in the to me.
way of past history and future
After this journey had been com
prospects, surprised me then, and
pleted,
the lady returned to more
has continued to puzzle me ever
since. Then, because I was able familiar surroundings and told me
to check on my own past, and now, a few things about myself and my
because I am able to check on family. I don’t remember all these
things, but some of the details
what was then, my future.
Briefly then, on a warm after were astonishingly accurate and
noon in the summer of 1914. I these I do remember. She told
found myself sitting at a little me, for instance, that my grand
table facing a pleasant looking father had a wooden leg. This I
middle aged lady in a house on knew was wrong but other things
were surprisingly right. She de
Cumberland street in Portland,
scribed
my boyhood home, told
ready for my first contact with a
world beyond my ken.
Being me what my profession was and
I
came
to
enter
it
skeptical of everything psychic, I how
is
something
of
a
was prepared for a series of lead (which
in
itself)
and
men
ing questions and vague generali- story
tioned other matters of which I
thought no one, except myself, had
ASSESSOR'S NOTICE
any knowledge.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The
Subscriber,
Assessor
of
Taxes, of the City of Rockland,
hereby gives notice to the Inhabi
tants of said City and other per
sons having Taxable Property
within said City.to make and bring
in to said Assessor true and perfect
lists of their polls and all their es
tates, real and personal, in writing
including all property held in trust
as Guardian, Executor, Adminis
trator, Trustee or otherwise (ex
cept as is by law exempt from
taxation) which they were posses
sor of on the first day of April 1
1967 and be prepared to Make
Oath to the truth of the same.
And they are particularly re
quested to notify the Assessor ol
the names of all persons of whom
they have bought or to whom the
have sold taxable property sinci
the first day of April, 1956.
And for the purpose of Receiv
ing said lists and making transfer;
of all property bought or sold, th:
undersigned will be in session a
the Assessor’s Room, No. 7, City
Building, from 8.30 to twelv
o'clock in the forenoon, and fron
two to 4.30 o’clock in the after’
noon of
MONDAY. TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
APRIL 1, 2 3, 1967
Special Notice to Executors, Ad
ministrators, Trustees or Guar
dlans:
The statute provides that yoi
must bring in to the Assessor »
true and perfect list of all tax
able property in your possessioi
to date of April 1. 1957 otherwisit will be taxed as the statute pro
vides, and any personal examina
tion of property by the Assessoi
will not be considered as a waivei
of neglect of any person in bring
ing in a true and perfect list as
required by law.
Any person who neglects to com
ply with this notice will be
doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State and be barred i
of the right to make application
either to the Assessor, Board of i
Assessment Review, or County
Oomm.ssioners for any Abatement
of Taxes, unless such person offers
such list with his application and
satisfies the Assessor that he was
unable to oSer it at the time ap
pointed.

CHEEVER C. AMES,
City Assessor

Naturally this mildly amazed
me and it also made me very un
comfortable. I was, however, not
interested in my past. I already
know about that. What I wanted
was information about my future,
if I could get it. And so. when she
paused a moment. I asked her the
only question I propounded during
the entire interview. I had pre-

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
The Assessors of the Town of
Thomaston, Mr., hereby give notice
to all persons liable to taxation in
said Town, that they will be in
'•-‘Ion at Assessors’ office, Watts
Block, in said Town, on the 4th
5th and fith days of April froni 7
p. m. to 9.80 p. m. for the purpose
of receiving lists itt the polls and
■'♦dates taxaUe in said Town.
All surh persons are hereby no
tified to make and bring to said
Vssessors true and perfect lists of
their polls and all their estates, real
ind personal, not by law exempt
rom taxation, which they were
possessed of, or which they held as
Kuardian, executor, administrator,
• roster or otherwise on the first
day of April, 1957, and be prepa et.
to make oath to the truth of thr
same.
When estates of persons deceased
have been divided during fhe past
rear, or have changed hands from
any cause, tbe executor, adminis
trator, or other persons interested,
are hereby warned to give notice of
such change, and in default of surh
notice will be held under the law
to pay the tax assessed although
such estate has been wholly dis
tributed and paid over.
Any person who neglects to com
ply with this notice will be
DOOMED to a tax according to
the laws of the State, and be barred
ot the right to make application
to the Assessors or County Commissioners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such
lists with his application and sat
isfies them that he was unable to
jffer it at the time hnvuy ap
pointed.

PEARI.IE L. HALL.
BERNARD A. ROBINSON,
RICHARD E. MONROE,
Assessors.

38-1'

32-Th-38

X*
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NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard P. Wolf
of New Hampton. N. H.. were
callers Friday afternoon of Nel
son Shuman and Maude Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Goodwin
of Jefferson were callers of Mr.
end Mrs. Lexton Mank Friday
evening.
Homer Carroll of Boston is
passing a week with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Perl Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Duncan
of Portland were weeknd guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poor.
Callers Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
I .a vander Newbert were Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Jameson and Mrs.
Wendell Genthner and son Eddi\
Mr. and Mrs. John Da*vson and
son Gordon of Washington and
Mr. and Mrs. John Dawson and
children Jackie and Candace of
North Waldoboro
motored
to
Orono on Sunday to visit rela
tives.

SOUTH

ASSESSORS'
NOTICE

are stealing years of life from others in highway traffic accidents.

Is there any way to stop it? Yes.
FIRST -Drive safely and courteously yourself. Observe
speed limits and warning-signs.

Chances are, not one of those people would de

SECOND - Insist

a door marked “No Admittance.”

Traffic regulations work for you, not against you.

Yet these same honest people consciously ignore

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchen
bach. Sr., were business visitors
in Rocklanrd on Monday.
Mr. and Mi s. Kenneth Orne and
children of Rockland spent Sun
day afternoon with Mrs. Gertha
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Winchen
bach were recent Saoturday night
supper guests of Mr. and Mra. Or
ville Jameson, Sr., in Camden.
Mr. and Mis. Winchenbach also
visited at the home of Mr. and
H. B. Thompson in Rockland on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
bach and children of Friendship
spent Sunday afternoon with hls
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Win
chenbach.
Benjamin Gross of Auburn vlaited with his mother. Mrs. Mary
Gross on Tuesday. Mrs. Gross
has been ill but is slowly improv
ing.
*

6/wiu)
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TOPS IN TOPPERS-—Styles that are bound to be big favorites this
Spring tire the sv. agger balmacaan in muted light gray plaid with slash
pockets (left), and the fly-front herringbone coat with notch collar
(right).

Orff's

Corner

ALBERT ELWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9454

MRS

Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Gower
and children of Richmond were
Sunday guests ot Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Hutchins.
Mrs. Kate Sprague and Mrs.
Margaret Hutchins spent Wednes
day in Rockland.
Mrs. Roland Bragg and daugh
ters Linda, Deborah and Dianne
of Nobleboro, were guests of Mrs.
Calvin Bragg on Wednesday.
Dorcas Circle of Women’s So
ciety of Christian Service* met on
Tuesday evening at the parsonage
with a good attendance.
A stork shower was given for
Mrs. Marian Osier and Mrs. Jean
Hutchins, who received some love
ly
gifts.
Refreshments were
served by the hostesses, Mrs.

Frances Curtis and Miss Frances
Merry.
Several from this place attended
the reception given Mr. and Mrs.
Ancil .Prock (Shirley Nichols) at
North
Nobleboro
Community
House on Saturday evening. A
very pleasant evening was report
ed with the young couple receiving
many nice and useful gifts. The
beautifully
decorated
wedding
cake was made by the bride
groom's mother. Mrs. Dorothy
Prock.
Mrs. Jennie Lawrence, Mrs.
Lulu Jackson. Mrs. Margaret
Hutchins, Mrs. Ada Elwell, Mrs.
Frances
Jackson.
Mrs.
Jean
Hutchins, Mrs. Leona Elwell and
Mrs. Doris Prock were among
those who attended a party given
by Mrs. Virginia Light at her
home in Winslow’s Mills on Mon
day evening.

pJo QUvje-foc

The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a Imp. skip anil jump from
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARO
Welcome to Boston's newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and
radio.
PROM
*5 50 S.ngle* $8.00 Double

SPRUCE HEAD

NORTH STATION BOSTON
fOR RESERVATIONS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Cen. Mgr.

•
AAofrgoF Molals in*

H«w Yodt, N. Y. • Washington. 0. C.
Boston, Mott. • davalond, Ohio
Wochottor, N. Y. • Grand Rapid*, Midi.
Savannah, Ga.

SHELL
SONITOR
.......

Heating oil storage tank

*°U” corrosion 4 root I nhibitat

nu

TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
SMELL FURNACE OH

A. C. McLoon & Co.

on strict enforcement of all traffic laws.

McLOON’S WHARF

TEL. SI
70473-Th-tI

Where traffic laws are strictly enforced, deaths go DOWN I

GET AHEAD WITH A

In city after city, day after day, it's been proved over

BILL CLEAN-UP

The almost unbelievable result is that, this year

alone, nearly 42,000 men, women—and children—

according to the present mounting rate!

Mrs. Arthur Barbour of Friend
ship was a recent weekend guest
at the home of Mrs. Marion Olson
and Miss Helen Small.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller
and children were in Randolph on
Saturday where they visited Mrs.
Miller's mother. Mrs. Myrna Ben
ner.

Not until after a man’s health
runs down does he begin to wind
up his bad habits.

and over again—

will be crushed, broken and killed in traffic accidents,

3UTCH NECK

Where traffic laws are obeyed, deaths go DOWN I

liberately disobey a “No Trespassing" sign—or open

stop-signs—and refuse to observe posted speed limits.

tubular frame and many other features in car
design. Zora Arkus-Duntov, Chevrolet engineer
and noted European car designer and driver
(.shown in cockpit), played a major role in developing the SS. If shakedown tests are completed,
it n ay be tested at Sebring, Fla„ thia month.

Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton, Jr.
and son David were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. William Max
well at South Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKellar
of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. John
Oxen ham of Camden called on
Mrs. Callie Rackliff Sunday.
Miss Martha Hall is visiting
Mrs. William Hall at Castine for a
few days.

Shocked at the thought? Then learn how honest, everyday men and women

that they killed someone in a highway traffic accident!

Asa research vehicle for advanced engineering
studies in car performance*handling, braking
and other safety factors, Chevrolet has unveiled
a startling new experimental model. Called the
torvette SS (Super Sport), the custom built car
(above) has a lightweight magnesium alloy body,

Mrs. John Oxcnham of Camden
Mrs. Frances Newhall of Rockland
and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey of
Spruce Head were luncheon guests
Friday afternoon of Mrs. Callie
Rackliff.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Van Gemert of North Quincy. Mass., are
spending a few days at their cot
tage.
Rev. and Mrs. Alfred Wilson
have arrived home after spending
several weeks at Clearwater, Fla.

HOW MUCH WOULD YOU STEAL
IF YOU HAD THE CHANCE?
Every day, scores of men and women get into their

h*.

WALDOBORO

Mi. and Mrs. Alton Levansaler
have
returned
home
from
Florida.
Mrs. Andrew Currie is guest of
her son and daughter-in-law, Lt.
The Maine Sardine Council and 1 tablespoon capers
and Mrs. James Currie, in Groton.
the National Potato Chip Institute 2 teaspoons caper liquid
Mass.
»
are co-operating on a special pro Dash cayenne
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Hunter of
motion to boost the sales of their Generous sprinkling ground pep Elmore called on Mrs. Edna Dyer
respective products. This has it per
Saturday.
suited in the development of a new 2 teaspoons minced parsley
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Newburn
sardine dip which the Council 1 teaspoon lemon juice
arrived home from Florida Wed
Executive Secretary Richard E. 1 teaspoon Worcestershire Sauce
nesday.
Reed of Augusta and Miss Joan 1 teaspoon grated onion
Sue Anne Genthner returned
Miller of a New York Test Kitchen \ teaspoon salt
home Saturday from the hospital.
are sampling, as per the above l-.’ teaspoon Chili powder
Mis. Menry Crowell of the vil
photo.
Mash sardines with fork and lage was guest Monday of her
combine with all remaining ingre daughter. Mrs. Fred Genthner.
Following is the dip recipe:
dients. B’end until smooth. Chill
Maine Sardine Cocktail Dip
1 can (3l4 - 4 ounces) Maine sar for two hours to allow flavors to out No. 4 in the list of eight which
merge. Serve as dip with potato finally passed. The following Sep
dines
tember I w’as ordered to duty in
cup sour cream
chips. Yield: 1‘i cups dip.
the Boston Navy Yard, where my
office
was in a brick building be
pared this question with some door at the top and enter a room
care and it sounds rather foolish where three elderly gentlemen hind the high granite wal-ls which
to me now. Then it seemed all were awaiting my arrival, and surround the Yard; and my first
right and it was loaded. This was reading a letter 1 had Written job there was to care for the needs
the question: ‘‘How will I look, them. What that letter contained | of several companies of U. S. Ma
and where will I be. one year from she didn’t know, but it %would af- rines in barracks there. I wore
I feet my future.—That was all. I Navy "whites” with black shoul
this date”?
I watched her come out of her der marks, that being the summer
I was answered promptly and
trance, paid the five dollars she uniform. Incidentally I was there
definitely. I would be. she told
I charged for her reading, thanked for two years.
me, in a brick building behind tall
In my new’ world of busy hap
| her and left. I never saw her
stone walls. I would be dressed
penings and material things I
| again.
all in white with black marks on
gave little thought to the clairvoy
my shoulders, and I would be sur visit which makes this tale worth ant who had predicted these mat
It was perhaps a
rounded by soldiers. I had expect recording.
ers, except to regard them as
ed a less deflnite answer but Tor month later that I found myself in puzzling coincidences when I did
reasons of my own. that answer Washington, D. C.. climbing up an remember them. However I didn’t
satisfied me. It was what I had outside stairway in the rear of the "orget them. Several years later
old Navy Medical School to enter
come to get.
in both Europe and out in the
a room on the third floor where
Before I left she volunteered an
East, I found myself in places
three elderly gentlemen—all na
other bit of prophecy which I had
which I vaguely remembered as
val officers—waited to examine
reason to remember. She told me
having been described to me be
me for a commission in the newly
she could see me climbing up an
fore. When I remembered who
formed Navy Dental Corps. The
outside stairway which led to the
had described them to me I was—
first thing I was required to do
third story of a gray brick build
and still am—completely non
was to write the board a letter
ing. She saw me go through a
plussed.
giving facts concerning my birth,
The final puzzling note came a
background and general education
long time afterward, when I went
aside from my professional educa
home on leave after two years
tion. I w’as examined for ten days
TOWN OF OWLS HEAD
duty in the Philippine Islands and
with 28 other candidates and came
told my mother this story. She
listened attentively, and w’hat she
LEGAL NOTICE
said only adds to the mystery. "I
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
don't remember my
father,”
The Assessor* of the Town ol
The assessors of the Town o she
told
me.
He
died
Owls Head will he in session at
St. George, hereby give notice t<
shortly after I was born. But one
the Owls Head Central School,
all persons liable to taxation in
Monday, April 1, 1957 from 7
the town that they will be in ses day I found something in the attic
p. ni. to 9 p. in. for the purpose
sion at the Town Office in said of the house and asked my mother
of revising the lists of polls and
town on the 2nd and 3rd of Apri’ j what it was. She bold me it was
estates taxable in said town.
at 7.30 P. M. for the purpose of my father's wooden leg.”
revising lists of the |x>lls and
Frank E. Koss,
There you have the story. It
estates taxable.
Donald E. Miley,
proves nothing and will be interCHARLES O. DALRYMPLE.
Elmer D. Curtis,
• esting to only a few. But it is
RALPH E. CLINT,
Assessors.
RICHARD H. FAIJ.A,
puzzling and it is absolutely true.
38-39
Assessors.
35-Th-38
G. H. Reed

cars, drive off—and end up with the brutal knowledge
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WHERE TRAFFIC LAWS ARf
OBEYED - DEATHS GO DOWN;

> Pay leftover seasonal bills
and reduce high monthly pay
ments with a prompt loan here.
We like to say “Yes!” when you
ask for a loan. Phone for your
loan in one visit, or come in.

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SAFETY ORGANIZATION

LOAN!

Leans S2S ta J250R —- plus life I

t at ne extra caat

35S MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
I In an effort to save li vet

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. • Phene: 1US
• • V OATTTRDAVS until noon
Im aoRo a raMnh ol oR u iiiJIoi taa • lean So ah k al

in cooperation with
Tht Atvw iMH Cowrit
Tim Nstionsl Snlnty Council

■I

B

FINANCE CO.
FOR f* FRI Y PERSONAL

F NANCF fO

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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SPARKY SAYS
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SOUTH WARREN
The season of the year is ap

proaching when it will again be
necessary that work be done at
the South Warren Cemetery. The
repair and painting of thc fence,
graveling the road etc., done last
year, drew heavily on the treasury
and in order that work may be
assured for the coming season,
funds will be necessary and may
be sent either to Charles Maxey,
treasurer, Warren. R.D.2. or Mrs.
Margaret Thornton,
secretary,
Thomaston.

Everyone's welcome at the an
nual Farm and Home Week at the
University of Maine each spaing.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

THE MAN WHO OWNED

MGBTBICK

It was actually a too big car. At gas

pumps, it drank like a fish. So he
called it "Moby Dick.”

It even had fins like a hsh. Parking

it was like trying to squeeze a
whale into a goldfish bowl.

Of

fhe deed of the whole in his own
name and arranged the matter
with his partner later on. Paying
HISTORIAN'S NOTEBOOK
what money he had and giving a
were attracted by this trio oi lum note, together with a mortgage of
By Jameu L. Burns
In one sense, Rockland may be bermen were not unfriendly, to the whole tract for the remainder,
said to have begun nearly two ward them and they accepted he retuined. well pleased with his
centuries ago, for, although thc their food in exchange for fish and barga n. Fortune, however, had
explorers who came up the smal' game.
not yet exhausted her favors; for,
After the trees had been felled, it is said, the mortgagee, having
Georges River to Thomaston, and
within a few miles of what is now they weie probably hand split and sailed for England in a ship that
the city proper, it was not until loaded onto a slcop in the cove. was never afterwards heard from,
1757 that the site of the present The lumber was then taken to was supposed to have been lost
city of Rockland was first visited Warren where some rough mill with the notes and unrecorded
by white men. ■who were nothing work was done, but murh of the mortgage with him. ard no pay
more than explorers or hunters; cargo was taken to Boston in the ment was ever made or demand
but thc first permanent settlement rough about as it was when it left ed; though the right of soil was,
within the limits of the township here.
on Nov. 18, 1773. purchased of Mr.
The thick forest which was F'ukrr for £664 10s. This fortu
was not made until two years later
and even as late as 1795. there was Rockland at that time, pi evented nate commencement gave such an
but one house where the city now the trans portation of the lumber j impetus to the business of Snow
stands; so that for all practical over’and to Thomaston and War and Mathews, that it soon attract
purposes, the history of Rockland ren.
ed other settlers to this, the future
Eaton says "This magnificent South Thomaston.
may be said to have opened with
the coming of the three Lermond forest, though of different and
A Mr. Tenant, who had married
brothers, who were pioneer visi varying kinds of timber, extended Mathews’ sister, came early and
tors from the upper St. George, along the shore of Owls Head Bay built a small house, and after the
(now Warren). These were thc and inland as far as the moun rupture between this country and
It entirely covered the England, he joined the American
Lermonds before mentioned, for tains.
whom
Lermond’s
Cove
was present city of Rockland. In the Army and died at Plainfield,
first lumbering operations, the rule Conn., leaving a widow and one
named.
The Lermond brothers, ac was to cut no trunks so small that son Joshua Tenant. (We believe,
cording to Cyrus Eaton's his two men standing on opposite sides although without proof, that it was
tory
of
Thomaston.
Rock and extending their arms could this last named man for whom
land
and
South
Thomaston, completely encircle; and most of Tenants Harbor was named).
He was followed in 1773 by
came here in 1767 to get out these when sawed into boards,
Richard
a cargo of staves for making bar were perfectly free from knots Joseph Coombs and
rels, which were made of oak. and iarger than a man’s thumb would Keating from New Meadows, John
Bridges, a native of York. Thomas
pine 'umber which was plentiful in cover.
When the lands became divested and Jonathan Orbeton. all of
this section, especially in the sec
tion now called the “Point.” Be of these larger trees, the rule was whom came either as hired men
tween the present Winter street to cut none smaller than what sent down by Snow, or as emi
and Sea street (now called* Till would fill the arms of one man grants in pursuit of an advantage
ous place for settlement.
son's avenue). This "Point” has only.
This pine growth ancient and
The first dwelling house built in
always been known as the land ex
tending from the corner of Win noble as it was. had however, been South Thomaston was that of
ter and Main streets down Winter preceded, it was thought, by one Snow's, who did not move his fam
street to the shore, thence in a of a different kind; for the ground ily there until 1771. The next
I northeasterly direction to the rear w-as strewn with huge trunks of house was built by Mathews. Both
of the buildings now occupied by poplars, 3 or 4 feet in diameter, were small, low framed houses,
General Sea Foods Corp, across covered with moss, but still unde containing two rooms and a bed
Mr.
Snow hired his
"Sea street” or as it is now cayed and partly imbedded in room.
called Tillson's avenue; along mould. It is not knogn whether brother Samuel to come down and
Sea street place to the northeast these shorter-lived trees had been superintend the erection of his
corner of the Algin Corporation; simultaneously felled by some buildings. To these, at a later
thence westerly along the water tempest, or. intermingled at first period, he added a grist-mill,
front property of the above-named with the pines, hid successively which ran successfully for many
Algin Corporation to the beginning died and given room to a race years until it was destroyed by
of Lermond’s Cove. From there more aspiring and of greater fire. He also commenced ship
building there at an early period.
southerly to the “made” land, be longevity.
About the time the Lermonds
This large tract of land which
tween the old BiTd Block (now
standing) and where the Gas were here, Elisha Snow of Hat-ps- Mr. Snow purchased, was wholly
House stood, which was dis weil, while seeking a good chance situated on thc north or northeast
mantled a few years ago. From for lumbering, visited the land in side of the Wessaweskeag River,
this point up Sea street to the the vicinity of the Wessaweskeag and was laid out by him into con
Thorndike Hotel. All this section river, and being struck with the venient lots for farms. These were
singular water privileges, fine mostly sold or given away to his
. is referred to as the "Point.”
| A’l this property was at differ growth, and other advantages, im own children, including seven sons
took measures for who all became active and enter
ent times owned individually by mediately.
prising men of business and most
i the Lowells, Ulmers and the starting a settlement there.
In this connection with John of them masters of vessels.
Crocketts, and it has been called
Lowell's Point, Ulmer's Point and Mathews of Plainfield. Conn., The northwesternmost of these
Crockett’s Point. The latteT name whom he persuaded to join him, lots, on the extreme boundary of
of which it is still spoken of. Ler- he purchased a possessary claim thc tract, called the "Ephraim
j mond's Cove of course is the water of a Lieutenant in the British Army Snow" lot now constitutes the old
on which borders Glover’s Lumber then in Boston, but whose name is S. Brlnton Briller farm, and was
Yard around Tillson’s avenue and not recorded, to 303 acres of land, settled upon first by William Row
thence to the Algin Corp, prop ! on which they erected a saw-mill ell in 1801.
The next, or adjoining lot below,
erty. The cove was, and is, a nat and went to work sawing boards
from lumber on the ground as a called the Elisha Snow lot became
ural shelter for small craft.
that of Franklin Farrand. The
When the Lermond Brothers means of making payment.
Being successful in this, Mr. third, called the Israel Snow lot.
came here all this point was cov
ered with a heavy growth of oak Snow went to Boston for the pur- became that of Barzillai Pierce,
| pose of completing the contract the fourth, called the Larkin Snow
with some pine.
The Lermonds built a camp and procuring a deed. He made lot. passed into the hands of Silas
probably somewhere close to thc such a favorable offer there, that Briggs ar.d Brackett Butler, as did
cove before beginning their lum he was induced to purchase the also the fifth called the Isaac
, entire tract of 1750 acres; and. Snow lot. The sixth was trans
ber operations.
It is said that the Indians who Mathews not being present, took ferred to Leonard Wade, which, on

South School Notes

LEAVES FROM AN

(Continued from page twelve)

an interesting map of the Alaskan
region.
The class is preparing for the
spring season by studying thc
unit in science, "Where Do New
Plants and Animals Come From?"
Members are on thc alert for the
spring birds.
Grade Seven—Mr. Harjula

We have elected new officers for
our room. They are: President,
Michael Coakley; vice president.
James Seavey; secretary, Patricia
Paulin; and treasurer, Sharon
Treneer.
The president and vice president |
chose thc following committees:
Lunch. Donna Beal. Arvilla Pow
ell and Alice Godin; opening exer
cises. Linda Johnson and James
Seavey; attendance. Nikki Joyce
and Dana Winslow; plants, Mary'
Fairweather and Sharon Treneer;
housekeepers. Bertha Smith. Pa
tricia Paulin and Arthur Fuller
ton; desk inspectors, Arvill Powell
and Philip Flagg; librarians, Ruth
Brewer and Audrey Smith; bulle' tin hoard, Frederick Daniello,
Paul Fowiie. and Richard Benner;
and program committee. Lucy
Kenney, Gayle Carver, and Mar
shall Merriam.

Penny

A HANDSOME BI.END—Blends of silk and wool are big news for
Spring, as shown here (left) in a suit featuring easy lines, trim lapels
und a broken stripe pattern, and (right) a nubby Glen plaid suit in a
single-breasted three-button model.

his removal to Union, was bought
hy the Butlers. The seventh tract
was taken by the purchaser’s
brother. Joseph Snow, the eighth
by Jonas Dean; the ninth by John
Bridges; the tenth by Elisha
Snow. 2d and transferred to Wil
liam McLoon. the eleventh by
Israel Snow, later occupied by
Je.-Se Skeper; the twelfth was re
served for the original purchaser
and was occupied by himself and
his
son-in-law.
Capt.
James
Spaulding, whose son. Capt. Henry
Spaulding together with Robert
Snow 3d with their families are

the descendants of the first owner, j
Mr. Snow remaining on the origi
nal tract. The 13th tract was
taken by Capt. Ephraim Snow,
and was later occupied by James
Sweetland. The 14th by John
Mathews and later that of Rice
Rowell, whose house, where he
was born and died, was built in
1788.
The 15th lot was taken by James
Stackpole, who commenced mak
ing brick there, but. getting dis
couraged moved over to the St.
George’s River, and sold thc lot
to Hezekiah Bachelder. It was aft-

O'Sullivan

and

Judy

eiwaids sold to Luther Hayden,
with whose son. William, it was
owned. Thc 16th lot was shared by
Robert and Ambrose Snow, who
transferred their respective por
tions, the former to Anthony
Mathews, and the latter to Benja
min Snow.
The description of the transfer
of these lots no doubt will be kind
of dry reading to many, but we
hope there will be some who will
readily recognize the name of a
great-great ancestor, and possibly
some of these lands still remain
in the family down through the
years.
Many of the names mentioned,
later became identified with Rock
land and its industries, and more
will be told of them and their an
cestors later on.
(To Be Continued)

Brann are helping Miss Knowles in
the school library.
We are going to have an aquari
um in our room.
On Temperance Day we had a
panel discussion. Lucy Kenney
w’as moderator. Members of the
panel were Arvilla Powell, Opal
Miller. Gayle Carver, Ruth Brew
er. James Seavey, Arthur Fuller
ton. Michael Coakley, and Richard
Benner.
Alice Dodge. Audrey Smith,
James Seavey, and Dana Callahan
have March birthdays.
The news this month was writ
ten by Penny O'Sullivan and
Sharon Treneer.
Grade Seven—Mr. Harjula

Victor Casey and Robert Phil
brook are new pupils in our room.
In charge of room duties the
past week have been Patricia
Coombs. Kenneth Cushman, Ed
win Davis, Oren Dodge, Carol Escorsio. and Betty Fields.
In arithmetic we have been
learning how to use a protractor
and a compass for drawing and
measuring angles.
Spelling honors for tho. past
week were achieved by Donna
Blake, Diana Borgerson. Gloria
Bridges. Patricia Coombs, Ken
neth Cushman. Oren Dodge. Carol
Escorsio, Betty Fields, Lyonel
Hocking. Joseph Joki. Wesley
Nichols. Charles Oliver, Frank
Post, Joseph Rezenres, Mary
Robishaw, James Smith, Eugene
Witham and Peter Wyatt.
In reading we have been learn
ing Lincoln's "Gettysburg Ad
dress" and reading stories about
other famous Americans.

oom Ofoor tMoone. in mot utour

mumomi'

THC NAVY Will MSACMUTt A NOBOT
WtATHtR STATION ONTO THC ANTAATIC THIS
TCAA WHICH WILL AUTOMATICALLY Ot TACH
Th£ chute, CAECT ITSELF, ANO TRANSMIT
SATA IN UORSC COSt.

ROSSMAN'S NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED
HOME OWNERSHIP PROGRAM
STILL OFFERS NO MONEY DOWN
■ STILL NO MONEY DOWN WITH
GROSSMAN’S FLEXIBLE FINANCING
■ NO “TIGHT-MONEY” PROBLEMS!
■ EASY, RENT-LIKE PAYMENTS!
Hl 1,1

V' V Hl I”
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1/1 1,1

CHOOSE FROM ...
40 DISTINCTIVE HOMES, CUSTOM
ENGINEERED TO GIVE TOP VALUE
------------------------- ,, ,

.............................. -s' V
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He thought about trading "Moby"

for an economical little foreign car.
It was too little for 5 kids.

FOR

BuSt tktHom';

BUSINESS

.

Cew.

....

PORTLAND'

TO

• I FIGURED I WOULD SAVE $2500AND I DID.

BOSTON-

•I NEEDED NO DOWN PAYMENT.

NEW YORK^f?

• THE MONTHLY TERMS WERE FAR LESS
THAN I HAD BEEN PAYING FOR RENT

&
So he bought Rambler, only car with
room tor six 6-footers. plus European
car economy, handling ease.

• ARER THOROUGH INVESTIGATION. I DE
TERMINED THAT THE SAVINGS ON THIS
HOME WERE FAR GREATER THAN I COULD
REALIZE ON ANY OTHER HOME OF COMPARABLE QUALITY.

MERE'* THE SCHEDULES.

KAO DOWN
Week Days Sundays

Week Days Sundays

MILES PER GALLON

It was a Rambler "6" that set the
NASCAR cross country record of 32
miles per gallon with overdrive.

f

r M

745

4.05

520

7 55

4.15

530 Lv. Thomaston

8 IO

429

5 43 Lv.

924

443

5 55

8 21

4 <6

558 Lv. Winslows Mills

A 84.

RAMBLER
^6 «>» V-8

Wafiw

Lv. Waldoboro

Lv Nobleboro

HERE ARE TYPICAL FARES...

Ar. 11 25

5 25

ms

A'. 11:15

5 14

11:03

Ar. 10 56

500

10 45

Ar

10 <1

4 «r

10 31

Ar. 10 32

4 36

10 21

Ar 10 23

-

10 18

4 54

6 07

6 13 Lv. Damariscotta .
Mills

Ar. 10 II

-

13 13

141

500

Ar

10 12

10 09

5 06

6H u. NewtAStle

4 21

J5J

9 54

4 06

9 56

lv. Wrscxsset

9.11

5 26

6 31

9.28

-

-

9 33

5 ‘8

6 58

9t9

6 04

7 W At. Btuns.itk

7 00

lv Woolwrch
lv. Bath

Ar. Portland

7.55

b

Ar. Bosto"

11,

0

At. New York

Ar.
Ar

9 24

-

—

Ar.

9 22

3<3

9.35

lv.

9.01

3 25

9.18

lv.

120

2 43

8 35

$3.47

$6.16

7.85

13.97

Rockland New York

13.67

33.18

Wiscasset-Portland

2.05

3.63

Wiscasset-Boston

6.44

11.44

17.25

30.67

Bath Portland

1.54

2.73

Bath Boston

5.93

10.54

16.74

29.77

Rockland Boston

12 30

-

A M.

P M.

A M

lv 10 15

10 15

P.H

P M

Bath-New York

Stanley's Garage
Drewett's Garage
U. S. Route 1, Warren
Phone CRestwood 3-2332
S<* D-Meylend—uni Abt-1 v netwovk.

-NO HIGHWAY DANGERS —NO TOLLS ~

NO DRIVING STRAIN WHEN YOU

• AFTER CAREFUL INVESTIGATION, I REAL
IZED THAT HERE WAS THE BEST PLAN FOR
ME AND MY FAMILY ... OR ANY AVER
AGE INCOME FAMILY SEEKING THEIR OWN
HOME.

PROOF POSITIVE YOU SAVE $$$

CO BY TRAIN..

Maine Central Railroad

I

Groumen't
"Award-Winning”
home
ownership program it the way to own
a home that promitei lasting satisfac
tion. Wo hove hundreds of actual testi
monies, just like "Jim Lester's.” available
upon request. Why not ask the men
who built a Grossman home..

Popular Tri-Level living with comfort, private and family
living areas. Spacemaster family room, extra deep ga
rage end open plan dining end living room. Other
hallmarks of quality that challenge homes selling for
$16,000 or more.

COMPLETE QUALITY MATERIALS
Grossman Home is a complete home. Not only ere the
interiors end exteriors complete in every dotail; but you
also get quality Heating. Plumbing end Electrical systems.
A

INVESTIGATE
GRAM

Amenoin Mow Means More for Americans

245 Main St., Rockland
Phone 511

• VETERAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES, BANKS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS ACCEPT THESE
HOMES.

The ELIZABETH only $7998

Wiscasset-New York

lv. 2 30

• I KNEW THAT ONLY THE FINEST BUILDING
MATERIALS WERE USED. INCLUDING PLUMBING, HEATING AND ELECTRICAL. NO PROBLEM MEETING RIGID BUILDING CODES.

One Way
Round Trip
(including 10% Federal Tax)

Rockland-Portland

'136

10 35

Rambler's 1st in trade-in value
among an low-priced cars, because
it's the smartest buy, new or used

Lv. Rockland

• RECORDS SHOWED THAT OVER 7200 SATISFIED NEW ENGLAND FAMILIES HAD USED
THIS METHOD OF HOME OWNERSHIP . . .
IT HAD TO BE SOUND!

A M.

(». M

A.*.

GROSSMAN’S

BEFORE

YOU

INVEST

UNIQUE

IN

A

PRO

HOME.

GROSSMAN HOMES
Contact Your Local Representative:

CLIFFORD

TAYLOR

71 Elm St. — Camden, Me. — CEdar 6-2327

SEND

FOR

BOOK OF

HOMES

S. 130 Granite St., Quincy, Steel
ATT: Homee Department
! GROSSMAN

I
■
■
•
•

Gentlorqon:
R.C.G.
Please eend me your “Book of
Homes." I enclose 26c to cover cost
ot mailine and handling. Please inelude your
moat recent
flyers
on
ew Croeeman
Homee
for *87.
Srend-Neu
*

• NAMESADDRESS

!crrr__
OWN LAND

TES

